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From my classroom to yours...
A message from Megan LeBleu, Director of Curriculum
After 14 years in the classroom, I made the decision join a team pursuing a unique idea: to build fully
comprehensive, immersive, engaging math curriculum. The decision didn’t come easily. I still regarded my
students as “my kids” and there was still much more I wanted to master in my trade. However, my decision
stemmed from the fact that I was still spending hours upon hours, day-in, day-out, looking for better content
for my students. I felt there had to be a better way. Now, as I have had the opportunity to travel to schools
around the country and see the MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum in action, I know I made the right
choice.
Part of it comes from knowing that the resources make life a little easier for teachers to bring engaging
content to their classes. The other part is that now I can see the results of the most valuable lesson I learned
from that last year in the classroom. During that time, I was inspired by a MidSchoolMath Professional
Development workshop and began to build my first piece of rich curriculum based on the idea that students
would learn math by ‘climbing’ Mt. Everest. My colleague and I worked hard to create videos to immerse our
students and develop problem sets where the math made sense in context, such as learning proportional
relationships by determining how many Yaks are needed for the trip. Yet, I was scared the idea would not
be relevant to my students for whom math has held no purpose, and that they wouldn’t care about Everest.
Many of my students had never ventured outside of their state, much less across the world to a little-known
country in the Himalayas. “Just what in the world,” I worried over and over, “was I thinking when I started this
project?”
Then I saw it. The smiles of my kids, a bit of increased perseverance in their efforts, and a better understanding
of complex problem solving when the unit of measure was a real Yak they had just seen in video at 20,000
feet, instead of a clip art picture of apples in a textbook. I also had a bit more fun during my day because I
was excited to be on a journey with my kiddos. Today, you will find that original project, Expedition Everest
in the MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum. I still want to make improvements to that work, having
learned even more since, but I hope it gives you some insight to what I learned in my classroom my final
year–that the cliché of accomplishing what you really want to see happen, starts with overcoming fear and
taking that first step toward something new. My students ‘climbed’ Everest, got better as mathematicians,
and I got better as a teacher.
Welcome to MidSchoolMath!

Megan LeBleu is the Director of Curriculum at MidSchoolMath and is a nationally board-certified
teacher who taught math at a high-poverty middle school in Albuquerque, New Mexico for 14 years.
During those years, she collaborated with fellow teachers, making math curriculum engaging and
accessible to students.
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Curriculum Overview
Curriculum Designed to STOP THE DROP
For 20 consecutive years, US students have shown the largest decline from 4th to 10th grade on
international test scores in math. The phenomenon, called ‘The Mid School Math Cliff’, is so pervasive, it
can be seen in nearly every district in the country. The reason for the drop is simple: tests in earlier grades
are computationally-oriented, while the more advanced concepts, tested in the later grades, are focused
primarily on conceptual learning with more applied, multi-step problem sets. In the US, heavy reliance on
calculation-based curricula continues even into the middle grades, when practice with conceptual logic
structures is so critical for algebra preparation.
Students go into algebra unprepared, and as a
result, Algebra I is the most failed course in middle
school, high school and college. Because the drop
in mathematics performance is so common across
the US, and has such far-reaching implications
for both our children and our country, curricula
focused on addressing the ‘cliff’ is needed.

The Mid School Math Cliff

Overcoming a problem of such magnitude requires
that students have significant time working with
a curriculum focused on developing and defining
variables in concrete, “real-life” scenarios before
moving on to the abstract.
For nearly a decade, MidSchoolMath has been
building content and software with corresponding Nearly every US school district shows a decline in math
scores during the middle grade years.
professional development to address challenges
faced by school administrators and teachers
around the country. We are proud to present full comprehensive curriculum for schools and districts. Our
blended print and digital math curriculum for 5th to 8th grades is specifically designed for educators seeking
a more conceptual approach to mathematics instruction in preparation for Algebra I and more advanced
courses.
Our unique approach to curriculum features The Math SimulatorTM, which provides students an immersive
experience to practice defining variables and creates problem-solving strategies, often prior to receiving data
for computation. This method allows for students to engage in a math problem without being overwhelmed
with information; rather, they seek to explore the data to find what is relevant and meaningful to a question.
Thus, this method reinforces in the minds of the students that math has purpose. The Math SimulatorTM is
simple to implement in the math classroom and is delivered using the highest-quality media available in
film, animation and print. The curriculum is designed not only to enhance student engagement, but also
to provide stronger visual representation of concepts with focus on logic structures and mathematical
thinking for long-term comprehension. Additional tools, such as daily practice with the adaptive Test Trainer
Pro, provide achievement gains for summative assessments such as classroom exams and state tests.
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MidSchoolMath is a direct product of extensive research into the complex US math crisis. As a nation, we
can do better and must invest resources directly into the breaking point: middle school mathematics. While
technology is perceived as inherently innovative and interactive, the fundamental structures of leading
computer-based math programs remain didactic and do little to address the essential issue of how to teach
math more effectively. Our Comprehensive Curriculum represents our steadfast dedication and central edict
that we think speaks most clearly to educators. Going well beyond technologies, MidSchoolMath strives
to build partnerships with schools and districts that want to help students see that math is relevant and
holds value and meaning in the world. We infuse this concept throughout our curriculum and professional
development and invite you to give us feedback after you have experienced one of our lessons or attended
one of our trainings or conferences.
MidSchoolMath is specifically designed to address the ‘The Mid School Math Cliff’. MidSchoolMath
Comprehensive Curriculum has shown greater achievement gains, hour for hour, in randomized controlled
trials compared to other curricula.1 MidSchoolMath emphasizes
structured, conceptual learning to prepare students for Algebra I. An
adaptive trainer supports student learning and differentiation. Math
facts training is included, but with less emphasis than either conceptual
or adaptive training.
MidSchoolMath works best in schools with reliable access to the
internet and devices at least three days per week. MidSchoolMath
Comprehensive Curriculum is specifically designed for schools and
districts focused on achieving long-term growth through committed,
methodical improvement.

'Assessing Readiness' Checklist
This checklist allows teachers to evaluate their level of readiness for adopting the MidSchoolMath
Comprehensive Curriculum and to offer a clear and systematic approach to maximize efficiency for proper
implementation.
Team, including leadership, is looking for a conceptually-focused curriculum designed to prepare
students for algebra and more advanced courses.
Schools have solid internet access, and teachers have working projectors and a working sound system.
Students have ‘one-to-one’ access to computers at least 2-3 times per week for adaptive training.
Professional development time is planned with resources to support PD included in the budget.
Leadership takes a long-term view with a methodical plan to continue implementation of a
conceptually-based math program.

1

Research conducted by MidSchoolMath as part of NSF SBIR Phase I research, initiated in 2016 and continuing under a 2017 Phase II award.
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Curriculum Structure
MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum blended digital and print content is designed to transform
the math classroom utilizing principles of teaching and learning that have the highest effect sizes for
increasing student achievement. The curriculum was developed with the goals of supporting teachers
in ease of planning and implementation as well as delivering unprecedented student engagement. The
MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum shifts how math is presented by creating a ‘real-world’ context
using a Math SimulatorTM, which provides students the practice of defining variables and determining what
is needed to solve the problem. In addition to the core curriculum (Standards & Lessons), MidSchoolMath
integrates Intensive and Assessment elements to enhance conceptual learning with adaptive tools for
core skill development.

Standards & Lessons

Intensives

Assessments

Designed for mastery and conceptual
understanding of individual standards.

Enhanced to facilitate understanding
‘across’ standards including multi-step
problem solving.

Adapted to highest achievement gains
and assessments of student proficiency.

Detailed Lesson Plan provides a step-by-step
guide per standard.
The Math SimulatorTM provides an immersive
experience to develop conceptual
understanding in rich, narrative contexts in
multi-digital forms.
Teacher Instruction responds to specific
learning needs and offers clarity of student
misconceptions and makes concrete-toabstract connections.
Clicker Quizzes are whole-class, low-stakes
tests administered to enhance long-term
recall of concepts.
Practice Printables bring repetitive exercises in
a printed format and provide opportunity to
transfer learning to state tests.

Distributed Practice is designed to give
students experience with exposure to all
grade level content in a short time period
(<week).
Game-Based Curricula developed exclusively
by MidSchoolMath represent the highest
level of contextual learning of math
concepts with multi-step problem solving
practice.

Test Trainer Pro provides adaptive, low-stakes
practice testing with feedback to foster
student achievement.
Milestone Assessments are summative
evaluations of student learning in each
cluster.
All Domains Review is designed as the student
year-end ‘Final Product’, generally a small
booklet created by the student highlighting
their primary learnings from the year.

Story Projects and Other Intensives are
additional math problems developed by
MidSchoolMath teachers and leading
math experts such as Dan Meyer, Jo Boaler,
MathShell and Khan Academy that utilize
multi-standards and domains of learning.

Student Reflections provide a synthesis of
learning and represent the highest level of
student work.

Standards & Lessons
Lessons contain multiple components, each specifically designed to offer students several avenues to master
the individual standards. For example, The Math SimulatorTM emphasizes conceptual learning, whereas the
Clicker Quiz greatly increases long-term retention of the concept. All lessons include a Detailed Lesson Plan,
Math SimulatorTM, Clicker Quiz and Practice Printable. Teachers are encouraged to develop Teacher Instruction
to directly respond to classroom needs and complete select lessons with a Student Reflection.
Detailed Lesson Plan
The Detailed Lesson Plan provides a step-by-step guide with specific learning objectives, activities and
protocols with classroom time allotments and organization for each standard. The Detailed Lesson Plan
includes suggestions for differentiation and instructional practices, or ‘moves’, as well as additional resources
including tips for the English Language Learner student. Detailed Lesson Plans are available on the Teacher
Dashboard by standard.
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Ratios & Proportional Relationships

6.RP.A.3b

Solve unit rate problems including those involving unit pricing and constant speed. For example,
if it took 7 hours to mow 4 lawns, then at that rate, how many lawns could be mowed in 35 hours? At
what rate were lawns being mowed?

The Math SimulatorTM
LESSON: VACATION DAY
Canlesson.
the guard affIt
ord is
the the
all-inclusive
resort? component of
The Math SimulatorTM serves as the kick-off to each and every
central
Being able to work with dollars as units relative to time is one of the most fundamental standards to prepare
financial literacy.a
In Vacation
Day, Cicero
the Guard and his colleague
are discussing vacation.of the
MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum, designedstudents
to forprovide
strong
conceptual
foundation
Cicero gets one day of vacation every year. This year he wants to go to an all-inclusive resort, and he hopes
TM
to
get
a
pedicure.
Students
must
determine
whether
Cicero
can
aff
ord
to
go
to
the
resort.
The data provided
mathematical standard. The Math Simulator is structured
with the following sequence:
are Cicero’s Guard contract and the resort pamphlet.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

1.

Immersion: The first video launches
The Math Simulator
1 Immersion
students into a rich, contextual situation
• Play Vacation Day Immersion video, whole-class.
in which a math problem naturally arises.
• Restate the question: Can the guard afford the
all-inclusive resort?
The video ends with a simple question.
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"
For example, Can the guard afford
2
Data
& Computation
the all-inclusive resort? Most notably,
• Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to
the Immersion video typically does
students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your answer
not include data needed to solve the
make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
problem, triggering students to analyze
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.
the context in which the problem is
to be solved. Following the Immersion
3 Resolution
• Play Vacation Day Resolution video, whole-class.
video, teachers are encouraged to use
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
protocols to facilitate classroom dialogue
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.
about strategies and estimated solutions,
Answer: Cicero cannot afford the resort. He is 2 denari short.
stemming from student intuition and
MidSchoolMath
Vacation Day
1
students receiving the specific information they need to solve the problem. In this way, students
acquire practice with specifying variables, foundational for later algebra. The work students do before
receiving data is critical for complex problem solving skill development which leans heavily on
constructing logic structures.

2.

Data and Computation: In the Data & Computation stage, students receive the information they need to
solve the problem and are encouraged to collaborate with one another to confirm or critique answers.
Teachers are encouraged to be 'less helpful' during this period, answering questions from students
with additional questions rather than confirming strategies or providing solutions.

3.

Resolution: After students have worked toward a solution in the Data & Computation stage (usually
between 20 and 40 minutes based on professional judgment), teachers should play the Resolution
video demonstrating how the math problem was solved and providing the resolution of the story.
After the Resolution video, teachers should provide 7-10 minutes of direct instruction to formalize the
math, while linking back to the story narrative to make sense of abstract concepts.

TM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

Teacher Instruction
Teachers are encouraged to prepare a 7-10 minute Teacher Instruction to follow completion of The Math
SimulatorTM when students are reflecting on a ‘concrete’ example and are able to extend their thinking to the
‘abstract.’ This component of the lesson should be developed by the teacher in direct response to specific
needs in the classroom based on his or her professional judgement. Lectures can be developed using
guidance and standard math procedures from the Instruction at a Glance section of the teacher’s guide.
Teacher Instruction should highlight misconceptions teachers have observed in class and build on previous
learning. Because a deep understanding of the math concepts to be addressed is critical to developing
various instruction formats and addressing the impromptu needs of the classroom, MidSchoolMath
recommends teachers utilize multiple resources to prepare Teacher Instructions.
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contexts, and appearing in different forms (written
text, table, graphs). Consider assigning these rates/
unit rates in the various forms to students and ask
them to find classmates with matching rates/unit
rates.

Clicker Quiz
TheMegan:
ClickerAskQuiz
is an
essential
element
to every standard, enhancing students’ long-term retention of
students
to use
the skills in
this standard
to create
and solve
their owna real-world
math
concepts
through
principleproblem;
of learning called the ‘testing effect’. The Clicker Quiz also serves as a
then have students exchange with each other.
primary
formative assessment for teachers to modify teaching practices. The technology, which provides
the classroom distribution automatically and highlights the correct answers, allows teachers to identify and
Clicker Quiz
follow up any learning gaps with specific instruction.
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
Cicero, the Guard of the Window,
dreams of earning 6 denari for
every 8 days worked. At that rate,
how many denari would Cicero
earn if he worked 24 days?

A

3 denari

B

4 denari

C

18 denari

D

32 denari

Giraﬀes eat about 90 kilograms of food in 3 days.

Days
(kg)

A
B
C
D

1

2

3

6

The top speed of this car is 225 miles per hour.

Which rate is faster than that?

What is Joey’s hot dog eating rate?

A
C

Which set of numbers complete the table?
Food

Joey Chestnut holds the record for eating 70 hot
dogs in 10 minutes.

B
D

17 hot dogs
per minute
3 hot dogs
per minute

Lola can read 8 pages in
3 minutes.

7 hot dogs
per minute
60 hot dogs
per minute

A

300 miles in
2 hours

B

450 miles in
3 hours

C

916 miles in
4 hours

D

630 miles in
5 hours

Which drink is the best deal?

12 15

24 oz.

90

A
45, 75, 105, 135, 165
30, 60, 180, 360, 450

16 oz.

11 pages
12 oz.

B 80 pages

90, 180, 270, 360, 450

C

30, 60, 180, 270, 350

D 10 pages

$1.32

$1.44

$2.40

38 pages

A

Small

B

Medium

C

Large

Classroom
implementation is simple. TeachersVacation
launch aDay
quiz for the whole class with the clickers accessed
MidSchoolMath
2
via school device (iPads, Chromebooks, laptops) through the individual student accounts. No specialized
hardware is required. Six questions are provided per standard, ranging from contexts similar to those in The
Math SimulatorTM, which are more ‘concrete’ to more ‘abstract’ versions of the standard as might be seen on
standardized tests.
Teachers are encouraged to vary protocols for the Clicker Quiz, such as asking
students to work in pairs, individually, or in group formats. Teachers may also
ask students to record answers on paper occasionally prior to voting. Following
the Clicker Quiz, teachers are encouraged to a provide a brief 3-5 minute
mini-lesson for any item students are clearly misunderstanding. Notably,
Clicker Quizzes are a learning mechanism in and of themselves, even without
additional instruction. Initial research indicates that use of the Clicker Quizzes
results in nearly a full standard deviation of additional growth in learning.
It is critical that students be allowed to ‘fail safely’ in an ungraded format during
the quizzes. The Clicker Quiz is based on research conducted by MidSchoolMath
indicating an effect size of nearly a year of growth in achievement with
consistent use. For this reason, the Clicker Quiz is considered essential for every
standard. A whole-class Clicker Quiz allows teachers instant group feedback to
determine any learning gaps and adjust their teaching accordingly.

5

Practice Printable
This component helps round out a
standard, including elements that perhaps
weren’t directly addressed in The Math
SimulatorTM tasks or the in the Clicker Quiz.
It is not necessary for the Practice Printable
to be completed for every standard,
although we encourage teachers to have
students complete it for any standards
deemed essential for state testing, or in
preparation for Milestone Assessments to
be utilized for grades.

Name

Date

Period

Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

VACATION DAY

How might this standard appear on a test?

Can the guard afford the all-inclusive
resort?

1) Three friends each mow lawns on the weekend to earn extra money. How many lawns can each
friend mow in 10 hours?

Cicero the Guard looks forward to his one vacation day every year.
After a small raise, Cicero now earns 6 denari for every 5 days of
work. He has 35 more days of work until his vacation day.

Ricardo

The resort he has chosen is all-inclusive, meaning meals and spa
services are included in the cost. This year, though, he wants to go
all out and purchase brand new attire. He has made a list of what
he hopes to buy.

Julia

Kenneth

16 lawns in 8 hours

14 lawns in 5 hours

15 lawns in 6 hours

20 lawns in 10 hours
__

28 lawns in 10 hours
__

25
__ lawns in 10 hours

2) During two hours of television, there are approximately 29 minutes of commercials. If one watches television for five hours, how many minutes of commercials will be shown?
In five hours, about 72.5 minutes of commercials will be shown.

Determine if Cicero can afford his vacation day.

3) If the sales rates remain constant, order the car dealerships from most cars sold per month to
least cars sold per month.

6.RP.A.3b
About this standard

Autos ‘R Us

Solve unit rate problems
including those involving
unit pricing and constant
speed. For example, if it took
7 hours to mow 4 lawns, then
at that rate, how many lawns
could be mowed in 35 hours?
At what rate were lawns
being mowed?

Car Dealership

Cars sold each
month

Most

Quality Ride
Autos 'R Us
Car Nation

75
30
18

Least

Motor World

15

Motor World

9 cars sold in 9 days

4 cars sold in 8 days

Car Nation

Quality Ride

6 cars sold in 10 days

5 cars sold in 2 days

4) On average, it takes 3.4 minutes to download a 100-Megabyte
video file. At this rate, how long will it take to download a
4-Gigabyte movie file? (1 GB = 1024 MB)
It will take approximately 139.3 minutes (2 hours 19 minutes)
to download a 4-Gigabyte movie file.

Can Cicero afford his vacation day?

5) Aiko is hoping to buy her grandparents a ceramic bowl for their anniversary. The bowl costs

Yes
Earnings:
42 denari

MidSchoolMath

$112.00. At her job, Aiko earns $40 for 5 hours of work. How many hours does Aiko need to work
to buy her grandparents the bowl?

Costs:
41 denari

Aiko needs to work 14 hours to buy her grandparents the bowl.

Vacation Day

MidSchoolMath

1 of 2

Vacation Day

2 of 2

The Practice Printable allows students to
work without computer technology, either for individual practice or for incorporating creative techniques
and methodologies such as stations, pair-share, jigsaw, peer teaching or other protocols. We encourage
protocols that allow students to collaborate with one another by sharing ideas, affirming and/or critiquing
those ideas, and also defending their own ideas.
Student Reflection
The Student Reflection assignment at the end of a
lesson warrants special attention. The two primary
purposes of the Student Reflection are for students
to (1) synthesize their work, and, (2) create a visual
representation, triggering a ‘memory cascade’ of the
math concept.
A Student Reflection is comprised of four elements:
a title, a full color image, a written narrative of the
mathematics learned in the standard, and a unique
standardized question developed by students. The
image itself is more than a picture for looks: the image
creates a memory cascade accessing the mathematics
learned in the standard and enhancing long-term recall
of the concept. The standardized item aids in transfer of
learning to other contexts, and the narrative reflection
deepens conceptual learning of the standard. Teachers
typically choose to do reflections for 8-10 standards
per year due to the time-intensive nature of these
student products.
The Student Reflection is an acceptable methodology
for 'constructed response' on a test which asks for
drawings, letters and descriptions as an answer.
Student creation and revision of the Student Reflections
are practices that lead to better responses and scores.
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Name

Date

Period

STUDENT REFLECTION

This will help you with in-depth understanding.
Instructions:
1. Draw a visual representation of the story and math concept. Include a “relevant title”. Be creative and use color!
2. Write a clear explanation of the math concept in the story.
3. Show the math problem from the story and its solution.
4. Create your own multiple choice test question using the same math concept from the story. Circle the correct answer.
5. Use the rubric below to grade yourself by circling how you did in each category. Turn this in with your Student Reflection.

Example:

2

1

0

Visual
Representation

My drawing and title
are creative, colorful,
and relevant to the
story. I put sincere
effort into my work.

4

My drawing and
title are somewhat
creative, colorful,
and relevant to the
story. I put good
effort into my work.

I didn’t include a
title, but my visual
is creative, colorful,
and relevant to the
story. I put some
effort into my work.

I didn’t include a
visual representation.
I included a relevant
title, but my effort
was minimal.

I didn’t include a
visual representation
or title.

Math
Explanation

My math explanation
is clear and concise.
I showed complete
understanding of the
math concept.

My math explanation
is somewhat clear
and concise. I
showed partial
understanding of the
math concept.

My math explanation
is not very clear
nor concise. I
showed limited
understanding of the
math concept.

My math explanation
is not clear. I didn’t
understand the math
concept.

I didn’t explain the
math.

Math
Problem

My solution to the
math problem is
correct and shows my
work.

My solution to the
math problem is
incorrect, but shows
my work.

My solution to the
math problem is
correct, but does not
show my work.

My solution to the
math problem is
incorrect and does
not show my work.

I didn’t include a
math problem or
solution.

Test
Question

My test question is
original and directly
relates to the math
concept. I have the
correct answer.

My test question is
original and directly
relates to the math
concept. I have an
incorrect answer.

My test question is
not original, but it
relates to the math
concept. I have the
correct answer.

My test question
doesn’t relate to the
math concept.

I didn’t include a test
question.

MidSchoolMath
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Student Reflection

1

Intensives
Teachers consistently report engagement of students to be among the greatest challenges in the classroom.
Likewise, conceptual learning is difficult to achieve. The Comprehensive Curriculum is designed to address
these concerns on a daily basis, while focused Intensives in game-based learning, visual learning, and story
projects provide built-in 'breaks' and opportunities for deeper learning. All Intensives and curricula units,
from 5th to 8th grade, may be used repeatedly for new concepts and as support for remediation in other
grades to facilitate understanding of prior concepts in a deeper, more meaningful way.
Distributed Practice
Distributed Practice (sometimes called ‘spaced practice’) is interspersed throughout all grade levels and is
an essential part of the curriculum. Rather than providing all domains sequentially, Distributed Practice is
designed for students to acquire practice with the overall curriculum for their grade level in a short span of
time. That is, by employing the Clicker Quiz and Teacher Instruction methodologies, teachers can provide an
overview of all domains and a broad range of standards in the span of a single week. The methodology for
Distributed Practice modules is relatively simple with the Clicker Quizzes launched each day in conjunction
with short interactive Teacher Instruction lectures.
Distributed Practice includes a variety of standards from all domains and is planned into each year.
Facilitation is simplified using the MidSchoolMath Test Trainer and Clicker Quiz system, thereby reducing
preparation time. Although these modules are brief (typically a single week), Distributed Practice is widely
shown to have greater effects in learning than traditional block (mass) practice.2 Specifically, classroom
methodologies that rely on mass teaching of highly-related concepts in long blocks (6 to 8 weeks) fail to
provide sufficient opportunity for students to draw on unique strategies. Distributed Practice encourages
students to make connections between content units. In the modules, teachers should quiz students in a
'no-stakes' environment on concepts that have been taught previously, and concepts that have not yet been
introduced, in all domains. This allows prompt retention of prior learning and 'prime' learning mechanisms
of new ideas.
MidSchoolMath recommends the inclusion of two to three one-week Distributed Practice periods during
the year where ideas from all domains are introduced. Specifically, MidSchoolMath recommends the use of
our Distributed Practice Clicker Quiz modules in combination with daily practice on the adaptive test trainer,
switching each day between various domains. Teachers should plan a single, brief lecture (5-7minutes) on
a concept from one domain each day. During these 'high' learning weeks, high stakes assessments or tests
should not be given. If mandatory grades are required, homework assignments or quizzes are best.
Game-Based Curricula
MidSchoolMath aims to provide the richest, most conceptual problem sets ever developed in math
education. Our game-based components support this goal, providing students with a rich and robust game
play experience that fosters critical thinking and understanding. MidSchoolMath games were developed to
ensure that math is presented coherently within the context of the game and story each and every time a
math problem is encountered. Through the game play experience, students develop a sense for the purpose
of math, which also supports recall and comprehension, along with deeper understanding of critical math
concepts. The games are modular, intuitive and designed for use in the classroom environment.
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The award-winning Ko’s Journey is based on 6th grade standards (recommended for use at the end of 5th
grade and/or at the beginning of 6th grade) and is focused on proportional relationships, considered the
conceptual lynchpin to successful learning of mathematics through middle school. Students assume the
role of 'Ko' in an ancient rite-of-passage journey and use math to overcome challenges, calculate travel
distance and speed, as well as solve equations that vary depending on the load they must carry and the
biome they are traveling in.
EMPIRES, set in the dawn of civilization, is a socially-networked math game covering all 7th grade standards
(recommended for 7th grade or for review in the beginning of 8th grade). Students transform into an ancient
Mesopotamian 'ruler' and manage the problems of their empire, such as how wide to build their granary, or
determining the distance to trade with neighboring empires. EMPIRES was created with support from the
US Department of Education’s Institute of Education Science, with the intention to provide the richest, and
most effective game-based education technology available today.
Teacher-Selected Units
Most teachers have lessons they have developed or found that they know their students will love! The
MidSchoolMath Library contains some of our favorite project-based units like Two Trains, Expedition Everest
and Iditarod. The Library allows teachers to simply copy the units and assign to students, as well as create
and add their own units to their Curriculum in the Teacher Dashboard. Teachers may also source units from
other leading math experts such as Dan Meyer, Jo Boaler, Marilyn Burns, MathShell and Khan Academy. In
5th grade, MidSchoolMath offers two weeks of Visual Connection activities as the recommended v. TeacherSelected Units may also include assignments and Clicker Quizzes developed by the teacher directly on the
MidSchoolMath system that can be delivered digitally to their classrooms.

Assessments
Test Trainer Pro
Test Trainer Pro is among the most powerful tools available to increase student achievement; however, it is
important to understand why and how it works for best implementation. Test Trainer Pro acts as a low-stakes
learning tool for students to practice testing under more relaxed and stress-free conditions. As an adaptive
tool, Test Trainer Pro is designed to elicit the largest gains in student achievement possible in the shortest
period of time. You may see up to an additional 1.2 years of growth by including Test Trainer Pro three days
per week. Improper implementation will lead to smaller gains.
Test Trainer Pro integrates four leading evidence-based practices to enhance student learning and
comprehension:
• Productive Failure: Research on Productive Failure indicates that students show greater, longer, lasting achievement gains
if they experience some degree of “safe failure” prior to being taught a math concept. Test Trainer Pro is designed to allow
students to fail without consequence in a nonthreatening environment.
• Distributed Practice: Distributed Practice, in which students are exposed to a variety of item types across multiple domains,
shows one of the highest effect sizes in learning, as students must draw on novel strategies to problem solve.
• Delayed Feedback: After each set of four items, Test Trainer Pro provides Delayed Feedback, showing both the student’s answer
and the correct answer. Delayed Feedback provides higher learning effects than Immediate Feedback (response after each
item) especially when an item is at the student’s ability level.
• Testing Effect: The Testing Effect is learning that occurs during the testing process itself, even without instruction. In other
words, teaching math concepts prior to students using Test Trainer Pro is not necessary for students to see achievement gains
because, over time, students begin to fill-in learning gaps through testing itself.
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How Test Trainer Pro Adapts
Students begin at the lowest level (a zero proficiency) and, as they answer items correctly, they are
challenged by more difficult questions. Each item is given a value of difficulty based on continuous data
from overall national student performance in Test Trainer Pro. After approximately three 12-minute sessions
within a domain, Test Trainer Pro has assessed each student’s ability and adapts math items to their individual
proficiency level. Domain-level feedback in the form of a proficiency level is given after every four questions,
and should be considered a 'snapshot' for that moment in time. Snapshots accumulate over time, revealing
customized trends from zero proficiency to mastery (90+ proficiency, at which time the domain is considered
complete).
Milestone Assessments
Milestone Assessments are provided for each cluster per grade (approximately 10 per grade level). The The
Milestone Assessments are automatically graded, yielding the percentage of items answered correctly.
These summative assessments provide a basis for grading that teachers may wish to include in their overall
assessment process.
Milestone Assessments are crafted to include items of varying difficulty estimates and are correlated
assessments of each cluster. Scores can be ‘cleared’ by the teacher, allowing students to retake the
assessment, providing the opportunity for mastery of the subject. The practice of retaking assessments is
highly recommended by MidSchoolMath, and leads to greater long-term learning and retention.
All Domains Review
Each year ends with an All Domains Review, a period focused on reinforcing student learning and retention.
From a pedagogical perspective, one of the most effective methods for students to review prior learning
is to construct their own materials explaining the math standards. Students create a final product in the
form of a small booklet to be shared during a student-led conference. Rather than end the school year with
lessons of moderate interest, MidSchoolMath recommends that the final student product should pass a
rubric as a final exit grade of pass/fail.
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Summary of Curriculum Components
Detailed Lesson Plan: The Detailed Lesson Plan provides a step-by-step guide with specific learning objectives, activities and protocols
with classroom time allotments and organization for each standard.
The Math SimulatorTM: The Math SimulatorTM is designed specifically for students to acquire experience with complex problem-solving
strategies, including defining variables, multi-step computation, and strategy development. The structure is simplified for teachers to
launch the immersion video, followed by asking students what they need to know. The answers may be recorded or formalized on chart
paper, whiteboard or interactive board, and students may be encouraged to create strategies to solve problems prior to receiving the data
to do so. Protocols should vary. In the second stage, data is given, and students work to a solution. Finally, the resolution is provided by the
video, serving as confirmation.
Teacher Instruction: It is recommended that Teacher Instruction follow immediately after The Math SimulatorTM when students are reflecting
on a ‘concrete’ example and are able to extend their thinking to the ‘abstract.’ This lesson component is developed by the teacher in direct
response to the specific needs in the classroom to highlight misconceptions and build upon previous learning. Lectures can be developed
using guidance and standard math procedures from the Instruction at a Glance section of the teacher's guide. Teacher Instruction may also
include assigning Instructional Videos to individual students or whole-class available via the Teacher Dashboard for additional support.
Clicker Quiz: Each standard includes a Clicker Quiz. This is the primary formative assessment for teachers to gain a basic level of analysis of
group knowledge of the standard. This group quiz is designed to allow students to ‘fail safely’ at transferring their knowledge to contexts
other than the Math SimulatorTM and enhance learning through peer teaching and occasional Teacher Instruction during the quiz. Teachers
should vary protocols from question question to foster conversations. The Clicker Quiz is an essential element for every standard and
should not be considered ancillary to teaching concepts. Achievement gains in teaching standards with the Clicker Quiz are substantially
higher including this component.
Practice Printable: The primary purpose of the Practice Printable is to allow students additional practice with concepts they have already
learned in both the Math SimulatorTM and Clicker Quizzes, yet in a more flexible setting. Teachers may wish to provide time that is not
technology driven. Teachers are encouraged to utilize protocols that vary teaching methodologies for Practice Printable as outlined in the
Protocols section.
Student Reflection: The Student Reflection is composed of the following four elements: A title, a full-color image, a written narrative of the
mathematics learned in the standard, and a unique standardized question developed by students. The image itself is more than a picture
for looks: the image creates a memory cascade that accesses the mathematics learned in the standard and enhances long-term recall of the
concept. The standardized item aids in transfer of learning to other contexts, and the narrative reflection deepens conceptual learning of
the standard. Teachers typically choose to do reflections for only 8-10 standards per year due to the time-intensive nature of these student
products.
Distributed Practice: Distributed Practice is designed for students to acquire practice with the overall curriculum for their grade level in a
short span of time. That is, by employing the Clicker Quiz and Teacher Instruction methodologies, teachers can provide an overview of all
domains and a broad range of standards in the span of a single week.
Game-Based Curricula: Exclusive games developed by MidSchoolMath ensure that math is presented coherently within the context of
the game and story each and every time a math problem is encountered. Through the game play experience, students develop a sense for
the purpose of math, which also supports recall and comprehension, along with deeper understanding of critical math concepts.
Teacher-Selected Units: Teachers are encouraged to source or develop their favorite lessons that offer deeper learning opportunities.
Test Trainer Pro: As an adaptive program, Test Trainer Pro works exceptionally well as an opener to class on a frequent basis. Teachers are
encouraged to utilize the Test Trainer Pro for 7-9 minutes each day. Students will see their scores per domain each week, which provides a
sense of growth. The Test Trainer Pro takes advantage of three of the largest effect sizes in learning: delayed feedback, distributed practice
and an engine to provide students items at their ability level. The combination leads to improvement without additional teaching. Specifics
to reading the Test Trainer Pro graphs are provided in the Software Instructions section.
Milestone Assessments: Milestone Assessments are provided for each of the clusters per grade (approximately 10 per grade level). The
Milestone Assessments are automatically graded, yielding the percentage of items answered correctly. These summative assessments
provide a basis for grading that teachers may wish to include in their overall assessment process.
All Domains Review: Each year ends with an All Domains Review, a period focused on reinforcing student learning and retention.
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Planning the Year
Scope, Sequence & Pacing
MidSchoolMath provides general sequencing and
pacing guidelines; however, this does not imply
that all teachers must be on exactly the ‘same
page’ on the same day. While that approach may
appear cohesive, the more essential aspect is how
that content is taught. If focus is given to effective
methodologies, with a general sequencing tool
to support teachers, practices that show greater
effect sizes for learning are more often utilized.

Scope and Sequence Chart
7th Grade
6 weeks

7.RP: Ratios & Proportional Relationship (5 weeks)
7.RP.A.1, 7.RP.A.2a, 7.RP.A.2b,
7.RP.A.2c, 7.RP.A.2d, 7.RP.A.3
Distributed Practice Module (1 week)

7.NS: The Number System (7 weeks)
MidSchoolMath finds that teachers report the
6 weeks
7.NS.A.1a, 7.NS.A.1b, 7.NS.A.1c, 7.NS.A.1d
7.NS.A.2a, 7.NS.A.2b, 7.NS.A.2c, 7.NS.A.2d
greatest challenge in math programs to be ‘fitting
7.NS.A.3
all the content in’. Indeed, volume of content
Intensive: EMPIRES (1 week)
7.EE: Expressions & Equations (5 weeks)
6 weeks
exceeds more than can be addressed in the
7.EE.A.1, 7.EE.A.2, 7.EE.B.3,
7.EE.B.4a, 7.EE.B.3b
course of a year. Utilizing the MidSchoolMath
Continue EMPIRES
Comprehensive Curriculum, a typical math
7.G: Geometry (5 weeks)
7.G.A.1, 7.G.A.2, 7.G.A.3,
6 weeks
standard can be taught in 3 to 4 days, though
7.G.B.4, 7.G.B.5, 7.G.B.6
Continue EMPIRES
a differing number of days may be devoted
Distributed Practice Module (1 week)
based on a teacher’s professional judgement.
7.SP: Statistics & Probability (7 weeks)
6 weeks
7.SP.A.1, 7.SP.A.2, 7.SP.B.3,
Our recommendation, broadly, is to consider the
7.SP.B.4, 7.SP.C.5, 7.SP.C.6,
7.SP.C.7a, 7.SP.C.7b, 7.SP.C.8a,
general scope, sequence and pacing, and, when
7.SP.C.8b, 7.SP.C.8c
pressed for time, teachers should omit lower
Intensive (1 week)
6 weeks
effect size practices (such as block repetition). The
All Domains Review (3 weeks)
Math SimulatorTM, Clicker Quizzes, Test Trainer Pro,
Core Curriculum
Key
Intensive
and Teacher Instruction are considered essential
Distributed Practice Module
All Domains Review
for all standards, and can be compressed, in
a pinch, to two days. This approach is more
effective than ‘skipping standards’ altogether.
Teachers can use the Scope and Sequence Chart to begin planning for the year and reorganize as needed.
The online tutorials, available in the Help section of the software, provide core implementation guidance,
which greatly reduces the time needed to learn the program. Teachers can focus first on learning the basics
of a teaching a single lesson, then plan for introducing Intensives and Assessments.

The following provides a basic outline of each scope of content in Grade 7 and more detail on timelines:
7.RP Ratios & Proportional Relationships – 5 Weeks
In 7.RP students extend their knowledge about ratios and rates. They calculate unit rates, including those that involve two
fractions, and identify unit rates from various representations of proportional relationships (tables, graphs, equations). Students
write equations representing proportional relationships and use ratio reasoning to solve multi-step problems. This domain lends
itself to making explicit connections among various representations of the same information and discussing with students the
advantages of particular representations and how they all show the same thing in various ways.
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Grade 7 Distributed Practice Module – 1 Week
The distributed practice modules in Grade 7 utilize the Clicker Quiz methodology to review and preview all Grade 7 domains.
Teachers may wish to vary their practices to include additional lessons from individual standards found in the Detailed Lesson
Plans. Teacher-selected modules or activities are also appropriate substitutes for Distributed Practice Module days.
7.NS The Number System – 7 Weeks
7.NS is the domain in which students get their initial and most crucial experience with operations involving integers and other
rational numbers. Letting students explore these operations using number lines and colored chips will help them conceptualize
the algorithms and rules involving these types of numbers. An important consideration here, too, is allowing students to explore
how the placement of negative signs within a problem affects (or doesn’t affect) a sum, product, difference or quotient. Time
spent in this domain is time well-spent, as being fluent with rational number operations is crucial from this point forward.
Grade 7 Intensive – EMPIRES – 1 Week
EMPIRES is MidSchoolMath’s richest, most conceptual curriculum. A consideration is to launch the game with a full week devoted
to the EMPIRES curriculum. Additional time will need to be allotted throughout the year to complete the game, which is highly
recommended. A full guide to EMPIRES is provided with the curriculum unit.
7.EE Expressions & Equations – 5 Weeks
In 7.EE students will use their knowledge from 7.NS to simplify expressions involving both variables and rational numbers. As
students gain more experience with equivalent expressions, it is important to point out how each expression can tell us something
different about the same problem. Students’ algebraic understanding is enhanced and conceptual understanding is increased
when they are given the opportunity to compare often intuitive arithmetic methods to algebraic methods. In 7.EE students will
also set up and solve both equations and inequalities, which is a synthesis of skills learned up to this point.
7.G Geometry – 5 Weeks
7.G continues building student knowledge about geometric figures, exploring constructions and scale drawings. Students will
extend their knowledge of composing, decomposing and rearranging figures in order to calculate areas and volumes of both
two-dimensional and three-dimensional figures. Formulas for circles are also introduced in 7.G. The content in this domain is
highly applicable to the real-world, and as such, consideration should be given to exposing students to numerous situations and
problems where geometry is useful.
Grade 7 Distributed Practice Module – 1 Week
The distributed practice modules in Grade 7 utilize the Clicker Quiz methodology to review and preview all Grade 7 domains.
Teachers may wish to vary their practices to include additional lessons from individual standards found in the Detailed Lesson
Plans. Teacher-selected modules or activities are also appropriate substitutes for Distributed Practice Module days.
7.SP Statistics & Probability – 7 Weeks
7.SP transitions students from merely analyzing and describing data to collecting it in such a way that allows for valid inferences
and predictions to be made about a specific population. Students begin learning the concepts of random sampling, significant
variability, and extend their understanding of probability.
Grade 7 Intensive – Dan Meyer 3-Act Tasks - 1 Week
As part of the MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum, Dan Meyer’s 7th Grade 3-Act tasks are available on the core software.
These tasks are helpful for Algebra I preparation. Students can complete all task available during the week, and create Student
Reflections for those selected by the teacher to complete.
All Domains Review – 3 Weeks
The final component of the MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum is an All Domains Review. MidSchoolMath recommends
a final student project, wherein students create their own textbook summarizing their personal learning from each domain in
Grade 7.
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Planning a Lesson
Each lesson follows a distinct pattern and comes with a brief overview as well as a Detailed Lesson Plan. As
helpful as those lesson plans can be, nothing prepares a teacher more for delivering a lesson than actually
doing the lesson first. This practice allows them to play the role of the student, to anticipate student thinking,
and pinpoint likely areas of struggle. Doing the math also prepares teachers for asking critical questions
during the Data & Computation work time and helps them make mathematical connections during Teacher
Instruction. By spending the time as a student, a teacher will more readily see connections to prior and future
standards and will be prepared to identify student work that will help make those connections, highlight
misconceptions, and illustrate creative problem solving. Doing the math also gives the teacher a more
realistic idea of pacing for the lesson based on the level of students in the class and the rigor of the math.

Suggested Sequence

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3 - 4

Test Trainer Pro

Test Trainer Pro

Test Trainer Pro

Immersion

Clicker Quiz

Practice Printable (cont'd.)

Data & Computation
Student Reflection
Resolution

Teacher Instruction

Practice Printable
Milestone Assessment
(After completion of cluster)

Day 1
➤

Start with Test Trainer Pro
Individual lessons begin with ensuring that students can log into MidSchoolMath, and spend at least a 7-9 minutes on Test Trainer
Pro.
➤

Launch the Immersion Video
The start of any lesson is The Math SimulatorTM, where a problem is posed to the class in the Immersion. Students should enter the
problem on their level, using their own intuition and prior knowledge to process the problem. They should be thinking alone, and
also with classmates, about what information is needed to find a solution. Strategies to reach a solution may come up naturally,
and if they do, students may also create an initial ‘plan-of-attack’ for the problem. Teachers should give students plenty of time to
define and discuss what they need to know to solve the problem and/or what ideas, thoughts, or questions they have about the
problem. They should validate students’ contributions, but consider pushing them for clarity in their thoughts and precision in
their language. Recording students’ thoughts is another option, as they may be used for reference throughout the lesson.
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➤

Share Data & Computation
During the Data & Computation phase of The Math SimulatorTM, students receive the necessary mathematical data to now utilize
strategies they developed during the Immersion. Students should be in problem-solving mode: grappling, trying things out,
asking questions of each other, and listening to each other’s ideas. Students are encouraged to be creative in their approach
to solutions. Teachers are the facilitators of thinking – asking questions to further student thinking and to elicit reasoning and
connection. Teachers should be observing student strategies and work to identify what areas to develop and focus on during
Teacher Instruction. Most importantly, teachers must leave students wondering about their solutions by avoiding the confirmation
of correct or incorrect solutions or processes.
➤

Show Resolution
The Resolution is the first conclusion to the work students have conducted, yet it is an exciting one. Students will see a confirmation
of the math and a conclusion to the story. They will want to compare their solutions and strategies to what they saw. While the
structure is simple, this allows students to determine if they have comprehended, and calculated the math correctly.
➤

Provide Teacher Instruction
Following the Resolution, teachers should provide a brief lecture (Teacher Instruction) that bridges the math in story context to
more abstract concepts of the math standard. Teacher Instruction helps to make connections to the target standard and to also
make connections to different representations. Teachers should highlight vocabulary, and if appropriate, reference other related
standards (both prior and future). At this time, students will be in a more formal learning mode, and teachers may encourage
students to take notes (although this should be done sparingly as ‘note-taking’ has low effect size on achievement).

Day 2
➤

Start with Test Trainer Pro
Individual lessons begin with ensuring that students can log into MidSchoolMath, and spend at least a 7-9 minutes on Test Trainer
Pro.
➤

Launch a Clicker Quiz
Planning for the Clicker Quiz is relatively straightforward, but there are a few important considerations. First and foremost, teachers
should test the technologies. There is no substitute for the Clicker Quiz methodology that leads to such high learning gains, so
ensuring the technology works, prior to class, is essential. However, beyond the technology itself, teachers should form a clear
idea of protocols and ‘instructional moves’ that can be used in the Clicker Quiz. For example, on question 1, a teacher might use
a methodology where students write down their own answer. On question 2, the teacher might ask students to work in pairs or
groups and share out two or three strategies and solutions to the class. At the end of each ‘share-out’ a teacher might say, “On
three, a single clap... one, two, three. ‘Clap.’ Next group.” Then, afterward, open the vote. The nuances of this aspect of teaching take
practice, and planning. The extra effort makes class more enjoyable and saves time! Conduct a Clicker Quiz with your staff before
the year begins, using a different protocol for each question, and get feedback.
➤

Start Practice Printable
The Practice Printable is straightforward but consider variation in its presentation. You may wish to introduce it at the end of Day
2 of a Lesson, or sometime in Day 3. When you do, consider the large scope of teaching protocols available, cutting it into parts,
adding manipulatives, or simply using it as a primary assessment. All are valid approaches.

Day 3
➤

Start with Test Trainer Pro
Individual lessons begin with ensuring that students can log into MidSchoolMath, and spend at least a 7-9 minutes on Test Trainer
Pro.
➤

Finish Practice Printable
The Practice Printable is straightforward but consider variation in its presentation. You may wish to introduce it at the end of Day
2 of a Lesson, or sometime in Day 3. When you do, consider the large scope of teaching protocols available, cutting it into parts,
adding manipulatives, or simply using it as a primary assessment. All are valid approaches.
➤

Assign Student Reflection
For the most important standards, make sure to assign the Student Reflection to deepen students’ conceptual learning of the
standard.
Note: See Detailed Lessons Plans for additional planning support.
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Strategies and Protocols
This ‘Top 12’ bank includes leading strategies and protocols (or instructional moves) to structure learning
experiences specifically designed to engage the whole class while deepening conceptual and procedural
understanding.
The Key Element for Making Protocols Effective: Double-Planning
For each protocol, take time to imagine the experience of all students in the classroom. For example, having one student present their work
to the rest of the class could lead to only one student benefiting while most students are passively listening (or not listening at all).
1.

Chalk Talk (20-25 min): Place chart paper around the room with topics (circled), ideas, vocabulary and/or problems on each before class begins. Tell
students to walk in-silence and make supporting comments on each topic (≈ 6-8 min). For example, put 8 pieces of chart paper with math problems of
varying difficulty on each, and ask students what they would do first to solve each problem. Once comments are made, pair students to quietly review
comments and write additional comments that show connections and patterns (≈ 6-8 min). Near the end, let students have one minute to choose a
single comment per pair to be read aloud (≈ 4-5 min). Call on each pair, and after each ‘quick’ reading, on the count of 3, tell students to clap once. Lead
each reading with, “1-2-3” with a clap. “Next group, Go!”.

2.

Gallery Walks (16-20 min): Prior to class, display student work (such as Student Reflections) on classroom walls. Assign groups with tasks focused on
specific details (such as identifying different ways to solve a problem) and/or larger patterns (such as general misconceptions). Tell groups to walk around,
complete their task (≈ 8-10 min), then prepare and report brief remarks to the class with their broader “a-ha” and “why” understandings (≈ 8-10 min).

3.

I Wonder, I Notice (8-10 min): Following a completed whole-class assignment, set ground rules for peer critique, including being thoughtful, specific,
helpful and to join in (≈ 1 min)! Choose a student to be “the originator” who is tasked to explain his or her approach and solution to a problem (≈ 2 min),
while other students listen only. Then ask other students to ask “the originator” clarifying questions or comments that start with ‘I wonder’ and ‘I notice’
(≈ 5-6 min).

4.

Lawyer Up! (12-17 min): Divide students in groups of four with two attorneys on each side. Tell each attorney team to prepare a defense for their “case”
(≈ 4 min). Instruct students to present an argument even if they believe their side to be incorrect. Each attorney is given one minute to present their view,
alternating sides (≈ 4 min). Together, the attorneys must decide which case is more defendable (≈ 1 min). Tally results of each group to determine which
case wins (≈ 1-2 min). Complete the protocol with “popcorn style” case summary (≈ 2-3 min).

5.

Low Guess, High Guess, Best Guess (8-12 min): Start with a math problem presented to students, whole-class (≈ 1-2 min). Ask students to write down
a guess that is too low, a guess that is too high and a guess that is best (≈ 1-2 min). Present the math procedure and solution to students (≈ 1-2 min). Ask
students to share what informed their thinking for their initial best guess and what changed their thinking once the math procedure and correct answer
was presented (≈ 5-6 min).

6.

Math Circles (15-28 min): Prior to class, create 5 to 7 engaging questions at grade level, place on different table-tops. For example, Why does a circle have
360 degrees and a triangle 180 degrees? Assign groups to take turns at each table to discuss concepts (≈ 3-4 min each table).

7.

Make Up Your Own (14-16+ min): Give students an example math problem in a story-based context (≈ 2-3 min). After students solve the problem,
have them make up their own problem similar to The Math Simulator that includes (1) an immersion with no data, (2) computation with data and (3) the
resolution and confirmation (≈ 12-15 min). Consider having students play act their own math problem with the rest of the class tasked to solve it (≈ 2-3
min each) if time allows.

8.

Mental Comparison (4-6 min): Following a Resolution video, tell students to write on their own paper, the level to which their approach was similar to,
or not, the approach taken in the video on a scale of 1 to 5 (1= Not at all similar. 5= Exactly the same.) Then, in sentence format, they should write just a
single difference or similarity (≈ 4-6 min).

9.

Note Catcher (8-10 min): Provide students with a note taking template, with columns such as “Word”, “Description”, and “Visual”. Give an 8-minute lecture
with precision and tell students to fill-out the Note Catcher. (≈ 8-10 min). Use Sparingly!!: The method ‘note taking’ has an overall Effect Size of .02 in metaanalyses, which is very low, but can work when used in this highly simplified method for important concepts when the lecture is well-presented.)

10.

Quick Write (8-10 min): After showing an Immersion video, provide students with a unique prompt, such as: “I believe that the store owner should…”, or,
“The person on Mars should make the decision to…” and include the prompt, “because…” with blank space above and below. Quick writes are excellent
for new concepts (≈ 8-10 min).

11.

Sketch It (11-13 min): Tell students to draw a picture that includes both the story and math components that create a visual representation of the math
concept (≈ 5-7 min). Choose two students with varying approaches to present their work (≈ 1 min each) to the class (via document camera) and prepare
the entire class to discuss the advantages of each model (≈ 5 min).

12.

Think-Pair-Share (5-6 min): Ask students to think individually about what information they need to know and make some notes (≈ 1-2 min). Tell
students to pair with a partner and discuss their notes (≈ 2 min). Finally, facilitate whole-class by cold-calling on students to share their strategies on
an interactive board (≈ 2 min).

Note: Recommended protocols for each lesson are provided in the Detailed Lesson Plans.
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Software Instructions
MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum is designed to be intuitive and easy to use. Within the software,
you will be able to quickly transition your students between activities, individual or whole-class.

Getting Started
Teacher Login
• Select your preferred browser (i.e. Chrome, Safari, Internet Explorer)
• Enter URL: yourschooldomain.midschoolmath.com
• Enter Username: your email address
• Enter Password: midschoolmath (default)

Navigation Bar
The navigation bar is organized in a natural left-to-right flow with dropdown menus and visual prompts.

Setup Classroom
• Select Classrooms
• Click on '+'
• Enter Classroom Name
• Assign Classroom Grade
• Click Setup Classroom
Note: To Edit a Classroom, click '

' and to Delete a Classroom, click on the 'x'.

Setup Students
• Select Classrooms
• Select the Classroom Name
• In the Classroom, click on Add-Student icon ' '
• Click on Create New Student
• Enter Student Information
° Student First Name
° Student Last Name
° Student Login (unique login, often ID#)
° Grade
• If desired, upload image for Student Avatar
• Click Setup Student

Note: If the student has an existing MSM account from prior use, click on Add Existing Student, select the student from the
dropdown list and Add Student to your classroom. To Edit a Student, click ‘ ’ and to Delete a Student, click on the ‘x’.
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Planning Lessons
Import Curriculum
• Select and browse Library
• Select and review Curriculum Unit ' ' (by 'Standards and Lessons' or 'Intensives')
• Click on Import Curriculum Unit
Note: All Assignments and Clicker Quizzes will be added to My Curriculum. Assignments are aligned to
standards and include resources for assignments (Videos and Data Artifacts).
Digital Assignment
• Make sure you imported the Curriculum Unit from the Library (Import Curriculum above)
• Select Assign & Review
• Select Curriculum Unit
• Select Assignment
• Select Classroom
° Click Assign to Classroom for whole-class, or
° Select Student, then Assign Assignment to [Student Name]
Note: A solid blue dot will appear to the right of the student(s) who have been sent the assignment.

Create 'Your Own' Assignment (optional)
• Select My Curriculum
• Select Curriculum Unit
• Select Create New Assignment
• Enter Assignment Information
° Assignment Title
° Assignment Description
• Add Standard(s)
• Add Resource(s)
• Add Teacher Guide (Detailed Lesson Plan)
• Click on Save Assignment
Create 'Your Own' Clicker Quiz (optional)
• Select My Curriculum
• Select Curriculum Unit
• Select Create Clicker Quiz
• Choose File for each Question or use the templates
• Click on Save Quiz
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Teaching in the Classroom
Student Login
Student:
• Select browser (i.e. Chrome, Safari, Internet Explorer)
• Enter URL: yourschooldomain.midschoolmath.com
• Enter Username: Student ID #
• Enter Password: abc123 (default)
Test Trainer Pro
Student:
• Select Test Trainer
• Select Grade
• Select Domain

Note: Test Trainer is not visible from the teacher login. Teachers can review results under Classrooms by student.

Individual Assignments
Student:
• Select My Assignments
• Select Assignment
• Follow instructions and complete the Assignment
• Enter Assignment Response
• Add Resource (upload work as directed)
• Click on Submit Assignment
Whole-Class Assignments
Teacher:
• Select My Curriculum
• Select Curriculum Unit
• Select Assignment
• Play Resources (video) projected from teacher screen
Note: Recommended for The Math SimulatorTM (Immersion & Resolution).

Clicker Quizzes
Teacher:
• Select My Curriculum
1 • Select Curriculum Unit
• Select Clicker Quiz
• Click on the Clicker Icon ' '
• Project from teacher screen

3
5

• Clicker Launch Quiz
• For each question, select Skip or Vote

Student:
• Select Virtual Clicker
2 • Enter Quiz Code (case sensitive and use
zeros, not the letter O)
• Green light will appear on the left side of
the Virtual Clicker Quiz Code box

4 • Choose answer by letter (A-E) within 10
seconds to vote

• Once vote time is completed, a whole-class
distribution graph will appear
Note: Correct answer letter is highlighted in green. If no one chooses the correct answer, the correct answer is bolded at
the bottom of graph. Use this time to discuss misconceptions, strategies or to give a mini-lesson.
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Reviewing Student Progress
Review Assignment by Class
• Click on Assign & Review
• Select Curriculum Unit
• Select Assignment
• Select Classroom to view assignment status by student
° Solid blue dot ' ' = Assignment has yet to be sent to the teacher
° Yellow dot with blue ring ' ' = Assignment is ready for review by teacher
° Solid yellow dot ' ' = Assignment has been reviewed by teacher, but not finalized; awaiting 		
student response
° Green dot ' ' = Assignment is completed and accepted (no further edits allowed)
• To review Yellow dot with blue ring ' ', Select Student
• Review student response and attached work
• Reply in response box and attach any additional resources
• Select the yellow Send Review to request revision or the green Accept & Finalize
Note: Accept & Finalize will time-stamp the completed time and remove the assignment from the student assignment list

Review Assignment by Student
• Select Classrooms
• Select the Classroom Name
• Select Student to view status by assignment
• Select Classroom to view assignment status by student
° Solid blue dot ' ' = Assignment has yet to be sent to the teacher
° Yellow dot with blue ring ' ' = Assignment is ready for review by teacher
° Solid yellow dot ' ' = Assignment has been reviewed by teacher, but not finalized; awaiting 		
student response
° Green dot ' ' = Assignment is completed and accepted (no further edits allowed)
• To review Yellow dot with blue ring ' ', Select Student
• Review student response and attached work
• Reply in response box and attach any additional resources
• Select the yellow Send Review to request revision or the green Accept & Finalize
Note: Accept & Finalize will time-stamp the completed time and remove the assignment from the student assignment list

Review Domain Proficiencies by Student
• Select Classrooms
• Select the Classroom Name
• Select Student to view Test Trainer Pro progress graph by Domain
• Select Test Trainer Pro for a detailed reference on how to measure student proficiency
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7.RP

Ratios & Proportional Relationships
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Ratios & Proportional Relationships

7.RP.A.1

Compute unit rates associated with ratios of fractions, including ratios of lengths, areas and other
quantities measured in like or different units. For example, if a person walks 12 mile in each 14 hour,
1/2
compute the unit rate as the complex fraction 1/4 miles per hour, equivalently 2 miles an hour.

LESSON: CANDLELIGHT DINNER

Will Attorney Matherstone make it home before the candle burns out?
Being able to recognize that a complex fraction is simply one fraction divided by another may help simplify
this concept for students. During Candlelight Dinner, Attorney Matherstone tells his wife, Grace, that he will
again be late, finishing briefs at the office. Having planned dinner for their anniversary, she is discouraged.
She lights a brand new candle, and informs him that if he makes it home before it burns out, they can eat a
nice dinner together. If not, he will be sleeping outside with their dog, Roger. The data provided are a picture
of the number of briefs he needs to finish, as well as a text message exchange displaying how much work he
has finished and how much of the candle has burned.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Candlelight Dinner Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: Will Attorney Matherstone make it
home before the candle burns out?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to
students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Candlelight Dinner Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: Attorney Matherstone barely makes it home in time, with a little trick!
MidSchoolMath
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Candlelight Dinner

1

Ratios & Proportional Relationships

7.RP.A.1

Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #5

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Consider setting up a ratio using whole
numbers in a familiar context (e.g., 120 miles / 2
hours). Ask students to find the number of miles in
one hour (unit rate). They will divide, leading them
to understand the same process for this standard.
Kevin: Students may intuitively use arithmetic or
diagrams to solve problems like these. Bridge to the
standard by using an example not so easily solved
without a unit rate (e.g., 3 1/2 gallons of weed killer
can spray 2 4/5 lawns. How many lawns can be
sprayed per gallon?)

1

2
3
4

Megan: Emphasize a denominator of 1 being the
target of a unit rate. If we have a ratio of 1/2 / 1/4, to
get a denominator of 1 we must multiply top and
bottom by 4/1. We multiplied by the reciprocal of
the divisor! That's the same as division by a fraction!
So cool!

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

MidSchoolMath

Set up ratio.
2
5

km

1
12

hr

Convert to a division problem to find unit rate.
2
5

÷

1
12

Multiply by reciprocal of divisor.
2
5

•

12
1

=

24
5

Simplify.
4 45 km/hr

Clicker Quiz

Candlelight Dinner
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

CANDLELIGHT DINNER
Will Attorney Matherstone make it home in
time?
It is Grace Matherstone’s birthday. Her busy husband, Attorney
Matherstone, calls to tell her that he has to work late, as he often
does, even on special occasions. He tells her he has 2 briefs to
review. Grace makes her husband the same deal she made him
on their anniversary. If he makes it home before the candle burns
out, they can celebrate together. If not, he will be sleeping outside
with their dog, Roger.
Look at the text message exchange between Grace and her
husband.
Determine whether Attorney Matherstone will make it home
before the candle burns out.

7.RP.A.1
About this standard
Compute unit rates
associated with ratios
of fractions, including
ratios of lengths, areas
and other quantities
measured in like or
different units. For
example, if a person walks 12
mile in each 14 hour,
compute the unit rate
1/2
as the complex fraction 1/4
miles per hour, equivalently
2 miles an hour.
3
brief
4
= 3 ÷ 2 = 3 • 5 = 15
4
5
2
4 2
8
candle
5

Attorney Matherstone

7 brief
8 candle

make it home before the candle burns out.

=1

MidSchoolMath
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WILL / WILL NOT

Candlelight Dinner

1 of 2

Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
For problems 1-3, calculate the unit rate.

1) 1 tsp salt
2

2)

1
tsp garlic
8
4 tsp salt
1 tsp garlic

3)

270 miles
4 1 hours
2

$9.50
9 yards
$1.06
1 yard

60 miles
1 hour

2

4) Cookie dough can be purchased in tubs

5) One lap around a school track is 5 kilometer.
Camila runs 3 laps in 5 minutes. What is her
running rate in kilometers per minute?

or rolls. A 32-ounce tub cost $4.56 and a
16.5-ounce roll costs $2.50. Which is the
better buy, per ounce?

6
km
25
1 minute

$0.15
$0.14
32-oz tub ≈
16.5-oz tub ≈
1 ounce
1 ounce

6) There are three competitors in the County Fair
Pie-Eating contest - Sharon, Buck, and Reggie.
Rank the three competitors in order of their
1
eating rate, fastest to slowest.
pie
Sharon:

1
1
pie in
6
2 minute

Buck:

1
2
pie in
5
5 minute

Reggie:

1
3
pie in
8
4 minute

3
1 minute

1
pie
2
1 minute
1
pie
6
1 minute

Competitor
Fastest

Buck
Sharon

Slowest

Reggie

Durango & Silverton Narrow gauge Train
1
The D&S Narrow gauge Train can travel of the
5
distance between Durango, CO and Silverton, CO
7
in
of an hour.
10
At this rate, how many hours will it take to travel
the entire distance between these two towns?
7 ÷ 1 = 7 • 5 35
=
= 5 =
10 5 10 1 10 3 10

MidSchoolMath
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7.RP.A.2a

Ratios & Proportional Relationships

Decide whether two quantities are in a proportional relationship, (e.g. by testing for equivalent
ratios in a table or graphing on a coordinate plane and observing whether the graph is a straight
line through the origin).

LESSON: HOT SAUCE!

Is Mr. Davis' perceived heat rating proportional to the Scoville heat rating?
Students will benefit greatly from getting into the habit of analyzing a data set by looking for a constant ratio between
the dependent and independent variables. In Hot Sauce!, Wilbur Davis is a professional taste-tester, making his debut
as a hot sauce tester for the Screamin’ Hot Hot Sauce Company. Each hot sauce has a particular Scoville rating, as
set by the company, and Mr. Davis is to rate his perceived hotness of each sauce on a scale of 1 to 100. Jeanette and
Marty, of the hot sauce company, are aiming to have the perceived heat rating be proportional to the Scoville heat
rating. The data provided is Marty’s notes which show the Scoville heat rating for each hot sauce as well as Mr. Davis’
perceived heat rating.

The Math SimulatorTM

1 Immersion
• Play Hot Sauce! Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: Is Mr. Davis' perceived heat rating
proportional to the Scoville heat rating?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Hot Sauce! Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: Mr. Davis' perceived heat rating is not proportional to the Scoville heat rating. When graphed,
the two quantities do not form a straight line through the origin, and the ratios between the two
quantities are not equivalent.
MidSchoolMath
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Hot Sauce!

1

Ratios & Proportional Relationships

7.RP.A.2a

Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #4

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Don't allow students to assume that not
seeing (0, 0) in a table or on a graph means a
relationship is not proportional.
Kevin: Students may struggle with the difference
between additive reasoning and multiplicative
reasoning. Help them understand that although
additive relationships can form a line, the line won't
go through the origin and the ratios between values
won't be equivalent.
Megan: There are several ways to test for equivalent
ratios. Take (2,4) and (6, 12).
1) Scale factor between ratios 2:4 --> x 3 --> 6:12
2) Scale factor between terms 2 x 2 = 4 and 6 x 2=12
3) Common unit rate 4/2 = 2 12/6 =2

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

MidSchoolMath

1

Find the ratio between y and x in the table.
8.4 ÷ 4 = 2.1
12.6 ÷ 6 = 2.1
18.9 ÷ 9 = 2.1

2

Find the ratio between y and x in each option.
A: 30.15 ÷ 25 = 2.01
B: 25.2 ÷ 12 = 2.1
C: 32.4 ÷ 15 = 2.16
D: 24.12 ÷ 12 = 2.01

3

Select the option with same ratio as the table.
B: (12, 25.2)

Clicker Quiz

Hot Sauce!

2
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

HOT SAUCE!
Is Mr. Davis’ perceived heat rating
proportional to the Scoville heat rating?
After his first hot sauce taste test, professional taste-tester Wilbur
Davis is now addicted to hot sauce! He can’t get enough. He has
again signed up with Screamin’ Hot Hot Sauce Company to test
the new sauces!
Marty and Jeanette, of the Screamin’ Hot Hot Sauce Company, are
still aiming for a proportional relationship between the humanperceived heat rating and the Scoville heat rating.
Use Marty’s notes to determine if Mr. Davis’ perceived heat rating
is proportional to the Scoville heat rating, and explain your
reasoning.

7.RP.A.2a
About this standard
Decide whether two
quantities are in a
proportional relationship,
(e.g. by testing for
equivalent ratios in a
table or graphing on a
coordinate plane and
observing whether the
graph is a straight line
through the origin).

Mr. Davis’ perceived heat rating is proportional to the Scoville heat rating. The ratios
between the human-perceived heat ratings and the Scoville heat ratings are all equivalent.

MidSchoolMath
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Hot Sauce!
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Look at each representation, and determine whether y is proportional to x. Write either
proportional or not proportional.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Not Proportional

Not proportional
e) 1.5x = y

Not proportional
f) y = 5x + 2

Proportional

Proportional
g) y = 20x

Not proportional

h)

Proportional

Proportional

2) The graph and the table each show a proportional relationship.
a)

Determine another
ordered pair in this
data set. Write the
coordinates.

b)

Answers will vary.
(x, 29x)

Determine another
point on the line.
Write the coordinates.
Answers will vary.
(x, 1.5x)

3) Workout World charges gym members $10 to sign up and then $20 every
month. Good-To-Be-Fit charges their members $30 per month, with no
sign-up fee.

a) For each company, complete the table showing the total amount paid over six months.
Then write an equation that models the total cost (y) for any number of months (x).

y = 20x + 10
Equation: _____________________

y = 30x
Equation: _____________________

b) For which company is the total cost proportional to the number of months?
How do you know?
Good-To-Be-Fit has a proportional relaionship because the ratio between the
two variables is constant, and the line would go through the origin.
MidSchoolMath
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7.RP.A.2b

Ratios & Proportional Relationships

Identify the constant of proportionality (unit rate) in tables, graphs, equations, diagrams and
verbal descriptions of proportional relationships.

LESSON: COFFEE CARAVAN
At what rate are they traveling?

Once students are able to determine the constant of proportionality in multiple representations, they
already have the knowledge to identify the unit rate/rate of change/slope. During Coffee Caravan, sisters
Sonia and Misha are on a road trip together reminiscing about their late father. One of their fond memories
is how much their dad loved coffee, as do they. In memory of him, they decide it would be fun to measure
their trip using cups of coffee. The data provided is the table of data Sonia keeps track of in her notebook
during the trip.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Coffee Caravan Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: At what rate are they traveling?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Coffee Caravan Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: They are traveling at a rate of 68 miles per cup of coffee.
MidSchoolMath
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Coffee Caravan

1

Ratios & Proportional Relationships

7.RP.A.2b

Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #4

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Students may find a constant ratio
by dividing x/y, but this is not the constant
of proportionality or unit rate. If y = kx is
solved for k, it is equal to y/x.
Kevin: Consider having students use a
graphic organizer and highlighter to help
them "see" the constant of proportionality
in various representations - tables, graphs,
equations, diagrams, verbal descriptions.

1

Find the ratio between y and x.
3 ÷ 0.5 = 6
9 ÷ 1.5 = 6
21 ÷ 3.5 = 6

2

Interpret the constant of proportionality in context.

3

miles ÷ hours = miles per hour
Select the correct option.
D: 6; 6 miles per hour

Megan: Create a matching activity where
students have to match together images
of graphs, tables, equations and verbal
descriptions which have a corresponding
constant of proportionality.
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

MidSchoolMath
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

COFFEE CARAVAN
At what rate are they traveling?
Misha and Sonia decide to go on another road trip. Traveling
always makes them remember their dad, which is one reason why
they like to drink coffee. He loved coffee.
To honor their father, the sisters like to measure their rate of travel
in miles per cup of coffee, so Sonia keeps track of their trip in her
notebook.This time, though, Misha distracted her with karaoke,
so she missed writing down a few cups.
Look at Sonia’s notes carefully, and determine their rate of travel.

7.RP.A.2b
About this standard
Identify the constant
of proportionality (unit
rate) in tables, graphs,
equations, diagrams
and verbal descriptions
of proportional
relationships.

The sisters are traveling at a rate of
78 miles per cup.
MidSchoolMath
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Coffee Caravan
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Which relationships have the same constant of proportionality between y and x as in the
equation y =

1
3

x? Circle all that apply.

a)

b)

c)

d)
e)
f) {(0.3, 0.9), (2, 6), (2.3, 6.9)}
g) 2y = 6x

2) Complete the graph so that it shows a
constant of proportionality of 2.

h) 3y = 3x

i) 6y = 2x

3) Complete the table so that it shows a
constant of proportionality of 6.

Answers may vary.
4) Write an equation that shows a
constant of proportionality of 7.

y = 7x

MidSchoolMath
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7.RP.A.2c

Ratios & Proportional Relationships

Represent proportional relationships by equations. For example, if total cost t is proportional to the
number n of items purchased at a constant price p, the relationship between the total cost and the
number of items can be expressed as t = pn.

LESSON: FOOD FACTOR

What equation should Ariel give to the guides?
Understanding proportional relationships and representing them with equations is a necessary tool not
only in mathematics, but many sciences as well. In Food Factor, Ariel Tucker is a mountaineer guide who is
in charge of planning excursions for clients. One of her jobs is to make sure the clients are fed sufficiently
during their trips. She has decided to build an equation that any guide can use to determine the amount of
food they will need per day for any group size. The data provided is an image of 3 postcards that show the
amount of food used by each team per day and the number of people in each team.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Food Factor Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: What equation should Ariel give to
the guides?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Food Factor Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.
Answer: Ariel should give the guides the equation t = 5n, where t is the total pounds of food per day and
n is the number of people on the trip.
MidSchoolMath
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Ratios & Proportional Relationships

7.RP.A.2c

Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #3

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Remind students that the constant
of proportionality (unit rate) will help
them write equations for proportional
relationships.
Kevin: Students may need to see examples
of equations that use variables other than
x and y to feel comfortable using different
variables to write equations.

1

Determine the constant of proportionality.
24 ÷ 3 = 8
40 ÷ 5 = 8
56 ÷ 7 = 8

2

Write the equation in the y = kx form.
q = 8p

3

Check by substituting.
p = 3:
q = 8(3)
q = 24

Megan: If students struggle with variable
placement in the equation, have them
assign quantities to each variable to see if
the equation works like they thought.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

MidSchoolMath
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

FOOD FACTOR
What equation should Ariel give to the
guides?
Mountain guide Ariel created an equation that has helped her
fellow guides calculate the amount of food necessary based on
the number of people on a trip. Since that equation has worked
out so well, she wants an equation that the guides can use to
determine the amount of water necessary for an excursion. She
asks her guides to send another postcard with their water usage
and number of people in the group.
Help Ariel analyze the postcards, and write an equation that will
calculate the liters of water necessary (w) based on the number of
people in the group (n).

7.RP.A.2c
About this standard
Represent proportional
relationships by
equations. For example, if
total cost t is proportional
to the number n of items
purchased at a constant
price p, the relationship
between the total cost and
the number of items can be
expressed as t = pn.

The equation Ariel should give the guides for water amount is:
w = 4n, where n is the number of people and w is the liters of water
necessary.

MidSchoolMath
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) The table below shows a proportional relationship between x and y.
a) What is the constant of proportionality?
12

b) Write an equation that represents the relationship between y and x.
y = 12x

c) If x = 20, what is the value of y?
y = 240

2) Ken mows lawns to earn money on the weekend. He mows 6 lawns every 4 hours.
a) Write an equation to show the relationship between lawns mowed (m) and hours (h).
m = 1.5h

b) Use the equation to determine how many lawns Ken could mow in three days if he worked 6
hours each day.
m = 1.5(18)
m = 27 lawns
c) Use the equation to determine how long Ken worked if he mowed 18 lawns.
18 = 1.5(h) h = 12 hours
3) The table below shows the total cost of purchasing a certain number of equally-priced football
game tickets.

a) What is the constant of proportionality?
76
b) Write an equation that represents the relationship between c and t.
c = 76t
c) What would be the total cost for 12 tickets?
$912
d) If the total cost of tickets was $532, how many tickets were purchased?
7 tickets

4) Given the equation y = 2.5x:

Answers will vary.

a) Choose four values for x, and
complete the table.

b) Identify the constant of proportionality.
2.5

c) Find the value of y if x = 23.
y = 57.5
MidSchoolMath

d) Find the value of x when y = 100.
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7.RP.A.2d

Ratios & Proportional Relationships

Explain what a point (x, y) on the graph of a proportional relationship means in terms of the
situation, with special attention to the points (0, 0) and (1, r) where r is the unit rate.

LESSON: DOGGY DIET

How much food should Simba get to eat each day?
Being able to determine and interpret the unit rate in a variety of ways will aid students greatly as they
transition into Algebra. In Doggy Diet, Lena and her dog Simba are at the vet’s office for a checkup. The
vet informs Lena that Simba is overweight, which Lena deduces is a result of her neighbor spoiling Simba
a bit too much. The vet suggests a special diet of high-nutrient food, of which Simba can eat only a certain
amount per day. The vet gives Lena the information and then hurries off to another animal emergency. The
data provided is Simba’s vet records, showing his ideal weight along with a graph indicating the amount of
food he should get per pound of ideal weight.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Doggy Diet Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: How much food should Simba get
to eat each day?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Doggy Diet Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: The graph shows that Simba should eat 2 grams of food per pound of ideal weight (85 pounds),
so he should get 170 grams of food to eat every day.
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Doggy Diet

1

Ratios & Proportional Relationships

7.RP.A.2d

Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #6

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Consider extending this standard
to have students find (0, 0) and (1, r) in
a table, especially when they are not
immediately visible.

1

Find the point (1, r) on the line.
(1, 3)

2

Interpret this point as the unit rate.
x-variable represents time in seconds.
y-variable represents distance walked in inches.

Kevin: Make sure students realize that, on
a line passing through the origin, the point
(1, r) shows the unit rate and constant of
proportionality between the two variables,
and also the coefficient of the equation (y =
mx or y = kx).

(1, 3)

The tortoise walks 3 inches per second.

Megan: To correctly interpret the meaning
of an ordered pair in context, students
must connect each coordinate with the
appropriate axis and variable on a graph.
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

DOGGY DIET
How much food should Simba get to eat
each day?
Lena and Simba have been doing very well on their “diets.” Lena
has taken Simba back to Dr. Polansky’s office for a follow-up visit.
Dr. Polansky is pleased that Simba’s cholesterol level and weight
have both decreased. Lena tells the vet that Simba’s activity level
has increased substantially; they go running together every day!
Dr. Polansky updates Simba’s records and decides to modify the
activity level to high (even though he’s still middle-aged).
The vet reminds Lena that Simba’s ideal weight is still 85 pounds,
and that he should eat accordingly. Help Lena calculate the
amount of food Simba should now have each day.

7.RP.A.2d
About this standard
Explain what a point
(x, y) on the graph of a
proportional relationship
means in terms of the
situation, with special
attention to the points
(0, 0) and (1, r) where r is
the unit rate.

According to the graph, a high-activity Simba should have 3 grams of food per day, per pound
of ideal weight.
85 lbs • 3 grams per pound per day = 255 grams per day
Simba should get to eat 255 grams of food each day.
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) The graph shows the relationship between the pounds of cherries bought at a market and the
total cost, in dollars, for the cherries.
Put an ‘X’ in the box beside each statement that is true.

2) The graph models the amount of flour required to make a dozen donuts.
a) Record the coordinates for each point on the graph.
Write what information they represent.

(3, 2)
3 cups of flour will make 2 dozen donuts.
___________;
__________________________________
(6, 4)
6 cups of flour will make 4 dozen donuts.
___________;
__________________________________
(9, 6)
9 cups of flour will make 6 dozen donuts.
___________;
__________________________________

b) If there is one remaining cup of flour, how many donuts can be made?
1 cup of flour will make

2
dozen donuts, which is 8 donuts.
3

c) The point (0, 0) is also on the graph. What does it represent?
(0, 0) is the origin, and it represents that 0 cups of flour will make 0 dozen donuts.

3) The graph shows the relationship between the number of pencils bought and the cost, in
dollars, of the pencils.

a) Plot and label the following points on the graph.
A $1.25 will buy 5 pencils.
B 0 pencils cost $0.00.
C The unit rate is $0.25 per pencil.
D 8 pencils for $2.00.

b) Write three other points that could be on this graph if it were
extended.

(10, 2.5)
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Answers will vary.
(15, 3.75)

Any form of (x, 0.25x)
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7.RP.A.3

Ratios & Proportional Relationships

Use proportional relationships to solve multistep ratio and percent problems. Examples: simple
interest; tax; markups and markdowns; gratuities and commissions; fees; percent increase and
decrease; percent error.

LESSON: SPORT STATS

What is the win percentage for each team?
The ability to use proportional relationships to solve multistep ratio and percent problems is a skill that will
benefit students in real world situations. In Sport Stats, Dave and Shannon are broadcasting live for Game
1 of the American East Division Unicycle Hockey Playoffs on the TV show Ultimate Obscure Sports. During
the broadcast, they planned to provide the viewers the win percentages for each of the four teams but
they don’t have the percentages! They only have the win-loss records for each team. The data provided is
Shannon’s notes with the win-loss records for the four teams.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Sport Stats Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: What is the win percentage for
each team?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Sport Stats Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: Gecko Fireballs 75%, Thunder Nerds 100%, Awesome Possums 75%, Samurai Scorpions 46%.
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Sport Stats

1

Ratios & Proportional Relationships

7.RP.A.3

Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #3

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Students may better comprehend problems
if they are asked to verbalize the situation in their
own words, ensuring understanding of key words
(commission, markup, fee, percent error).
Kevin: When working with percent problems,
direct students to pay careful attention to what the
"whole" or 100% amount refers to.

1

Find the commission for Bob and George.
Bob: $1,800 • 0.03 = $54
George: $1,500 • 0.04 = $60

2

Calculate the difference.
$60 – $54 = $6.00

Megan: This standard has numerous connections
to financial literacy. Spend ample time allowing
students to explore these concepts. A place to begin
might be with a low-anxiety matching activity, in
which students are provided many questions using
the concept of percent (tax, tip, commission, simple
interest, etc.) and the corresponding answers.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Clicker Quiz

Sport Stats
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

SPORT STATS
What is the win percentage for each
team?
Dave and Shannon, of the TV show Ultimate Obscure Sports, are
once again following the Unicycle Hockey League. They are in
the middle of their live broadcast, about to announce the overall
team standings, when they realize they do not have the win
percentages for the teams. They only have the win-loss records.
Help them determine the win percentage for each team based on
Shannon’s notes below.

7.RP.A.3
About this standard
Use proportional
relationships to solve
multistep ratio and
percent problems.
Examples: simple
interest; tax; markups and
markdowns; gratuities
and commissions; fees;
percent increase and
decrease; percent error.
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Complete the table. Round to the nearest cent.

2) During a science lab, Rocco determined that the boiling point of ethyl alcohol is 75°C.
The actual boiling point of ethyl alcohol is 78°C. What is Rocco’s percent error?
78 – 75
78

= 3 ≈ 0.038
78

Rocco’s percent error is about 3.8%.

3) A shop owner marks up the price he pays for each item by 30% to determine the selling price.
What is the selling price of a pair of sneakers, for which he pays $45.00?
The selling price of the sneakers is $58.50.

4) Jody makes a cleaning solution using 3 cups of soap, 2 cups of vinegar, and 6 cups of water.
a) What part of the solution is soap?
b) If she mixes in 3

1
4

that she will need?
1

3
or 27%
11

cups of soap, what is the amount of vinegar and water
1

Vinegar = 2 6 cups Water = 6 2 cups
c) If she mixes in 6 12 cups of vinegar, what is the amount of soap and water
that she will need?
3

1

Soap = 9 4 cups
Water = 19 2 cups
5) Complete the chart. Use the formula i = prt
where i = interest earned, p = principal (starting
amount), r = interest rate, and t = time in years.
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7.NS
The Number System

47

7.NS.A.1a

The Number System

Describe situations in which opposite quantities combine to make 0. For example, a hydrogen atom
has 0 charge because its two constituents are oppositely charged.

LESSON: GHOST TAMERS!

At what charges should the Ghost Tamers set their devices?
Identifying situations in life that illustrate the "zero pair" concept will help students build a strong foundation
leading up to adding and subtracting integers. During Ghost Tamers!, Tina and Liz receive a call from Mrs.
Crink who needs their help taming some ghosts at her inn. Tina and Liz arrive at the Blackwater Inn and
explain to Mrs. Crink that the glowy ghosts she’s experiencing are likely electrically charged plasma fields. As
Ghost Tamers, they use their devices to neutralize the charge of the fields (bringing them to a zero charge),
which calms the energy. Tina and Liz set about the Inn, finding the "ghosts" so they can neutralize them
with their devices. The data provided are the device readings, showing the charge emitted by each ghostly
energy.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Ghost Tamers! Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: At what charges should the Ghost
Tamers set their devices?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Ghost Tamers! Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: The Ghost Tamers need to set their devices at 76.3, -112, 12.8, 6, and -34.1.
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Ghost Tamers!

1

The Number System

7.NS.A.1a
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #6

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Students will build upon their
knowledge of positive and negative rational
numbers, previously learned in 6.NS.C.5 and
6.NS.C.6a.
Kevin: Ask students to brainstorm situations in
which opposite quantities combine to make 0
(elevator going up or down a number of floors;
filling a cup halfway with the faucet all the way
on hot and then halfway with the faucet all the
way on cold; etc.).

1

2

Determine values of each point on the number line.
A: -8
B: -6
C: -3
D: 2
E: 8
Identify the two opposite quantities.
D: A and E

Megan: When possible; connect these
situations with the equation p + (-p) = 0. An
elevator going up 5 floors then down 5 floors can
be represented by 5 + (-5) = 0.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

GHOST TAMERS!
At what charges should the Ghost Tamers
set their devices?
Tina and Liz received a call from Frohan’s Funeral Home, asking
for help with a ghost problem. Excited to have another job, they
hurry over to Frohan’s.
Mr. Frohan greets them and shows them to the basement where
the ghost activity is occurring. Tina and Liz explain to Mr. Frohan
that they “tame ghosts” by neutralizing (or zeroing out) the charge
that is being given off by the “ghost.”
As Mr. Frohan leaves them to their work, Tina and Liz immediately
begin to pick up charged energies on their devices. Knowing they
must zap each energy with an opposite charge, they get to work.
Help Tina and Liz set their devices to the correct charge.

7.NS.A.1a
About this standard
Describe situations in
which opposite quantities
combine to make 0. For
example, a hydrogen atom
has 0 charge because
its two constituents are
oppositely charged.

Taming
Charge
#1:
171
________
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Taming
Charge
#2:
-127.8
________

Taming
Charge
#3:
-97
________

Ghost Tamers!

Taming
Charge
#4:
28.2
________

Taming
Charge
#5:
-32.5
________

1 of 2

Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Place an ‘X’ inside the box next to each situation where the answer to the question would be 0.
Itxchel jumped into a pool from a diving board 10 feet above the water. She
sank 10 feet then swam straight up to the surface of the water. How many feet
did Itxchel swim?

X

On the first play of the game, the Pigeons football team ran for 16 yards. On
the second play of the game, the quarterback got sacked for a loss of 16 yards.
How many yards did the Pigeons get on the first two plays?

X

Roger left his house and walked 4.5 miles directly north. He then walked 4.5
miles directly south. At this point, how many miles was Roger from his house?
Lost Sun Hiking Trail begins at an elevation of -22 feet. The trail ends at an
elevation of 22 feet. By how many feet does the elevation of the trail change
from beginning to end?
The low temperature one day was -4° Celsius. The high temperature that
day was 4° Celsius. What was the difference between the low and high
temperature?

X

A sodium atom has 11 protons with a positive charge and 11 electrons with a
negative charge. What is the overall charge of the atom?

2) The goal of this card game is to make a sum of 0 with three cards. For each hand of cards, fill in
values for the two other cards that would make 0.

Answers may vary.

3) Using what you know about opposites and zero pairs, determine whether each sum would be
positive, negative, or zero.

a) 196 + (-201)

Negative

b) -333 + 415

Positive

d) 86 + (-54)

e) -248 + 122

Positive

Negative

MidSchoolMath
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c) 510 + (-510)

Zero
f) -499 + 499

Zero
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7.NS.A.1b

The Number System

Understand p + q as the number located a distance |q| from p, in the positive or negative direction,
depending on whether q is positive or negative. Show that a number and its opposite have a sum
of 0 (are additive inverses). Interpret sums of rational numbers by describing real world contexts.

LESSON: SPACE SELFIE

How far away are they from home base?
The ability to interpret sums of rational numbers and understand where they are located on a number line
will be a skill that students will use as they continue their education in higher level math and sciences. In
Space Selfie, Commander K-8 and Lucy are on the ARCCOS ship traveling to pick up supplies. Commander
K-8 explains to Lucy the importance of the Trackometer and asks her to watch it while she takes a break.
Lucy takes a selfie with her phone and the flash causes the ship to shut down. They must use the photo on
Lucy’s phone to determine how far away they are from base in order to reboot the ship. The data provided
is Lucy’s selfie in front of the console with the Trackometer behind her.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Space Selfie Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: How far away are they from home
base?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are
your ideas?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Space Selfie Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: 50 + (-32) = 18. They are 18 parsecs from home.
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Space Selfie

1

The Number System

7.NS.A.1b
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #4

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Use both vertical and horizontal
number lines frequently to illustrate
addition of integers, attending to both
distance and direction. Use them even for
problems with context.
Kevin: Help students realize that just a
sketch of a number line may be useful, and
that zero does not always have to be in the
middle or even visible.
Megan: Watch for common errors when
students use number lines for addition
of rational numbers: miscounting
units, misaligning arrows, and starting
subsequent arrows at zero.
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

MidSchoolMath

1

Draw a diagram, one step at a time.

2

Write the equation to represent the diagram.
Indicate distance and direction.

3

-3 + 1 12 + (-2 14 ) = -3 34
Interpret the sum.
D: 3 34 feet below the surface

Clicker Quiz

Space Selfie

2
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

SPACE SELFIE
How far away are they from home base?
Commander K-8 and Lucy are once again on the ARCCOS ship
traveling through space to pick up supplies. Lucy has the urge
to take a selfie, even though the flash has previously resulted
in shutdown of the ship. Apparently, Lucy has not learned her
lesson and decides to take another selfie while the Commander
isn’t looking. This stops the ship and they must determine their
distance from home base before rebooting the ship. Luckily, Lucy
got the Trackometer in her selfie shot.
Use Lucy’s selfie to determine their distance from home base.

7.NS.A.1b
About this standard
Understand p + q as
the number located a
distance |q| from p, in
the positive or negative
direction, depending
on whether q is positive
or negative. Show
that a number and its
opposite have a sum of
0 (are additive inverses).
Interpret sums of rational
numbers by describing
real-world contexts.

32
Lucy and Commander K-8 are _________________
parsecs from home base.
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Space Selfie
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) The temperature at 6 a.m. was 38°F. Throughout the day until 10 p.m., the temperature rose 26°F
and then fell 23°F. What was the temperature at 10 p.m.? Write an equation to represent your
solution.

38 + 26 + (-23) = 41

The temperature at 10 p.m. was 41°F.

2) A hiker starts hiking on a trail that has a starting point 28 feet below sea level. During the hike, his
elevation increased by 212 feet, then decreased by 105 feet, and increased again 94 feet. What
was his final elevation? Write an equation to represent your solution.

-28 + 212 + (-105) + 94 = 173

The hiker’s final elevation was 173 feet above sea level.

3) Complete the table below:

4) Complete the table below:

5) Drew drives 5 miles north, 12 miles south,
and then 3 miles north.

a) Write an equation to represent his travels in
relation to his starting point.
5 + (-12) + 3 = -4

b) How far is he from his starting point,
and in which direction?
Drew is 4 miles south of his starting point.

c) What is the total distance that he traveled?
Drew traveled 20 miles total.

d) Explain why the values from parts b) and c) vary.
In relation to his starting point, direction is important. North might be
considered positive travel, while south is the opposite of that, which is
negative travel.
Total travel distance doesn’t take into account direction, so there is no
negative travel. The absolute values are added together.
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The Number System

7.NS.A.1c

Understand subtraction of rational numbers as adding the additive inverse, p – q = p + (-q). Show
that the distance between two rational numbers on the number line is the absolute value of their
difference, and apply this principle in real world contexts.

LESSON: AVALANCHE PITS

How would you rank the avalanche areas from most to least dangerous?
Finding the distance between positive and negative numbers is used in many instances, so exposing students
to real world representations of them is crucial for their current understanding and for future learning. During
Avalanche Pits, Kate and Vitt, members of the Taos Ski Patrol, will dig snow pits in 3 different areas to measure
for temperature gradient (TG), which is the difference between the upper and lower layers of the snow. The
greater the temperature difference between layers, the greater the likelihood of an avalanche. Students are
to rank the avalanche areas from most to least dangerous. The data provided is an image displaying the
upper and lower temperatures for each high-risk area.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Avalanche Pits Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: How would you rank the avalanche
areas from most to least dangerous?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Avalanche Pits Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: White Feather is the most dangerous with a temperature gradient of 25°C, followed by Eagle's
Nest with a temperature gradient of 24°C and the least dangerous is Wonder Bowl with a temperature
gradient of 4°C.
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1

The Number System

7.NS.A.1c
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #2

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: It can be confusing to know when to
just subtract versus when to find the absolute
value of the difference. When there is context
to find the distance between two numbers,
the absolute value of the difference should be
calculated.

1

Set up a subtraction problem.

2

600 – (-150)
Add the additive inverse.
600 + 150 = 750

3

Kevin: You may need to remind students that
subtracting a positive number means moving
in the negative direction, and subtracting a
negative number means moving in a positive
direction. Keep connecting this to the idea of
adding the additive inverse.

Find the absolute value of result, since the
question asked for distance.
|750| = 750 feet

Megan: Continuing to use number lines may be
helpful for students as they tackle this standard.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

AVALANCHE PITS
Which avalanche area is the most
dangerous?
Kate and Vitt have been asked to help the Santa Fe Ski Patrol
determine whether some of their slopes are at risk for an avalanche.
They will dig avalanche pits in high-risk areas and then measure
the temperature of the upper and lower layers. The difference
between the layers is called the Temperature Gradient (TG). Areas
with the largest difference are at a higher risk for avalanche.
Based on the given information for each location, determine the
temperature gradient to decide which avalanche area is the most
dangerous.

7.NS.A.1c
About this standard
Understand subtraction
of rational numbers
as adding the additive
inverse, p – q = p + (-q).
Show that the distance
between two rational
numbers on the number
line is the absolute value
of their difference, and
apply this principle in real
world contexts.

Easter Bowl: 22 – (-8)
22 + 8 = 30 (TG)
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Easter Bowl
The most dangerous slope is ___________________.

Chile’s Glade: -9 – (-16)
-9 + 16 = 7 (TG)

Avalanche Pits

Ripcord: 8 – (-2)
8 + 2 = 10 (TG)
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Mt. Everest is the highest point in the world at about 8850 meters above sea level. Dead Sea

Shore is the lowest point on dry land at about 418 meters below sea level. What is the difference
of the heights of the two points?
|8850 – (-418)| = |8850 + 418| = |9268| = 9,268 meters

2) Subtract.
a) 64 – 89

b) -9.7 – (-18.6)
8.9

-25

c) -113 – 208

d) 4 38 – 7 56
-3 11
24

-321

3) Evaluate for p = -16.2 and q = -21.
a) p – q

b) q – p

(16.2) – (-21)
4.8

c) -p – q

(-21) – (-16.2)
-4.8

4) a – b = 21 Answers will vary.

-(-16.2) – (-21)
37.2

(-16.2) – (-(-21))
-37.2

5) m – n = -15 Answers will vary.

a) Write this difference using two

a) Write this difference using two

positive numbers.
a = 31 b = 10

d) p – (-q)

positive numbers.
a = 6 b = 21

31 – 10 = 21

6 – 21 = -15

b) Write this difference using one positive

b) Write this difference using one positive

number and one negative number.

number and one negative number.

a = 10 b = -11

a = -10 b = 5

10 – (-11) = 21

c) Write this difference using two

-10 – 5 = -15

c) Write this difference using two

negative numbers.

negative numbers.

a = -5 b = -26

a = -20 b = -5

-5 – (-26) = 21

-20 – (-5) = -15

6) At 12:30 p.m., the temperature at Taos Ski Valley was 16°F. At 12:30 a.m. the next morning, the
temperature was -4°F.

a) What was the difference in temperature?
|16 – (-4)| = |16 + 4| = 20°F
b) The temperature after 12:30 a.m. decreased by 0.25°F every half hour.
What was the temperature at 2:30 a.m.?
-5°F
b) The temperature after 12:30 a.m. decreased by 0.25°F every half hour.
What was the temperature at 2:30 a.m.?
36 – 42 = 36 + (-42) = -6 The low temperature was -6°F.
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The Number System

7.NS.A.1d

Apply properties of operations as strategies to add and subtract rational numbers.

LESSON: BAD ACCOUNTING

Is the gold exchange banker swindling Miss Malone?
Challenging problems involving addition and subtraction of rational numbers can often be made a bit easier to handle by rearranging the terms. During Bad Accounting, Cora Malone goes to Mr. Skinner, the gold
exchange banker, to deposit a bit of gold and asks what she currently has in her account. Mr. Skinner goes
through a list of all the things for which Cora owes him and tells her she owes him $105. She questions his
integrity, so she asks to see his books so she can check his calculations. The data provided is Mr. Skinner’s
ledger for Miss Malone’s account.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Bad Accounting Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: Is the gold exchange banker
swindling Miss Malone?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Bad Accounting Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: Miss Malone is getting swindled by Mr. Skinner. She owes him nothing, and actually has a
balance of $7.
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Bad Accounting

1

The Number System

7.NS.A.1d
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #5

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Students will benefit from a reference sheet listing the various properties of
operations.
Kevin: Give students opportunities to
explore using the properties of operations
with varying expressions involving addition
and subtraction of rational numbers. Let
them discover for themselves which properties they find helpful.

1

Add the additive inverse.

2

Apply the commutative property.

3

Simplify and find the common denominator.

4

Apply the associative property.

5

Add.

3

7
- 4 + 4 + 8 + (- 12
)
3

7
4 + 8 + (- 4 ) + (- 12
)
9
12 + (- 12
) + (-

12 + (- 16
)
12

MidSchoolMath

1

12 + (-1 3 ) = 10

Megan: Ask that students indicate which
property they use at each step, as some
properties are so subtle they may not even
realize they are using a property. Help students recognize this.
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

7
)
12

2
3

Clicker Quiz

Bad Accounting

2
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

BAD ACCOUNTING
Is Mr. Skinner swindling Miss
Malone?
Cora Malone and her family have had issues with Mr. Skinner’s
banking practices for as long as she can remember. She makes it a
point to check Mr. Skinner’s calculations each time she goes to do
business at the bank. He almost always has the incorrect balance.
Determine if Mr. Skinner is swindling Miss Malone. If so, calculate
Miss Malone’s actual account balance.

7.NS.A.1d
About this standard
Apply properties of
operations as strategies to
add and subtract rational
numbers.

Is Mr. Skinner swindling Malone?
YES
NO
If YES, what is Miss Malone’s actual account balance?
$3

MidSchoolMath
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Bad Accounting

1 of 2

Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Evaluate each expression. Indicate the properties of operations where appropriate.
a) -5 + 6 + (-2) – 4
-5

Use of properties will
vary.

c) 60 + (-75) + 33 – 87 – (-15)

b) 22 – 8 + (-3) + 10
21

d) 11.6 – (-12.4) + 15.3 – 9

-54

e)

30.3

2
5
1
1
– – (- ) +
3
12
6
2
11
12

f) 32 + (-12
19

7
)+ 1
8
2

5
8

2) Write an “X” in the box beside each expression that is equivalent to -6 – (1.25 + 3.5).
Select all that apply.
(-6 – 1.25) + 3.5
X

X

X

-3.5 + (-6 – 1.25)

(-6 – 1.25) – 3.5

3.5 + (-6 – 1.25)

-(6 + 1.25) + 3.5

-(3.5 – 6) – 1.25

-(6 + 1.25) – 3.5

3) Write an “X” in the box beside each expression that is equivalent to -5
Select all that apply.
X

-5 + (-

-5 +

3
1
)+1+
5
5

3
1
+1+
5
5

4) Evaluate for x =

7
:
8

5+

X

3
1
+ (-1) + (- )
5
5

-5 + 1 + (-

3
1
)+
5
5

5) Evaluate for x = -2.4 :

-x + 2 – (-x)

-3x + 6 + 2x

2

8.4
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The Number System

7.NS.A.2a

Understand that multiplication is extended from fractions to rational numbers by requiring that
operations continue to satisfy the properties of operations, particularly the distributive property,
leading to products such as (-1)(-1) = 1 and the rules for multiplying signed numbers. Interpret
products of rational numbers by describing real world contexts.

LESSON: REVERSE MEDITATION
What is -$85.00 per hour times -3 hours?

When learning multiplication of signed numbers, it is important to continually connect to prior knowledge and revisit
prior strategies so that it makes conceptual sense. In Reverse Meditation, Misha had her mom’s credit card to purchase
school supplies, but she bought more than just supplies. She went on a small spree, spending more money than she
intended. Talking to her sister, Misha describes her shopping spree, telling Sonia that she spent about $85 per hour for
three hours! Sonia tries to help her calm down by telling her to think about her shopping spree in reverse. The data
provided is an image of Misha thinking about the question Sonia posed.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Reverse Meditation Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: What is -$85.00 per hour times -3
hours?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are
your ideas?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Reverse Meditation Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: -$85 x -3 hours = $255
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1

The Number System

7.NS.A.2a
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #4

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: To help students see that a negative times a negative
equals a positive, consider using patterns. 3 x 3 = 9, 3 x 2 = 6, 3 x
1 = 3, 3 x 0 = 0 shows the product decreasing by 3 each time the
second factor decreases by 1. So, it would follow that 3 x -1 = -3,
and so on.

1
2

Recognize groups of -2 are found to the left of zero.

Kevin: The distributive property can show students why a negative times a negative equals a positive. We know that:
1 + (-1) = 0

3

Select the appropriate model.

Interpret the expression.
4 groups of -2

C

Multiply both sides by (-1).
(-1) [ 1 + (-1) ] = 0(-1)
Use the distributive property.
(-1)(1) + (-1)(-1) = 0
(-1)(1) = (-1) because any number times 1 is itself, so
(-1) + (-1)(-1) = 0
So to keep equation true, (-1)(-1) MUST be equal to 1!
Megan: What Gladys & Kevin said!

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Clicker Quiz

Reverse Meditation

2
65

Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

REVERSE MEDITATION
What is -$126 x -4 hours?
Misha is going on a Spring Break vacation with her friends, so her
mom gave her the credit card and permission to buy an outfit or
two. But as always, she overdid it and spent way too much. Looking
at her receipts, she figured she spent about $126 every hour for 4
hours –that’s -$126 x -4 hours! Her mom will not be happy.
To calm herself down, she calls her sister Sonia and asks her to talk
her through Reverse Meditation. She thinks about her shopping
spree in reverse, which is -$126 x -4 hours.
What is -$126 x -4 hours?

7.NS.A.2a
About this standard
Understand that
multiplication is extended
from fractions to rational
numbers by requiring
that operations continue
to satisfy the properties
of operations, particularly
the distributive property,
leading to products
such as (-1)(-1) = 1 and
the rules for multiplying
signed numbers. Interpret
products of rational
numbers by describing
real-world contexts.

-$126 • -4 hours = $504
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Reverse Meditation

1 of 2

Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Use the pattern to fill in each blank, and then explain the pattern.
a)

Explain the pattern:
The products are
decreasing by 4 every
time, allowing us to
see that a negative
factor times a positive
factor yields a
negative product.

2) Determine the sign of each product

b)

Explain the pattern:
The products are
increasing by 4 every
time, allowing us to
see that a negative
factor times a negative
factor yields a positive
product.

3) Calculate all products A and B, and then compare

if a and b are positive, non-zero
rational numbers. Mark an ‘X’ in the
appropriate box.

the two values. Mark an ‘X’ in the appropriate box.

4) Write a multiplication equation that is represented by each number line.
a)

b)
3•2=6

or

-3 • -2 = 6

2 • -5 = -10

or

-2 • 5 = -10

5) Match each situation to the equation that represents it.
a) A submarine descended 75 feet a minute for 15 minutes.

75 • 15 = 1125

b) A candle burned 75 millimeters every hour until it could

-75 • 15 = -1125

c) A redwood tree grows 75 inches every year for 15 years.

-75 • -15 = 1125

What is the change in the submarine’s depth?

burn no more. How tall was the candle 15 hours ago?
How tall is the redwood tree?
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7.NS.A.2b

The Number System

Understand that integers can be divided, provided that the divisor is not zero, and every quotient
of integers (with non-zero divisor) is a rational number. If p and q are integers, then -(p/q) = (-p)/q
= p/(-q). Interpret quotients of rational numbers by describing real-world contexts.

LESSON: DEBT DIVISION

What is -$22.00 divided by three cowhands?
Knowing that division of two integers (excluding divisors of 0) produces a rational number will set students up with a
solid foundation for Grade 8 lessons on rational and irrational numbers. During Debt Division, three cowhands – Monroe, Skeeter and James – are sitting around their campfire discussing the debt they have with the bank because of
the new gear they had to purchase. They owe $22.00 in total. After some intense discussion, they decide the fairest
thing to do is to divide the debt among the three of them and to tell the banker to set up an account for each of them,
keeping track of their individual portions of the debt. The data provided is Monroe’s notepad showing the division
problem they must tackle.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Debt Division Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: What is -$22.00 divided by three
cowhands?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are
your ideas?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Debt Division Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.
Answer: -$22.00 divided by three cowhands is -$7.33. (Except that one cowhand will have to pitch in an
extra penny as a result of the repeating decimal.)
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1

The Number System

7.NS.A.2b
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #3

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: If students have questions about why we don't divide
by zero and why such fractions are "undefined," you may want
to take a few moments to discuss this. You might show students
that if you divide any non-zero number by positive numbers very
close to 0 (0.1, 0.001, 0.00001, etc.), the quotients approach infinity. If you divide that same non-zero number by negative numbers
very close to 0 (-0.1, -0.001, -0.00001, etc), the quotients approach
negative infinity. These don't agree, so we call it "undefined."

1

Kevin: While still getting used to the rules for division of positive
and negative numbers, students can use multiplication as a guide.
For -24 ÷ 8, they know that -3 x 8 = -24 so -24 ÷ 8 = -3. For -1/4 ÷
-1/8, they know that 2 x -1/8 = -1/4, so -1/4 ÷ -1/8 = 2.

2

Evaluate each answer option.
A: -3
B: -2
2

C: 2 3

D: -5 13
Select the negative, rational, non-integer.
D: -5 13

Megan: Students likely haven't seen a fraction with a negative
numerator or denominator. Explore different forms of signed
fractions in a real world context (e.g. temperature -2 degrees/3
hours versus 2 degrees/-3 hours) to help students understand the
different interpretations each form implies.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

DEBT DIVISION
What is -$72 divided by three cowhands?
Having paid their previous debts with the banker, Skeeter, James
and Monroe have been gathering more gear (and lots of beans!)
and racking up additional debt.
Together, they now owe $72, which the banker has written as
-$72. Once again, Monroe asks that they split up the debt evenly
among the three of them.
Help Monroe determine the amount that the banker should write
on their individual bank accounts.

7.NS.A.2b
About this standard
Understand that integers
can be divided, provided
that the divisor is not
zero, and every quotient
of integers (with nonzero divisor) is a rational
number. If p and q are
integers, then -(p/q) =
(-p)/q = p/(-q). Interpret
quotients of rational
numbers by describing
real world contexts.

-$72 = -$24
3
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Determine whether each quotient will be positive, negative, or neither. Beside each quotient, write
positive, negative, or neither.

a) 65

Positive

b) - 42
4

Negative

c) 18

Negative

d) 0

-15

Neither

e) 55

Positive

f) 20

Neither

g) - 120
40

Negative

-32
h) -18

Positive

5

-21
55

0

2) Calculate each quotient, then determine whether each quotient will be an integer, a rational

non-integer, or undefined. Beside each quotient, write integer, rational non-integer, or undefined.

a) 65

13

5

c) 18

-21

6
7

b) - 42
4

Integer

Rational non-integer

1
2

Rational non-integer

d) 0

0

Undefined

-15

e) 55

1

Integer

f)

g) - 120
40

-3

Integer

-32
h) -18

55

-10

1 79

Integer

Rational non-integer

3) Put an ‘X’ in the box if the expression is equivalent to: - p .
q
X

-p
q

X

p
-q

-p
-q

-p
X - ( -q

)

p
q

4) Write a division problem that represents the situation, and solve.
Atiba has his truck payment deducted from his checking account every month. He pays the same
amount each month. His account changed by -$7,800 at the end of last year. How did Atiba’s bank
account change each month as a result of his truck payment?

-7800 ÷ ___________
12
-650
___________
= ___________
MidSchoolMath

Atiba’s account changed by -$650 each month.
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The Number System

7.NS.A.2c

Apply properties of operations as strategies to multiply and divide rational numbers.

LESSON: THE MASTERMIND

How is DJ Mastermind doing these calculations in his head?
Evaluating an expression exactly as it is written is not always efficient. The properties of operations allow us to
manipulate expressions by rearranging and regrouping for easier computing. During The Mastermind, DJ Mastermind
and his manager, Glam City, are meeting with executives in hopes of saving their tour. They are given financial
information about various tours, and DJ Mastermind quickly performs calculations in his head, stunning Glam City
and the other executive. They are both wondering, "How in the world is he doing that?" The data provided are
images of the speaker phone from which Jen is giving the financial numbers and images of DJ Mastermind saying his
calculations.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play The Mastermind Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: How is DJ Mastermind doing these
calculations in his head?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What ideas
do you have?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to
students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play The Mastermind Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: DJ Mastermind is using the distributive property to break the multiplication into two simpler
calculations: 8 • 2¼�= 8 (2 + ¼) = 8 • 2 + 8 • ¼�= 16 + 2 = 18
$18,000
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1

The Number System

7.NS.A.2c
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #4

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Students will benefit from
a reference sheet listing the various
properties of operations.
Kevin: Give students opportunities to
explore using the properties of operations
with varying expressions involving
multiplication and division of rational
numbers. Let them discover for themselves
which properties they find helpful.

1

Analyze each step.

2

Step 1: Apply commutative property. CORRECT
Step 2: Apply associative property. INCORRECT
multiplication of -4 and - 12
Step 3: Multiply. CORRECT for given numbers.
Select the step with an error.
B: Step 2

Megan: Ask that students indicate which
property they use at each step, as some
properties are so subtle they may not even
realize they are using a property. Help
students recognize this.
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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The Mastermind
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

THE MASTERMIND
How is DJ Mastermind doing these
calculations in his head?
During a meeting discussing the upcoming tour for DJ
Mastermind, Jen from Financials gives expense details for
two of the events: The Música Por Vida Festival and The Global
Love Festival.
DJ Mastermind quickly calculates the totals for both festivals.
Glam City and Tammy are still wondering how he is doing this.
Show how DJ Mastermind does these calculations.

7.NS.A.2c
About this standard
Apply properties of
operations as strategies
to multiply and divide
rational numbers.

The MÚSICA POR VIDA FESTIVAL:
6 • 4 13 thousand = 6(4 + 13 ) thousand = 6 • 4 thousand + 6 •
24 thousand + 2 thousand = $26,000
THE GLOBAL LOVE FESTIVAL:
4 • 3 12 thousand= 4(3 + 12 ) thousand = 4 • 3 thousand + 4 •
12 thousand + 2 thousand = $14,000
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1
3

1
2

thousand =

thousand =
1 of 2

Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Silvana is building a bookshelf out of wood, like the one shown.
The wood will be 58 of an inch thick, and the shelves will be
12.5 inches apart. How high will the top of the bookshelf be
from the ground?

a) Write an expression that can be used to calculate the height.
4( 58 ) + 3(12.5)

b) What is the total height of the bookshelf?
The total height of the bookshelf is 40 inches.

2) Rewrite and evaluate this expression in two different ways.
8•

1
3

• (-4) • 9 • (-

1
4

) Methods will vary.

Method 1

Method 2
1
4

8 • (-4) • (-

) • 9 •

1
3

1
4

9 • (-4) • (-

24

) •

1
3

•8

24

3) Rewrite and evaluate this expression in two different ways.
4 ÷ 23 • (-8) •

1
4

• 3 ÷ (-

1
2

)

Method 1

Method 2
4•

3
2

• (-8) •

1
4

• 3 • (-2)

4•

1
4

• (-8) •

72

3
2

• 3 • (-2)

72

4) -6 • (- 14 ) • 8 • (- 53 ) • a
a) What value of a could give this
expression a value of 10?
a=-

MidSchoolMath

b) What value of a could give this
expression a value of -30?

1
2

a = 1 12 or

The Mastermind
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The Number System

7.NS.A.2d

Convert a rational number to a decimal using long division; know that the decimal form of a
rational number terminates in 0s or eventually repeats.

LESSON: GRANDPA'S JOURNEY

What decimals should Kate enter into the GPS?
The real world requires that we represent rational numbers in different ways depending on the context of a
situation. During Grandpa’s Journey, Kate is sent on a hiking journey when she reads a letter her grandpa left
behind. He listed all distances as fractions of miles, but Kate’s GPS reads decimals, so she must convert the
fractional distances to decimals. The data provided is a letter from Grandpa that lays out the hiking route
with fractional distances.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Grandpa's Journey Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: What decimals should Kate enter
into the GPS?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are
your ideas to help Kate?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to
students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Grandpa's Journey Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: 1-11/16 mi = 1.6875 mi; 3-5/8 mi = 3.625 mi; 4-3/8 mi = 4.375 mi; 7/8 mi = 0.875 mi
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1

The Number System

7.NS.A.2d
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #2

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: You may want to combine the 7.NS.A.2b
Debt Division results (-22/3 = -7.3333...) with the
results seen in Grandpa's Journey to illustrate the difference between decimals that terminate in 0s and
those that infinitely repeat. Terminating decimals
have an exact location on the number line, whereas
infinitely repeating ones don't.

1

Convert the fractions to decimals.

2

A: 0.55
B: 0.5555
C: 0.6666
D: 0.428571
Select the answer option that terminates.
A: 0.55

Kevin: When indicating repeating numerals in a decimal expansion, remind students the bar is written
only over those digits that repeat.
Megan: When appropriate, bring students' attention
to denominators that lead to repeating decimal expansions and denominators that lead to terminating
decimal expansions. See if they can conjecture when
a fraction will terminate or repeat.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

GRANDPA’S JOURNEY
What decimals should Kate enter into the
GPS?
Kate’s grandpa left her a second letter, encouraging her to go on
another hiking journey through the mountains. The letter gave
her the directions and distances that she should walk to reach the
destination.
The distances were given in fractions, but Kate’s GPS uses
decimals.
Help Kate convert each fractional distance to its equivalent
decimal distance.

7.NS.A.2d
About this standard
Convert a rational number
to a decimal using long
division; know that the
decimal form of a rational
number terminates in 0s or
eventually repeats.

3
mi =
7
5

18

mi =

MidSchoolMath
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0.428571

7
mi =
12

0.583

1.625

9
mi =
16

0.5625

Grandpa’s Journey
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
Each of the following rational numbers has a decimal equivalent that infinitely repeats. Rewrite each
decimal using a vinculum (horizontal line above the number or numbers) to indicate the repetition.

1)

5 = 0.555555....
9

2)

15 = 1.363636....
11

3) 13
12

5 = 0.416666....
12

4)

1.083

1.36

0.5

= 1.08333....

0.416

Convert each rational number to decimal form. Continue the decimal until it either terminates in 0 or
until it begins to repeat.

6) 243

5) 13

7) - 155

11

24

0.5416

4

22.09

8) - 15
22

-38.75

-0.681

9) For each rational number, use the denominator to help you determine whether its decimal
equivalent will terminate in 0 or repeat infinitely. Write each rational number under the
appropriate column.
Terminates in 0
5
6

- 49

3
25

- 85

3
4

17
20

7
8

- 5

- 14

11
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3
25

- 85

17
20

7
8

3
4

Repeats Infinitely
5
6

- 49

- 5

- 14

11

3

3
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The Number System

7.NS.A.3

Solve real world and mathematical problems involving the four operations with rational numbers.

LESSON: CHOCOLATE CERTIFIED

How much chocolate should Nash have brought on the climb?
The ability to use problem solving and mathematical skills to solve problems encourages higher order
thinking. In Chocolate Certified, Nash is training to become a Backcountry Guide, and he is starting to feel
like he might not be able to complete the training. His coach, Gwen, then gives him his next challenge: to
calculate the amount of chocolate necessary to bring on a group hike. Chocolate provides energy for the
group, so a guide must make sure to bring enough, but not bring so much so that their pack is too heavy.
The data provided are two images, one showing a page of food requirements in Gwen’s notebook and the
other showing a map of their climb.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Chocolate Certified Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: How much chocolate should Nash
have brought on the climb?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to
students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Chocolate Certified Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: Nash should have brought 37 ½ ounces of chocolate.
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Chocolate Certified

1

The Number System

7.NS.A.3
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #4

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Students will synthesize their skills from
7.NS.A.1 and 7.NS.A.2 – adding, subtracting,
multiplying and dividing rational numbers.
Kevin: Most problems in this standard will be
multi-step, involving numbers in various forms.
Emphasize estimation so students can check for
reasonableness of answers.

1

Calculate regular pay for five employees.
$9.50 per hour • 12 hours • 5 employees = $570

2

Calculate holiday pay for five employees.
($9.50 + $4.25) per hour • 4 hours • 5 employees
= $275

3

Find the total amount earned.
$570 + $275 = $845

Megan: Consider asking students to check
each other's work, and encourage them to try
to confirm answers by agreeing with someone
else. Many of these problems may lend
themselves to having students show their work
on the board, while other students compare
and critique the process.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

CHOCOLATE CERTIFIED
How much chocolate should Nash have
brought on the climb?
Nash has earned his Backcountry Guide Certification and is
planning his first tour. Being that it is his first excursion as a guide,
he plans to take it a little slower. He has three people attending
and they will travel to an altitude of 10,000 feet over 8 days.
Help Nash determine the amount of chocolate that he should
bring for himself and his travelers.

7.NS.A.3
About this standard
Solve real world and
mathematical problems
involving the four
operations with rational
numbers.

100
Nash should bring __________
ounces of chocolate.
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Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Mark and his three friends went to the movies, where each ticket cost $11.25. They

decided to share two large popcorns, which cost $4.25 each, and they each got a
small soda for $3.25 each. Tax was 7.5% of the total. What was the total amount that
they spent?
$71.49

2) Julia makes jewelry for a local shop to sell. She earns $2.45 profit on each bracelet, $3.25 on each
necklace, and $2.30 on each pair of earrings. On Saturday, the shop sold 5 bracelets, 4 necklaces,
and 10 pairs of earrings. What is Julia’s total profit for the day?
$48.25

3) If John feeds his dog

2
cup of food twice a day, what is the total amount of
3

food his dog would eat in 7 days?
1

9 3 cups

4) At the beginning of the year an investment was worth $25,000. It depreciated in value by $745
each month throughout the year. What would be the value after 12 months?
$16,060

5) A city animal shelter has 850 animals, of which 62% are dogs and 38% are cats. Each dog costs

$1.25 per day to care for, while each cat costs $0.70 per day. How much money does the shelter
spend in a week to care for the dogs and cats?
$6,193.95

6) [(9 - (-6)) ÷ (-5) + 5] – 24
-14

4
7) 21 –2 2 + -7 – 17
3

3

(-4)

67
72

8) 15 – 3 12 •

3
+ 1.5
8

3

15 16
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Expressions & Equations

7.EE.A.1

Apply properties of operations as strategies to add, subtract, factor, and expand linear
expressions with rational coefficients.

LESSON: MATHMALIAN LOGIC
Whose method is correct and why?

Applying properties of operations encourages critical and logical thinking in mathematics and develops
these thinking skills for use in the future. In Mathmalian Logic, Lumi and Dalek are traveling to Earth which
will be their new home. They are planning on purchasing two adjacent lots and want to make sure they are
not overpaying. When discussing how to determine the cost, they disagree over the method to use to first
determine the total area of the lots. The data provided are an aerial shot of the lots and a still image of Lumi
and Dalek with conversation bubbles stating each of their methods.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math Simulator

TM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Mathmalian Logic Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: Whose method is correct and why?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are
your ideas?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to
students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Mathmalian Logic Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: Lumi’s method: 65(x + y). Dalek’s method: 65x + 65y. Both methods are correct. They are
equivalent expressions because of the distributive property.
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Expressions & Equations

7.EE.A.1
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #4

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Remind students that order of operations must still be followed, even when
variables are involved.

1

Simplify by applying the distributive property.
-8x + 6y + (-2.5x) + 5y – 5

2

Kevin: Encourage students to pay close
attention to their signs when simplifying
expressions, especially when they are distributing a negative factor. Students should
double-check their work and/or confirm
their answers with a classmate or two.

Combine like terms by applying the commutative
property.
-10.5x + 11y – 5

Megan: As you model examples, help students remain aware of the usefulness of the
properties of operations by continuing to
indicate when a property is applied, even if
it is subtle.
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

MATHMALIAN LOGIC
Whose method is correct and why?
Mathmalians Lumi and Dalek are working to purchase two lots
on Earth. They have just decided on their lots and now wish to
calculate the total cost of the lots. The price per yard is p dollars.
As always, they each have a different idea on how to calculate the
cost.
Lumi wants to use the following method to determine total cost:
70(x + y)p.
Dalek wants to use the following method to determine total cost:
70xp + 70yp.
Determine whose method is correct and explain your reasoning

7.EE.A.1
About this standard
Apply properties of
operations as strategies to
add, subtract, factor, and
expand linear
expressions with rational
coefficients.

Both Lumi and Dalek are correct.
Both methods simplify to 70xp + 70yp.
• Lumi finds the total cost by finding the area of both lots together. She first adds the
lengths together, then multiplies by the width, 70 yards. Then Lumi multiplies that
total area by the price per yard.
• Dalek finds the total cost by first calculating the price of each lot separately. She
multiplies the length, width and price for each lot. Then Dalek adds the costs for each
lot together.
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Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Simplify each expression. Combine all like terms when possible.

2) For which value of m would Expression 2 be equivalent to Expression 1?

3) Circle the expressions that are factors of
35xy – 15xy + 25xyz.
5xy
5y
15
5

4) Write an equivalent expression for the
following: 3(2x – 3) + 4(3x + 2)
Answers may vary in final form.
6x – 9 + 12x + 8
OR
18x – 1

5xyz
xyz
xy
yz

5) Write a mathematical expression for each verbal description.
a) Add 8 to n, triple the result, then subtract
one from that result.
Answers may vary in final form.
3(n + 8) – 1

b) Add 8 to n, subtract the result from 1, then
triple that result.
Answers may vary in final form.
3(1 – (n + 8))

c) Determine if these two expressions are equivalent. Explain your reasoning.
The expressions are not equivalent: a) simplifies to 3n + 23, and b) simplifies to -3n – 21.
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7.EE.A.2

Understand that rewriting an expression in different forms in a problem context can shed light
on the problem and how the quantities in it are related. For example, a + 0.05a = 1.05a means that
“increase by 5%” is the same as “multiply by 1.05.”

LESSON: A TAXING PROBLEM
Which dude is right?

The ability to use higher order thinking to solve and express problems in multiple ways helps to increase
student understanding of the relationship between quantities and better understand mathematical
concepts. In A Taxing Problem, the "dudes" are employees of Wonder Toys. They are discussing the new tax
rate to determine the current bill for the Giggle Barn account, and they do not agree on the method to
calculate the total. The data provided are images of each dude in his cubicle stating his method and the
invoice for the Giggle Barn account.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play A Taxing Problem Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: Which dude is right?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to
students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play A Taxing Problem Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: Both dudes are right! (0.085b + b) = b(0.085 + 1) = 1.085b
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7.EE.A.2
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #3

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: This standard can easily be used for
students to more deeply explore equivalent
expressions. However, it is crucial that students
are provided expressions in context so they are
able to connect the context to the structure of
the mathematics and can explain the meaning
of the different forms.

1

Combine like terms.
4x + 34

2

Factor.
2(2x + 17)

3

Discuss how each expression represents the
perimeter differently.
Original: Shows the lengths of each of the four
sides being added individually.

Kevin: For expressions with no context, provide
students opportunity to explore expressions
with flexibility and creativity. Give students an
expression, and challenge them to find as many
different, yet equivalent, expressions they can.

Answer: Shows the length and width (2 sides)
being added together, and then that amount is
doubled (to account for the other two sides).

Megan: Remind students to pay close attention
to their signs when rewriting expressions.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

A TAXING PROBLEM
Which dude is right?
The Giggle Barn has placed another order for Talking Giraffe
2, along with Singing Parrot. The quantities for each are equal,
except the quantity is unknown.
The dudes are again using different equations to determine the
quantity.

Dude #1: 58x = 18,850
Dude #2: 23x + 35x = 18,850

7.EE.A.2
About this standard
Understand that rewriting
an expression in different
forms in a problem
context can shed light on
the problem and how the
quantities in it are related.
For example, a + 0.05a =
1.05a means that “increase
by 5%” is the same as
“multiply by 1.05.”

Which dude is right?
Dude #1

Dude #2

Explain your reasoning.
Dude #1’s equation shows the total number of both items times the
unknown quantity equal to the total of the invoice. Dude #2’s equation
shows each toy’s price times the unknown quantity, which together, equal
the total of the invoice.

Write a different equation that would determine the quantity.
23x = 7,475 or

35x = 11,375

or

x(23 + 35) = 18,850

What is the unknown quantity?
325
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Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Every flavor of ice cream at the local shop costs d dollars per scoop. Morgan buys 3 scoops of
vanilla, 4 of chocolate, and 2 of strawberry to share with his sister.

a) Write two expressions that represent his total cost.
3d + 4d + 2d

9d

b) Describe what information each expression represents about Morgan’s ice cream buying
situation.
One expression shows the sum of the cost of each individual flavor. The other expression
shows the total number of scoops multiplied by the cost per scoop.
2) Complete the table below.
3) Determine whether each pair of expressions is equivalent.

Answers will vary.

4) A flower bed is 15 feet long by 5 feet wide. The length will be increased by l feet and the width

will be increased by l + 2 feet. This expression represents the perimeter of the larger flower bed:
(15 + l) + (5 + l + 2) + (15 + l) + (5 + l + 2)
Write two expressions that are equivalent to the expression for the perimeter of the larger flower
bed.
Answers will vary.

2(15 + l) + 2(5 + l + 2)

30 + 2l + 2l + 14

5) The square pool to the right has side lengths of 6 feet and is surrounded by

1-foot border tiles.
Write two expressions representing the number of border tiles for a pool with
side lengths of s feet, and describe what information each expression shows.
Answers will vary.
4s + 4 The number of tiles is 4 times the side length plus the 4 corner tiles.
4(s + 1) The number of tiles is the side length plus one tile, times 4 sides.

6) A shoe store is having a 25% off sale. Write two expressions to show the total cost if you
buy p pairs of shoes, and describe what information each expression shows.
0.75 • p
The total cost is 75% of the original price.
p – (p • 0.25) The total is the original price minus 25% of the original price.
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7.EE.B.3

Solve multi-step real-life and mathematical problems posed with positive and negative rational numbers in any form
(whole numbers, fractions, and decimals), using tools strategically. Apply properties of operations to calculate with
numbers in any form; convert between forms as appropriate; and assess the reasonableness of answers using mental
computation and estimation strategies. For example: If a woman making $25 an hour gets a 10% raise, she will make an
additional 1/10 of her salary an hour, or $2.50, for a new salary of $27.50. If you want to place a towel bar 9 3/4 inches long
in the center of a door that is 27 1/2 inches wide, you will need to place the bar about 9 inches from each edge; this estimate
can be used as a check on the exact computation.

LESSON: HAY TALK

How many hay bales should Kate and Ron buy?
Multi-step problems with varying contexts give students some of the best practice for choosing strategies and tools
for problem solving. During Hay Talk, Kate and Ron need to determine the amount of hay they need to buy to feed all
the horses they have rescued. The data provided is a report from the vet, which indicates the weight of each horse and
states that the horses should each eat 2% of their weight in hay each day. The report also recommends Howard’s Hay,
which sells 80-pound bales. At the bottom of the report, there is a reminder note about the months for which Kate
and Ron will be purchasing hay.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Hay Talk Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: How many hay bales should Kate
and Ron buy?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Hay Talk Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.
Answer: Kate and Ron need to buy 393 bales of hay.
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7.EE.B.3
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #4

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: This standard is important, as it
synthesizes major learnings in arithmetic
and problem solving, from 7.NS.A.1-3 and
7.RP.A.3. It also encompasses many of the
Standards for Mathematical Practice.
Kevin: Model using estimation strategies
to check for reasonableness of answers.
Occasionally ask students to also talk
through a process for estimation.

1

Calculate the cost after sale.

2

Store A: $540 • (1 – 0.17) = $448.20
Store B: $510 • (1 – 0.12) = $448.80
Compare.

3

$448.20 < $448.80
Select the store with best price.
A: Store A

Megan: Allowing students to share out
different strategies for multi-step problems
may help students make connections
between concepts and thought processes.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

HAY TALK
How many bales should Kate and Ron
buy?
Kate and Ron recently rescued five more horses who were
abandoned by their previous owners: Prius, Creed, Dalla, Chibi
and Drago. They need to go to Howard’s Hay again and purchase
more hay.
Use the information in the vet report to calculate how many bales
Kate and Ron should buy.

7.EE.B.3
About this standard

Total horse weight: 5,305 lbs
Total amount of daily hay: 5305 • 0.02 = 106.1 lbs
Total amount of hay for 182 days: 19,310.2 lbs
Total number of 80-lb bales needed: 242 bales

Kate and Ron need to buy 242 bales.
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Solve multi-step real-life and
mathematical problems posed
with positive and negative
rational numbers in any form
(whole numbers, fractions,
and decimals), using tools
strategically. Apply properties
of operations to calculate with
numbers in any form; convert
between forms as appropriate;
and assess the reasonableness
of answers using mental
computation and estimation
strategies. For example: If a
woman making $25 an hour
gets a 10% raise, she will make
an additional 1/10 of her salary
an hour, or $2.50, for a new
salary of $27.50. If you want to
place a towel bar 9 3/4 inches
long in the center of a door that
is 27 1/2 inches wide, you will
need to place the bar about
9 inches from each edge; this
estimate can be used as a check
on the exact computation.
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Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) After receiving the given raise at work, who will make the most money per hour?
Malala

Aaliyah

Phan

$9.90 per hour, 6% raise

$9.75 per hour, 7% raise

$10 per hour, 4% raise

$10.49

$10.43

$10.40

2) Rosana is making her own stained glass window.
The window will be 2 feet tall and 3 feet wide.
• Colored glass
• Clear glass
• Black frame
• Black seams inside

$5 per square foot
$3 per square foot
$4 per foot
$0.10 per foot

How much money will Rosana need to create her stained glass window?
Frame: 10 feet • $4 per foot = $40
Seams: 4 feet • $0.10 per foot = $0.40

Clear glass: 4.71 ft2 • $3 per sq. ft. = $14.13
Colored glass: 1.29 ft2 • $5 per sq. ft. = $6.45

3) Frank plans to make three different-sized batches of his seasoning. Study the recipe and fill in the
blanks so that every batch will taste the same.

4) Lars and Magda are hanging a sign for

the school dance on the cafeteria wall.
The sign is 7 34 feet wide and should be
centered between the two sides of the
3
wall. The wall is 30 8 feet wide. How far
should the sign be from each side of the
wall?

5) Rogelio purchased 9 suits to sell at his

fashion boutique. Each suit cost him
$52.85, and he plans to mark up the
price by 35%. If he sells all 9 suits, what
will be Rogelio’s profit, in dollars?
Rogelio’s profit will be $166.48.

5

The sign should be 11 16 feet away from
each edge of the wall.
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7.EE.B.4a

Solve word problems leading to equations of the form px + q = r and p(x + q) = r, where p, q, and r are
specific rational numbers. Solve equations of these forms fluently. Compare an algebraic solution
to an arithmetic solution, identifying the sequence of the operations used in each approach. For
example, the perimeter of a rectangle is 54 cm. Its length is 6 cm. What is its width?

LESSON: PEN PERIMETER

What is the length of the new goat pen?
It is important that students make connections between the steps of solving a problem arithmetically and
the steps of solving the same problem with an algebraic equation. During Pen Perimeter, Farmer Jean is
making a new goat pen for her cute little goats. She plans to put the pen between the barn and the house
and has already decided upon the width. She buys as much fencing as she can afford, along with a few other
supplies. The data provided are a receipt from Farmer Jean’s fence purchase, as well as her notebook containing a diagram of the pen.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Pen Perimeter Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: What is the length of the new goat
pen?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to
students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Pen Perimeter Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: The new goat pen is 46 feet long.
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7.EE.B.4a
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #6

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: To help students more easily see the connection
between arithmetic solutions and algebraic solutions,
provide a simple example that students could likely solve
quickly. Then connect those arithmetic methods to an
equation. Example: A square has a perimeter of 20 units.
What is the length of one side?
Kevin: Encourage students to explicitly define what the
variable stands for when they write an equation, and to
ask themselves ,"Does this make sense within the context?"

1
2
2

Megan: Consider asking students to use a two-column
method for applicable problems. Tell students to solve
each problem, in the left column, using their own strategies (which will likely be arithmetic in nature). After those
solutions are confirmed, ask students to go back and use
the right column to set up and solve equations for the
same problems.

Write an equation to represent the situation.
1
4

p+3=9

where p = pieces in the entire cake

Isolate the variable using inverse operations.
1
4

p + 3 – 3 = 9 –3
1
p=6
4

Isolate the variable using inverse operations.
1
4

p•4=6•4
p = 24

Clicker Quiz

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
**As often as possible, explicitly connect arithmetic process with algebraic process.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

PEN PERIMETER
What is the length of the new goat pen?
Farmer Jean is making a new pen for her cute little goats and is
experimenting with different dimensions. She has bought as
much fencing as she can afford, and she wants to use all of it.
Use Farmer Jean’s diagram and her receipt to determine the
length of this potential goat pen.

7.EE.B.4a
About this standard
Solve word problems
leading to equations of
the form px + q = r and
p(x + q) = r, where p, q,
and r are specific rational
numbers. Solve equations
of these forms fluently.
Compare an algebraic
solution to an arithmetic
solution, identifying
the sequence of the
operations used in each
approach. For example, the
perimeter of a rectangle is
54 cm. Its length is 6 cm.
What is its width?

2l + 2(18) = 140
2l + 36 = 140
2l = 104
l = 52

52 feet
The length of this goat pen is __________________.
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
Match each situation with the equation that represents the total amount paid, y.

1) Hank’s Hot Dogs charges a preparation fee of $5

a) y = 1.50x + 0.75

2) Padma’s credit union charges her a members

b) y = 5x + 3

3) Dara’s Dogs charges a $5 per hot dog and a $3

c) y = 3x + 5

4) Gordon’s credit union charges him $1.50 per

d) y = 0.75x + 1.50

plus $3 per hot dog.

fee of $1.50 and $0.75 per transaction.
preparation fee.

transaction and a members fee of $0.75.

5) Jaqueline and Jenae are shopping for accessories. The prices of each item already
include tax.

Jaqueline buys 4 bracelets and 2
necklaces. Each bracelet costs $8, and
Jaqueline’s total is $70.

Jenae buys some scarves that are $14
each and 2 wallets that each cost $12.
Jenae’s total is $94.

a. Write an equation that could be used
to find n, the cost of each necklace.

c. Write an equation that could be used
to find s, the number of scarves Jenae
buys.

4(8) + 2n = 70 or

32 + 2n =70

14s + 2(12) or

14s + 24 = 94

b. What is the cost of each necklace?

d. How many scarves did Jenae buy?

n = $19

s = 5 scarves

6) Julio rented 1 movie and 3 video games. He paid $13.60 in total.
• The movie cost $4.75 to rent
• The video games each cost the same amount.
How much did Julio pay for each video game?

3v + 4.75 = 13.60
Julio paid $2.95 for each video game.
7) The sum of a number and 9 is multiplied by -2. The result is -8. What is the unknown number?
-2(n + 9) = -8
n = -5
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7.EE.B.4b

Solve word problems leading to inequalities of the form px + q > r or px + q < r, where p, q, and r are
specific rational numbers. Graph the solution set of the inequality and interpret it in the context
of the problem. For example: As a salesperson, you are paid $50 per week plus $3 per sale. This week
you want your pay to be at least $100. Write an inequality for the number of sales you need to make,
and describe the solutions.

LESSON: THE FUR TRADER

How many small furs does Tiberius need?
It is important for students to not only know how to solve an inequality, but to also interpret an appropriate solution
set for the given context. In The Fur Trader, Professor Picklebottom decides to trade furs so he can make enough
money to survive the winter. He has already agreed to sell the Trader a large fur for $50, but needs to determine how
many small furs he still needs to obtain and sell, for $3 each. The data provided is two images – one of Professor Picklebottom, contemplating his need to earn at least $100 to survive the winter and the other, an image of a large fur and
a small fur, showing the Trader’s payout amounts for each size.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play The Fur Trader Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: How many small furs does Tiberius
need?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to
students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your answer
make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play The Fur Trader Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.
Answer: Professor Picklebottom needs at least 16 23 furs (17 or more whole furs), as determined by
solving the inequality: 3x + 50 ≥ 100.
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7.EE.B.4b
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #3

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Many students struggle with the idea
that some problems don't have a single, exact
answer, but rather, a whole range of numbers
for an answer.
Kevin: Solving inequalities and determining
solution sets requires your students to use new
vocabulary and inequality symbols. Consider
using a math journal or posting vocabulary
throughout your room to help your students
grasp these new skills.

1

4.15c – 1800 + 1800 ≥ 4500 + 1800
4.15c ≥ 6300

2

MidSchoolMath

Isolate the variable by using inverse operations.
4.15c ≥ 6300
4.15 4.15
c ≥ 1518.07

3

Interpret the solution.
Mark's Macchiato Shop must sell at least 1518.07
cups of coffee.
Partial cups of coffee don't make sense in this
context, so the shop must sell 1,519 or more
whole cups of coffee.

Megan: When solving inequalities with a context, encourage students to think about cases
when solution sets only make sense for particular types of values (positive values only, integers
only, etc.).

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

Isolate the variable by using inverse operations.

Clicker Quiz

The Fur Trader
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

THE FUR TRADER
How many small furs does Tiberius need?
Upon further thinking about the long, cold months ahead,
Professor Picklebottom decides he needs at least $175 to survive
the winter. He already has one large fur to sell to the Trading Post.
Mr. Whedon, the Trading Post owner, tells the professor he will
pay him additional money for any small furs he brings in. So the
professor sets out to find small furs. But how many does he need?
Write and solve an inequality that will help Professor Picklebottom
determine the number of small furs he needs to sell to make his
money for the winter.

7.EE.B.4b
About this standard
Solve word problems
leading to inequalities of the
form px+ q > r or px + q < r,
where p, q, and r are specific
rational numbers. Graph the
solution set of the inequality
and interpret it in the
context of the problem. For
example: As a salesperson,
you are paid $50 per week
plus $3 per sale. This week you
want your pay to be at least
$100. Write an inequality for
the number of sales you need
to make, and describe the
solutions.

3x + 50 ≥ 175
2

x ≥ 41 3 furs
Professor Picklebottom must
sell at least 42 furs.
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
Write an inequality to represent each situation, and describe the solutions.

1) Kenneth received a total of $120 for his birthday. At the mall, he bought a pair of jeans for $72.
He finds t-shirts on sale for $12. How many t-shirts can he buy?
12t + 72 ≤ 120

t≤4

Kenneth can buy 1, 2, 3, or 4 t-shirts.

2) Jodi works at a watch shop. She makes $40 per day plus $15 for every watch she sells. If she wants
to make $200 in a day, how many watches does she need to sell?
15w + 40 ≥ 200

w ≥ 10.6

Jodi needs to sell 11 watches or more.

3) Blanca has $20 for cab fare. The cab fare is $3 per mile plus a flat fee of $2.50. How many miles can
Blanca travel in the cab?
3m + 2.50 ≤ 20

m ≤ 5.83

Blanca can only ride for 5 miles or less.
6 miles would be too expensive.

Match each inequality with the correct graph of solutions.

4) 6x - 32 > 50

a)

5) 2x - 14 ≤ -29

b)

2

6) 118 + 3 t ≥ 160

c)

7) -0.5x + 6 < 10

d)

Write 2 different inequalities that have the solutions shown in the graph.

Answers may vary.
8a) _________________________
Answers may vary.
8b) _________________________
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Geometry

7.G.A.1

Solve problems involving scale drawings of geometric figures, including computing actual lengths
and areas from a scale drawing and reproducing a scale drawing at a different scale.

LESSON: BUILD A BIGGER BOX

How many trees are needed for the big box?
The concept of scale is essentially a visual version of previous work with ratios and proportions. During
Build a Bigger Box, the Build a Better Box company receives an order to create a box for a giant version of the
Talking Giraffe 2 toy. To determine how many trees they will need to use from their forest, Betty and Veronica
must determine the total surface area of the large box. The data provided is a Spec Sheet for the large box,
which includes the 2-D net for the large box, the scale, and the amount of cardboard provided from one tree.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Build a Bigger Box Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: How many trees are needed for
the big box?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Build a Bigger Box Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: To make the large box, the company will only use 0.28 of a tree.
MidSchoolMath
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1

Geometry

7.G.A.1
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #5

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Familiarize students with the idea of corresponding sides. Show examples of similar figures
that have different orientations and help students
with strategies to determine which sides correspond to one another.
Kevin: Consider relating scale factors to multiplying
by fractions or decimals greater than 1 or less than 1.
If a scale factor is less than 1, a figure will get proportionally smaller. If a scale factor is greater than 1, a
figure will get proportionally larger.
Megan: Use caution if using cross-multiply-and-divide proportions to determine a missing length.
This method, while efficient, may take student focus
away from the idea of a scale factor (or ratio between corresponding sides).

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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1

2
3

4

Set up a a ratio between corresponding sides.
Fig 1 : Fig 2
AC : MO
14 : 4.2
Determine the scale from Figure 1 to Figure 2.
Fig 1 : Fig 2 14 ÷ 14 : 4.2 ÷ 14
AC : MO
1 : 0.3
Use the scale and corresponding sides to calculate the missing length.
Fig 1 : Fig 2
1 x 11 : 0.3 x 11
AB : MN
11 : 3.3
Interpret the result.
Length of MN is 3.3 mm.

Clicker Quiz

Bulid a Bigger Box
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

BUILD A BIGGER BOX
How many trees are needed for the big
box?
Build a Better Box has a mission to conserve as many trees as possible when making boxes. As a result, they are very precise when
it comes to the number of trees they use.
They have just received a request to make another large box for
the Talking Giraffe 2 toy. Use the spec sheet to determine how
many trees will be needed to make the box.

7.G.A.1
About this standard
Solve problems involving
scale drawings of geometric
figures, including
computing actual lengths
and areas from a scale
drawing and reproducing a
scale drawing at a different
scale.
Back/Front: 6 • 2 = 12 ft2
= 12 ft2
Left/Right: 6 • 2.5 = 15 ft2
= 15 ft2
Top/Bottom: 2.5 • 2 = 5 ft2a
= 5 ft2a+

64 ft2
This box will use less than
one tree.
64 ft2 ≈ 0.07 of a tree
900 ft2

MidSchoolMath
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
Determine if each given scale factor would ENLARGE or REDUCE the size of the figure.
1) 45%
2) 6
3) 1.5
4) 1
5) 110%
6) 0.8
5
3
Enlarge
Enlarge
Enlarge
Reduce
Reduce
Reduce

7) Figures 2 and 3 are scale drawings of Figure 1. Use the given scales to determine the dimensions
of Figure 2 and Figure 3. Label each side with its length.
Figures are not drawn to scale

Scale
1 : 1.2

Scale
1: 2
3

12 cm

8 cm

8 cm

Figure 1

Figure 2

9 cm

14.4 cm
5 13 cm

9.6 cm
Figure 3
10.8 cm

6 cm

8) If a scale factor of 4 is applied to the rectangle, what will be the new perimeter and new area?
New Perimeter:
4 ft

x 4 = 60 ft

8 41 cm

2 cm
?

Fig. 1

New Area:
16 times the original area

x 4 = 60 ft

6 cm

4 times the original perimeter

60 ft • 16 ft= 960 ft2

15 ft

9)

60 ft + 60 ft + 16 ft +16 ft = 152 ft

a) What is the scale factor

Fig. 2

3 13 cm

from Fig. 1 to Fig. 2?
1
3

b) What is the length of
the missing side?
2 34 cm

10 cm

Many people travel from Cancún, México to Isla
Cozumel. They must first travel by bus from
Cancún to Playa del Carmen, then by ferry to San
Miguel de Cozumel. According to the map, about
how many miles is this journey?

About 62 - 65 miles
Answers may vary.
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7.G.A.2

Geometry

Draw (freehand, with ruler and protractor, and with technology) geometric shapes with given
conditions. Focus on constructing triangles from three measures of angles or sides, noticing when
the conditions determine a unique triangle, more than one triangle, or no triangle.

LESSON: LOVE TRIANGLE

Construct the precise triangle for the front of the cabin.
Label all side lengths and angle measures.
If students get hands-on experience, this standard can be helpful in informally proving many rules about triangles, like the sum of
the angles being 180° or that the sum of two sides is always greater than the third side. In Love Triangle, lovebird Alexa is having a
triangular cabin built for her true love, Julian. She has specific ideas about the sides and angles for the front of the cabin and has
asked a designer to draw up a plan and make it happen. The data provided is a page out of the designer’s notebook, in which she
took notes about Alexa’s ideas for the Love Triangle.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Love Triangle Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: Construct the precise triangle for
the front of the cabin. Label all side lengths and angle
measures.
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Ensure students have necessary materials: pencil, paper,
ruler, protractor.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Love Triangle Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.
Answer: The Love Triangle should be an isosceles triangle with side lengths 12 cm, 17.4 cm, 17.4 cm.
The angle measures should be 70°, 70°, and 40°.
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1

Geometry

7.G.A.2
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #5

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Given three sides that meet the Triangle
Inequality Theorem, there is only one triangle that
can be made from those three sides. Give students
opportunity to contrast this with quadrilaterals;
given the same four side lengths, many different
quadrilaterals can be drawn.

1

Check the side lengths using the Triangle Inequality
Theorem (the sum of any two sides > length of third
side).
12 + 8 ? 22
12 + 21 ? 8
8 + 21 ? 12

Kevin: Consider giving students a list of triangles with different conditions given, regarding
side lengths and angle measures. Have students
use tools to explore drawing triangles with these
conditions and conjecture about when exactly one
triangle is formed versus many triangles versus no
triangle.

2

Determine whether the side lengths meet the Triangle Inequality Theorem.
12 + 8 < 21
Does not meet condition.
12 + 21 > 8
8 + 21 > 12
These side lengths form:
C: no triangle

3

Megan: Students will likely need additional lessons
on how to use a protractor and/or a compass to
precisely construct geometric figures.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

LOVE TRIANGLE
Construct the precise triangle for the front
of the cabin. Label all side lengths and
angle measures.
Alexa and her love, Julian, are contemplating building another
“Love Triangle” cabin in a different location. Together they decide
on the measurements and give them to the designer.
Use Alexa’s notes and some tools (pencil, paper, ruler, protractor)
to help the designer construct the triangle for the front of the new
cabin. Label all side lengths and angle measures.

7.G.A.2
About this standard
Draw (freehand, with
ruler and protractor,
and with technology)
geometric shapes with
given conditions. Focus
on constructing triangles
from three measures of
angles or sides, noticing
when the conditions
determine a unique
triangle, more than one
triangle, or no triangle.

(This image is not drawn the appropriate size.)
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Given each group of specific measurements, determine if they create a unique triangle, more than
one triangle or no triangle. Write the triangle name in the appropriate column.
TRIANGLE A: 31 cm, 32 cm, 70 cm
TRIANGLE B: 50°, 60°, 70°
TRIANGLE C: 6 in, 8 in, 10 in
TRIANGLE D: 5 cm, 5 cm, 50°
TRIANGLE E: 40°, 30°, 110°
TRIANGLE F: 25°, 90°, 90°

2) Order the angles from smallest to

3) Order the sides from smallest to

largest in measure.

largest in measure.

J

g

L

f

K

h

4) Use appropriate tools and the given measurements to draw and label each triangle, if possible.
Otherwise, write “Impossible.”

Answers may vary slightly.

a) ∆TUV

b) ∆PQR

TU = 6 units, UV = 8 units, TV = 10 units

c) ∆ABC

AB = 10 units, ∠B = 90°, BC = 8 units

MidSchoolMath

PQ = 3 units, QR = 4 units, RP = 7 units

d) ∆XYZ

Love Triangle

XY = 12 units, ∠X = 45°, ∠Y = 45°
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7.G.A.3

Geometry

Describe the two-dimensional figures that result from slicing three-dimensional figures, as in
plane sections of right rectangular prisms and right rectangular pyramids.

LESSON: DOCTOR DILIM'S DIMENSIONS

What is the two-dimensional cross-section of each figure?
Analyzing three-dimensional figures and their cross-sections exercises students’ spatial muscle, which often gets
neglected in mathematics. In Doctor Dilim’s Dimensions, Doctor Dilim is running a virtual radiology lab training future
doctors and nurses to read MRIs. She gives her students a brief overview of MRI technology, telling them that it
basically is able to slice a body part into many two-dimensional pictures, which can then be analyzed separately.
Doctor Dilim then gives students a simple example of a cylindrical light post being sliced horizontally resulting in
a circle. She leaves the students with the task of determining the shape of two-dimensional cross-sections formed
by planes intersecting three-dimensional figures. The data provided is an image of Dr. Dilim and the 3-D figures she
leaves for her medical students to analyze.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM
1 Immersion

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

• Play Doctor Dilim's Dimensions Immersion video,
whole-class.
• Restate the question: What is the two-dimensional
cross-section of each figure?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are
your ideas?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Doctor Dilim's Dimensions Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: The 2-D cross-sections from left to right, top to bottom, are: triangle, triangle, square, and
rectangle.
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1

Geometry

7.G.A.3
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #6

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: As a mini-lesson for 2-D and 3-D figures,
consider asking students what they KNOW before
giving any additional information. Pull as much out
of them as you can (names, attributes - base, faces,
edges, vertices and other related vocabulary – plane,
parallel, perpendicular, intersection).

1

Observe the shape of each cross-section.
Prism 1: Rectangle
Prism 2: Rectangle
Pyramid: Rectangle
Cylinder: Rectangle

Kevin: Consider allowing students to use a playing
card to cut 3-D figures made of modeling clay. This
may help students visualize the resulting crosssections.
Megan: Balance two types of activities: 1) Students
are instructed to intersect a 3-D figure in a specific
way and determine the resulting cross-section. 2)
Students are given a 3-D figure and asked if and how
a specific cross-section could be made.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

DOCTOR DILIM’S DIMENSIONS
What is the two-dimensional cross-section
of each figure?
Doctor Dilim is training a new class of students in the medical
field to begin to read X-rays and MRIs. As an introduction, she uses
three-dimensional geometric figures intersected by a plane. She
asks the students to determine the two-dimensional figure that
results from the intersection.
What is the two-dimensional cross-section of each figure?

7.G.A.3
About this standard
Describe the twodimensional figures that
result from slicing threedimensional figures,
as in plane sections of
right rectangular prisms
and right rectangular
pyramids.

Triangular Prism: Rectangle

Short Cylinder:

Rectangle

Trapezoidal Prism: Rectangle

Tall Cylinder:
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) A plane intersects each three-dimensional figure. Identify the shape of the two-dimensional
cross-section.

a)

b)

c)

Triangle
Triangle
Rectangle

d)

e)

f)

Hexagon
Trapezoid
Square or Rectangle

2) Lloyd has two clay figures on a flat surface in front of him: a right square pyramid and a cube. He
will make slices through each figure that are parallel and perpendicular to the flat surface.
Determine which statements are true
about the two-dimensional plane
sections that could result from one
of these slices. Place an ‘X’ in the
appropriate column.

3) If a sphere is sliced vertically through the center, what is the shape of the cross-section?
Circle
If a sphere is sliced horizontally through the center, what is the shape of the cross-section?
Circle
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7.G.B.4

Geometry

Know the formulas for the area and circumference of a circle and use them to solve problems; give
an informal derivation of the relationship between the circumference and area of a circle.

LESSON: CROP CIRCLE
What is the area of the field?

Students very often confuse the formulas for circumference and area of a circle. The more concrete their
initial experiences, the more likely students will conceptually understand the formulas and what they calculate. In Crop Circle, Farmer Ellie tells her audience that a secret to good farming is a circular field and center
pivot irrigation. She emphasizes that one needs to know the area of the field to more effectively use the
irrigation system. Hence, she challenges her audience to calculate the area of the circular field. The data
provided is an image of the circular field labeled with the length of the diameter.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Crop Circle Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: What is the area of the field?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Crop Circle Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: The area of the field is 1,661.06 square meters.
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1

Geometry

7.G.B.4
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #6

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Consider using an activity where students
use circles and measurement to "discover" π and
what it means. Perhaps you can begin by challenging students to find the perimeter (circumference) of
the circle knowing only the measure of the diameter
and/or the radius. Let them fill in a table with their
findings, leading them to discover a pattern.
Kevin: Discuss with students the fact that π is infinite, therefore, any calculation we do using 3.14 is
an approximation. Exact answers are left in terms of
π. Students should be familiar with both representations.

1

Compare the given circumference to formula.
C = πd
C = 12π

2

Interpret the formula.
The diameter of the circle is 12 units, so the
radius is 6 units.

3

Apply the formula for area of a circle.
A = πr2
A = π(6)2
A = 36π sq. units

Megan: Give students opportunities to solve problems involving both full and partial circles. Remind
students to estimate to check for reasonableness of
answers and to use appropriate units.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

CROP CIRCLE
What is the area of the field?
Farmer Ellie uses center pivot irrigation to water her circular fields.
She believes it’s the key to her farming success. To water most
efficiently, she has to keep track of the size of her fields.
Help Farmer Ellie calculate the area for each of the fields below.

7.G.B.4
About this standard

Area = 1,808.64 square meters

Know the formulas for the
area and circumference of
a circle and use them to
solve problems; give an
informal derivation of the
relationship between the
circumference and area of
a circle.
Area = 1,256 square meters

Area = 961.625 square meters
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Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
Calculate the circumference and area for each circle.

1)

2)

3)

56.52 in
C = ___________

47.1 yd
C = ___________

65.94 cm
C = ___________

254.34 sq in
A = ___________

176.625 sq yd
A = ___________

346.185 sq cm
A = ___________

4) What is the area of the top of the donut?

5) Calculate the perimeter and area of the
figure.

Large circle area - Small circle area
π(2.52) – π(12)
19.625 – 3.14
16.485 sq in

6) Larry wants to lay curved bricks around
the outside border and along the inside
border of his circular garden. How many
feet of brick does Larry need?

Large circle circumference + Small circle
circumference
11π + 3π
14π
43.96 sq ft

MidSchoolMath

Rectangle + Semicircle
Perimeter:
Area:
[18 + 2(22)] + [18π/2]
18(22) + [π(92)/2]
62 + 28.26
396 + 127.17
90.26 ft
523.17 sq ft

7) A circle has a circumference of 100π units.
a) Sketch and label this circle.

b) Calculate its area in terms of π.
2500π square units

Crop Circle
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Geometry

7.G.B.5

Use facts about supplementary, complementary, vertical, and adjacent angles in a multi step
problem to write and solve simple equations for an unknown angle in a figure.

LESSON: GUARDING THE GREAT GATE
At what angle should they carve the headstone?

Finding the measure of unknown angles is like a puzzle, which students solve by applying basic geometry
facts. In Guarding the Great Gate, Cicero and Fabia are guarding their gate. Cicero informs Fabia of his dreams
of guarding the Great Gate when it is finally built. He tells her that he has seen the plans for the main
headstone, which needs to be carved at the precise angle to fit into the crossbeam. He believes that if he
can help them determine the angle at which to carve the headstone, they might hire him to guard the gate!
So he gets to work. The data provided are the notes Cicero took from the plans showing the crossbeam and
the notch for the headstone.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Guarding the Great Gate Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: At what angle should they carve
the headstone?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Guarding the Great Gate Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: The headstone should be carved at an angle of 56°.
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1

Geometry

7.G.B.5
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #3

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Assess student knowledge around
angles, related to learning in Grade 4:
complementary, supplementary, adjacent,
and vertical.

1

Recall the definition of supplementary angles.

2

Two angles whose sum is 180°
Write an equation to represent the situation.

Kevin: Asking students to write equations
when finding measures for unknown
angles, even when calculations are
relatively simple, will help solidify angle
relationships.

3

∠a + ∠b = 180°
∠a + 81° = 180°
Solve the equation using inverse operations.
∠a + 81° – 81° = 180° – 81°
∠a = 99°

4

Select the appropriate option.
D: None of the above

Megan: With missing angle problems,
there are often many ways to arrive
at the solution. Validate and share the
many methods students use to find their
solutions.
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

GUARDING THE GREAT GATE
At what angle should they carve the
headstone?
Cicero is tiring of standing at his gate day after day and night
after night. He is looking for more of a challenge, like guarding
a bigger gate with more foot traffic. The Great Gate is still under
construction, awaiting the angle at which the headstone should
be carved to fit perfectly.
Cicero believes he may very well be promoted to guarding the
Great Gate if he can provide assistance to those building the gate.
Help Cicero determine the precise angle to carve the headstone.

7.G.B.5
About this standard
Use facts about
supplementary,
complementary, vertical,
and adjacent angles in
a multi step problem
to write and solve
simple equations for
an unknown angle in a
figure.

68 + x + 68 = 180
136 + x = 180
x = 44

44
The headstone should be carved at an angle of _________
degrees.
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Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Determine the measure of each angle.

2) Determine the measure of each angle.

112°
∠a = _________

72°
∠w = _________

68°
∠b = _________

23°
∠x = _________

112°
∠c = _________

85°
∠y = _________

68°
∠d = _________

23°
∠z = _________

112°
∠e = _________
112°
∠f = _________

3)

a) Write and solve an

equation to determine the
value of x.
28 + 3x + 32 + 5x = 180
8x + 60 = 180
8x = 120
x = 15

4) Determine the measure of each angle.

b) Determine the measure of
each angle.

45°
∠ROQ = __________
75°
∠PON = __________

5) Read each statement. Mark an ‘X’ in

61°
∠m = __________

the appropriate box.

151°
∠n = __________

6) Determine the measure of each angle.

MidSchoolMath

60°
∠1 = __________

45°
∠7 = __________

105°
∠13 = __________

120°
∠2 = __________

135°
∠8 = __________

45°
∠14 = __________

60°
∠3 = __________

105°
∠9 = __________

135°
∠15 = __________

75°
∠4 = __________

75°
∠10 = __________

45°
∠16 = __________

45°
∠5 = __________

105°
∠11 = __________

135°
∠6 = __________

75°
∠12 = __________

Guarding the Great Gate
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7.G.B.6

Geometry

Solve real world and mathematical problems involving area, volume and surface area of twoand three-dimensional objects composed of triangles, quadrilaterals, polygons, cubes, and right
prisms.

LESSON: MIRACLE MURAL

What is the total area of the mural wall?
Math involving 3-D and 2-D figures is about as real as math can get, as pretty much everything in the world is made
of shapes and solids. In Miracle Mural, Samira Faizan works for Marlon Hardaway at the Wayne County Urban Renewal
Foundation in Detroit, Michigan. They find out that the Chamber of Commerce has approved their proposal to create
a beautiful mural on a large wall of an old industrial bakery in the community. They are both ecstatic, as they know it
will be a symbol of hope for the people in the community. Samira is even more surprised to find out she will be the
commissioned artist! Now they need to get a better idea of the cost of materials. Samira jumps to it, saying she will
start by calculating the total area of the wall. The data provided is the grid and scale that Samira created using the
photo of the wall.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Miracle Mural Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: What is the total area of the mural
wall?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Miracle Mural Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Traine, as available.

Answer: The total area of the mural wall is 16,300 square feet.
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Miracle Mural

1

Geometry

7.G.B.6
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #2

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: When finding volume of less
familiar shapes, like triangular prisms,
students will need reminding that the bases
are congruent and parallel.
Kevin: When finding surface area of prisms
or pyramids, it may help to have students
count the faces so they know how many
sub-areas they need to find.

1

Determine the area of each face.

2

864 sq. in. ÷ 6 equal faces = 144 sq. in. per face
Determine the dimensions of each square face.

3

√144 sq. in. = 12 in.
Calculate the volume of the cube.
12 in. • 12 in. • 12 in. = 1,728 cubic inches

Megan: Refer to volume as area of the base
times height, as this works for most figures
without having to memorize formulas.
Students need to identify the shape of
the base, find its area, and multiply by the
height of the figure.
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Clicker Quiz

Miracle Mural
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

MIRACLE MURAL
What is the total area of the mural wall?
Samira Faizan and her boss, Marlon, loved the result of the last
community mural they designed and painted. And so did the
people in the community! Community members asked the
Chamber of Commerce to fund a mural on another wall and to
allow Samira and Marlon to create it.
The Chamber of Commerce provided Samira and Marlon a photo
of the wall, and the wall has windows and doors that have to be
worked around. Knowing the area of the wall will help Samira
determine the cost of paint and materials, so she gridded out the
wall to begin her calculations.
What is the total area of the mural wall, in square feet?

7.G.B.6

4 feet

About this standard
Solve real world and
mathematical problems
involving area, volume
and surface area of twoand three-dimensional
objects composed of
triangles, quadrilaterals,
polygons, cubes, and
right prisms.

WINDOW
WINDOW

Total wall area, including windows and
doors: 401 sq units
1,604 sq ft
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Miracle Mural

DOOR

Total wall area = 1604 sq ft – 281.86 sq ft
= 1,322.14 square feet

DOOR

Areas to subtract (windows & doors):
Circle: 38.465 sq units
153.86 sq ft
Square: 16 sq units
64 sq ft
Door: 8 sq units
32 sq ft
Door: 8 sq units
32 sq ft

1 of 2

Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) A cube has a volume of 512 cubic units. What is the surface area of the cube?
384 square units

2) Lauren’s grandma made her a birthday cake in the shape of an “L.”

4 in.

She put frosting on all sides of the cake except for the bottom.

a) How many square inches of cake did Grandma cover with frosting?

8 in.
12 in.

Lauren’s grandma covered 202 square inches of cake with frosting.

4 in.

b) How many cubic inches of space does Lauren’s cake take up?

2 in.

Lauren’s cake takes up 136 cubic inches of space.

Total Area ≈ 11,407.5 sq in ≈ 79.2 sq ft
79.2 sq ft ÷ 24 sq ft per can ≈ 3.3 cans
The fewest number of paint cans Asher needs is 4.

1 meter
1 meter

covers an area of 24 square feet. Asher uses a meter stick to measure
the wall, as shown. What is the fewest number of cans of paint Asher
needs to paint the wall?

1 meter

3) Asher is painting a wall on a storage shed. He knows one can of paint

9 in.

1 meter

1 meter

1 meter

[1 meter ≈ 39 inches]

4) An architect is designing a building in the shape of a pyramid for a new business. The building

will have 4 floors, each parallel to the ground and equally spaced. The dimensions of each floor
will be 3 as long as the dimensions of the floor below.
4

a) What two-dimensional shape will each floor be?
Rectangle
67.5 ft 33.75 ft
90 ft
120 ft

b) What will be the vertical distance between each floor?
120 ÷ 4 = 30 feet

45 ft
60 ft

c) Floor 4 will be the personal residence of the CEO of

the business. What is the square footage of the floor
of her residence?
67.5 ft • 33.75 ft = 2278.125 sq ft

d) Floor 2 will have 30 offices of equal size, taking up 85% of the entire area on that floor.
What could be the dimensions of the offices? Which dimensions are not realistic?

• Total Floor: 120 • 60 = 7,200 sq ft
• 85% of floor: 7200 • 0.8 = 6,120 ft
• Sq footage per office: 6120 ÷ 30 = 204 sq ft
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Possible dimensions (some of which are not realistic):
2’ x 102’ 3’ x 68’ 4’ x 51’ 6’ x 34’
17’ x 12’ 204’ x 1’

Miracle Mural
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7.SP
Statistics & Probability
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7.SP.A.1

Statistics & Probability

Understand that statistics can be used to gain information about a population by examining a
sample of the population; generalizations about a population from a sample are valid only if the
sample is representative of that population. Understand that random sampling tends to produce
representative samples and support valid inferences.

LESSON: POLL POSITION

Based on the polls, who should win the 1948 Presidential Election?
The ability to understand and determine the validity of a sample and its results helps to develop logical reasoning skills and
encourages critical thinking. In Poll Position, Margie is in her office at the Chicago Daily News when Ed walks in with the Gallup poll
results. Margie wants to be the first paper to report the results of the Presidential election, but the Gallup results are already three
weeks old. Ed, though, surprises her with a copy of the Tribune’s poll numbers. (The Tribune is their competitor in print.) Maggie
will use this data to determine what to print about the election results. The data provided is the reporter’s notebook with the
results of the phone survey and door-to-door survey.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Poll Position Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: Based on the polls, who should
win the 1948 Presidential election?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Poll Position Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: The two polls show conflicting winners. But during this time period, the door-to-door poll was
likely to be more representative of sample voters, as having a telephone wasn’t common across America.
Hence, Truman should win the election.
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Poll Position

1

Statistics & Probability

7.SP.A.1
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #4

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Students should understand that random
sampling involves three essential ideas: 1) the population
of interest is too large to reasonably collect data from
every individual: 2) the sample must be chosen from a
group that is representative of the population of interest;
and 3) the sample from that group must be chosen using a
random method.
Kevin: It may be helpful to emphasize that multiple
random samples of the same population can help us make
more accurate inferences.
Megan: Try to find or create an activity where students
can experience the need for and results from random
sampling, and actually compare it to known results of
an entire population. Perhaps use Grade 6 teachers and
students to actually get data from an entire population,
keeping it secret from Grade 7 students. Have Grade 7
students set up sampling methods to gather the same
data about Grade 6 students. Compare and discuss the
sampling results to the actual results.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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1

Determine if biases exist in each sample.

2

A: Asks non-registered voters
B: Asks only voters in L.A.
C: Asks only college students
D: Asks voters of all ages and in all parts of California
Select option that best represents voters in California.

3

D: A random telephone survey of 100 registered
voters across the state of California
Take a minute to discuss potential problems with
this sample method.
• Small sample size, as California has a huge
population.
• Were both cell phones and land-lines called?
• Was there a particular time of day calls were
made?

Clicker Quiz

Poll Position
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

POLL POSITION
Based on the polls, who will win the 1952
election?
It is 1952, and Chicago Daily News reporter Margie wants to try to
scoop the election results. Her colleague Ed comes through once
again with poll results from the Chicago Tribune. The Tribune has
once again conducted a telephone and door-to-door poll.
Based on the poll results, help Margie determine who will win the
1952 election.

7.SP.A.1
About this standard
Understand that
statistics can be used
to gain information
about a population by
examining a sample
of the population;
generalizations about a
population from a sample
are valid only if the
sample is representative
of that population.
Understand that random
sampling tends to
produce representative
samples and support
valid inferences.
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ANSWERS MAY VARY.
At this time, the presence of a telephone in homes
has increased, yet not everyone owns one (only
about 2 of the population), thus the telephone
3
poll sample may not be quite representative of the
population. However, both polls show Eisenhower
being in the lead by quite a bit, so they should predict
Eisenhower to be the winner.

Poll Position

1 of 2

Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1)

The school cafeteria offers daily specials for breakfast and lunch. The cost to offer these is a little higher
so the Cafeteria Supervisor wanted to see if students are ordering each special. She selected a random
sample of 100 students at lunch during a six-month period. She determined that 37% of these students
ate the daily lunch special.
Based on the information above, determine whether the following statements are true or false.
Write T or F in the blank.

2)

3)

4)

F

a)

The sample shows that exactly 37% of students who go to the cafeteria order the daily
lunch special.

T

b)

No generalizations can be made about the daily breakfast special as the sample doesn’t
include students who ate breakfast.

F

c)

The cafeteria supervisor could generalize that 37% of students at breakfast also likely order
the daily special.

T

d)

Increasing the sample size and asking both students at breakfast and lunch would help the
supervisor get a more accurate picture of how many students order the daily specials.

Shawn is polling people to see which brand of car is most preferred among drivers. She visits the local
elementary school and polls the students. Why is her sample not representative of the population about
which she is trying to gain insight?

The sample of elementary students isn’t representative of the population of drivers
because they cannot yet drive. Shawn should poll those who are of driving age.

Darlene wants to know if sweetened tea or unsweetened tea is more popular in the United States. She
posts a poll on social media that asks which one people prefer. 75% prefer unsweetened tea, and 25%
prefer sweetened tea. Is this an accurate representation of the U.S. population? Why or why not?
This sample may not be representative of the population, as it surveys only those people who use
technology, and they may be from a regional area of the U.S. Also the sample is comprised of those who
voluntarily responded (it wasn’t random).
Harry wants to sample U.S. voters to see who will win the election. Which of the following samples is most
likely to be most representative of the population?

a) A random sample of 100 registered voters who live in New York.
b) A random sample of 100 college students across the country who are registered to vote.
c) A random sample of 100 registered Democrats from across the country.
d) A random sample of 100 registered voters across the country.
5)

In a poll of Mr. Grey’s English class at Harrington High, 66% percent of students say that English is their
favorite subject. A school newspaper reporter in the class wants to write an article stating that English
is the favored class among students at Harrington High. Explain why this population is not an accurate
representation of the student body, and suggest a way to better gather data to determine which subject
is favored by the entire student body.
ANSWERS WILL VARY. Mr. Grey’s class is not an accurate representation of the entire school–his classes
could just love him as a teacher, which doesn’t necessarily reflect their preference for English as a subject.
The reporter could have obtained a school roster and used a random number list to pick students off of
the roster to survey.
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Statistics & Probability

7.SP.A.2

Use data from a random sample to draw inferences about a population with an unknown
characteristic of interest. Generate multiple samples (or simulated samples) of the same size to
gauge the variation in estimates or predictions. For example, estimate the mean word length in a
book by randomly sampling words from the book; predict the winner of a school election based on
randomly sampled survey data. Gauge how far off the estimate or prediction might be.

LESSON: SLOPE STEEPNESS

What inferences can be made about the slopes where avalanches occur?

The ability to draw inferences is a skill that encourages higher order thinking and enhances overall problem solving
skills in the classroom and beyond. In Slope Steepness, Gwen is training Nash to become a Backcountry Guide. They
are out exploring the mountains, and Nash’s next task is to determine the avalanche danger level of a slope based on
his trained eye. Gwen asks Nash to look at a sample of avalanche data and make some inferences that might be helpful
in his future as a guide. The data provided is data from the NOAA, showing a sample of 50 avalanches and the types
of slopes on which they occurred.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Slope Steepness Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: What inferences can be made
about the slopes where avalanches occur?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Slope Steepness Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: According to this sample, avalanche frequency per slope category is: LOW - 2, MODERATE - 29,
MODERATE-HIGH - 16, HIGH - 3. Inferences made by students will vary.
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Slope Steepness

1

Statistics & Probability

7.SP.A.2
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #6

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Data arranged in dot plots or histograms
will help students see the variation in data and
better understand trends and patterns.

1

Kevin: Emphasize that multiple random samples
of the same population can help us make more
accurate inferences. Results for each sample won't
be exactly the same, but variability can then be
gauged.

2

Determine the portion of the sample that spends
over 2 hours per day on social media.
60
80

3

Calculate that same portion of the entire student
body.
1245 • 0.75 = 933.75
Interpret the results.
An estimated 934 students at Hopkins Middle
School spend more than 2 hours per day on
social media.

Megan: Consider organizing a class project around
a question of interest. Students are each randomly
assigned a fixed number of students to survey.
Students individually organize and analyze their
data, followed by compiling and analyzing wholeclass data. Individual results are then compared to
each other and also to whole-class results.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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= 0.75

Clicker Quiz

Slope Steepness
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

SLOPE STEEPNESS
What inferences can be made about the
slopes where avalanches occur?
Nash is working on earning his Backcountry Guide Certification,
and his next task is to become an expert about avalanches and
slope steepness. His coach, Gwen, has provided him with data
from a new sample of 50 slopes where avalanches have occurred.
Use the avalanche sample data to help Nash write three inferences
about the slopes where avalanches occur.

7.SP.A.2
About this standard
Use data from a random
sample to draw inferences
about a population with an
unknown characteristic of
interest. Generate multiple
samples (or simulated
samples) of the same size
to gauge the variation in
estimates or predictions.
For example, estimate the
mean word length in a book
by randomly sampling words
from the book; predict the
winner of a school election
based on randomly sampled
survey data. Gauge how far
off the estimate or prediction
might be.
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Answers may vary.

1. Avalanches occur most often on slopes of 40° - 45°.

2. About 3 times as many avalanches occur on
Moderate-High slopes as on both Moderate and
High slopes.
3. Slopes above 45° have about the same number of
occurrences as slopes between 35° and 40°.

Slope Steepness

1 of 2

Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
The school newspaper wants to determine the average length of first names of students at Monarch
Middle School.
A random sample of ten first names was selected from the 1,245 students that attend Monarch
Middle School, and the average length (measured in letters) of the ten names was calculated. This
process was repeated 15 times. The average name length for each sample is shown in the table and
histogram below. Use this information to answer each question.

1) What is the population of the study?

2) Why was a sample taken instead of

studying the entire population?
The population of the study is the
entire student body of Monarch Middle
The population is very large, and it
School.
would take too long to count all names.
3) The names for each sample were sampled using a random sampling method. Does this mean
the samples are more or less likely to be representative of the names of the entire student
population?
Random sampling should give samples that are more representative of the
entire student population.
4) According to the distribution shown in the histogram, where is the average name length
centered?
Average name length centers between 5.5 letters and 6.5 letters.

5) Based on the data, what is the best estimate for the mean name length of the entire student
body? Explain your reasoning.
The best estimate for the mean name length of the entire student body is the mean of the
fifteen sample means. The data gives us 15 means, so if we average those, we should get
close to the actual mean. 90.5 ÷ 15 ≈ 6 letters
6) Calculate the interquartile range (IQR) for the average lengths in the 15 samples.
Q1 = 5.7
Q3 = 6.4

IQR = Q3 – Q1
= 6.4 – 5.7
= 0.7

7) If the sample size increased from ten names to twenty names, would you expect the interquartile
range to be smaller or larger than the current interquartile range? Explain.
Increasing the sample size should decrease the variability, so the IQR should
be smaller than the current IQR.
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Statistics & Probability

7.SP.B.3-4

Draw informal comparative inferences about two populations. 3) Informally assess the degree of visual overlap of two numerical
data distributions with similar variabilities, measuring the difference between the centers by expressing it as a multiple of a
measure of variability. For example, the mean height of players on the basketball team is 10 cm greater than the mean height of players
on the soccer team, about twice the variability (mean absolute deviation) on either team; on a dot plot, the separation between the two
distributions of heights is noticeable. 4) Use measure of center and measure of variability for numerical data from random samples to
draw informal comparative inferences about two populations. For example, decide whether the words in a chapter of a seventh-grade
science book are generally longer than the words in a chapter of a fourth-grade science book.

LESSON: PERIO CHARTS

Is there a significant difference between the two perio charts?
Interpreting statistical data is important in many fields, including business, economics, and the sciences. In Perio Charts, dentist
Dr. Shlansky is screening her patient, Jim Novak, for periodontal disease. After measuring the pockets around Jim’s teeth, Dr.
Shlansky compares the results to normal measurements to determine whether the difference is significant, or merely a result
of measurement error. Students are given the dot plots for Jim’s teeth and for those of a healthy patient to help them make the
comparison.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Perio Charts Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: Is there a significant difference
between the two perio charts?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are
your ideas?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Perio Charts Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.
Answer: 1) Difference between mean depth of pocket: 4 (Jim’s) – 3 (normal) = 1 mm
2) The mean absolute deviation (MAD): 0.5 mm for both sets of data
3) Ratio of mean difference/MAD: 1/0.5 = 2 mm
The difference is significant.
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Perio Charts

1

Statistics & Probability

7.SP.B.3-4
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #4

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Students will apply statistics
knowledge to compare two sets of data.
Try to find compelling sets of data that
students will find interesting.
Kevin: A review of mean, median, MAD,
and IQR, both in calculation and meaning,
would likely be of great help before tackling
this standard.
Megan: Reiterate that data with less
variability is more reliable.

1

Determine the mean grade for each student.
Student 1 Mean: 88.5
Student 2 Mean: 84.5
Student 3 Mean: 82.5

2

3

Calculate the MAD for each student (or since data
set is small, observe how close the grades are to the
Student 1 MAD: 2.5
Student 2 MAD: 2.25
Student 3 MAD: 7.5
Select the true statement.
A: Student 3 had a greater MAD then Student 2.

4

Extend the discussion to interpret its meaning.
Student 3 is the least consistent of the students
as there is more variation in grades. Student 2's
grades are the most consistent, not straying very
far from the mean.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

PERIO CHARTS
Is there a significant difference between
the two perio charts?
Dr. Shlansky is a dentist who helps her patients prevent periodontal
disease. To do this, she measures the pockets around their teeth
and compares the results to those of a healthy patient to see if
there is a statistically significant difference. Dr. Shlansky has just
charted Ms. Beckett’s teeth and is evaluating the results.
Compare Ms. Beckett’s perio chart with the healthy chart to tell
whether there is a significant difference.

7.SP.B.3-4
About this standard
Draw informal comparative
inferences about two populations.
3) Informally assess the degree of
visual overlap of two numerical
data distributions with similar
variabilities, measuring the
difference between the centers
by expressing it as a multiple of a
measure of variability. For example,
the mean height of players on the
basketball team is 10 cm greater
than the mean height of players
on the soccer team, about twice
the variability (mean absolute
deviation) on either team; on a
dot plot, the separation between
the two distributions of heights
is noticeable. 4) Use measure of
center and measure of variability
for numerical data from random
samples to draw informal
comparative inferences about two
populations. For example, decide
whether the words in a chapter of
a seventh-grade science book are
generally longer than the words in
a chapter of a fourth-grade science
book.
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1) Difference between mean depth of pockets: 3.5 (Ms. B) – 3.0 (normal) = 0.5 mm
2) The mean absolute deviation (MAD): ≈ 0.5 mm for both sets of data
3) Ratio of mean difference/MAD: 0.5/0.5 = 1 mm
There is no statistical significant difference. The 0.5 mean difference is likely a result of
measurement error.

Perio Charts

1 of 2

Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
A karate studio wants to compare the ages of the students in two of its classes. This information
is shown in the box plots.

1) Compare the measure of variation between the two classes.
They are the same. The difference between the first and second quartiles in each class is 1 year;
the difference between the second and third quartiles is 2 years.
2) Compare their interquartile ranges.
The interquartile range for both classes is 3 years. They are the same.

3) Compare the median ages of the two classes.
The median age of Class 1 is 10 years, while the median age of Class 2 is 11 years.

4) What inference can you draw about the ages of the students in these classes? Explain.
The students in Class 1 are generally younger than the students in Class 2. In Class 1, 50% of the students are
between ages 9 and 12, while in Class 2, 50% of the students are between ages 10 and 13.

5) A coach wants to compare two basketball players in terms of the number of points they score in
a game. Their scores from the last ten games are shown in the table.
Player 1

5

4

4

7

2

3

5

4

5

5

Player 2

6

2

9

2

0

5

9

1

2

8

Find the mean score and mean absolute deviation for each student.
Player 1: mean score = 44
= 4.4
10
MAD = 0.6 + 0.4 + 0.4 + 3.2 + 2.4 + 1.4 + 0.6 + 0.4 + 0.6 + 0.6 = 10.6
= 1.06
10
Player 1: mean score = 44
= 4.4
10
MAD = 1.6 + 2.4 + 4.6 + 2.4 + 4.4 + 0.6 + 4.6 + 3.4 + 2.4 + 3.6 = 30
=3
10

6) What conclusion can the coach draw about these players’ performances? Explain.
Player 1 is a more consistent player. Even though both players have the same mean score, Player
1 has a lower MAD.
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7.SP.C.5

Statistics & Probability

Understand that the probability of a chance event is a number between 0 and 1 that expresses the
likelihood of the event occurring. Larger numbers indicate greater likelihood. A probability near 0
indicates an unlikely event, a probability around 1/2 indicates an event that is neither unlikely nor
likely, and a probability near 1 indicates a likely event.

LESSON: EXTRATERRESTRIAL EXISTENCE

With a probability of 0.5, is life on other planets likely or unlikely?
It is important for students to understand that although many events can’t be predicted with total certainty,
we can use a number between 0 and 1 to estimate their likelihood. In Extraterrestrial Existence, sisters Sonia
and Misha are discussing the chances, or the probability, that there might be life on other planets. Sonia says
there is a probability of 0.5 that there is life on other planets. Misha isn’t quite sure what that means. The data
provided is an image of Sonia and Misha looking up at the sky, with Sonia stating that the probability of life
on other planets is 0.5, and Misha asking, "What does that mean?"
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Extraterrestrial Existence Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: With a probability of 0.5, is life on
other planets likely or unlikely?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are
your ideas?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Extraterrestrial Existence Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: With a probability of 0.5, life on other planets is neither likely nor unlikely. The probability is
exactly halfway between impossible and certain.
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Extraterrestrial Existence

1

Statistics & Probability

7.SP.C.5
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #5

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Consider hosting a discussion about
probability or the chances that something will
happen. Get students to use their intuition and to
think about this concept before formally introducing
it.
Kevin: It may be helpful to review skills around
fractions, decimals and percents, as probabilities can
be expressed in various ways. Help students connect
that for probabilities, fractions and decimals will be
between 0 and 1, which means the percents will be
between 0% and 100%.

1

Find the sum of the probabilities.
0.76 + 0.34 = 1.1

2

Interpret the total.

3

A total of 1.1 implies a probability greater than
"certain." There is no probability greater than 1.
The sum of any valid probability model will be 1.
Select the appropriate answer.
B: No

Megan: Consider having students draw a probability
continuum and place events along the continuum,
using only their ideas or experience with such
events.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

EXTRATERRESTRIAL EXISTENCE
With a probability of 0.8, is life on other
planets likely or unlikely?
At the same time Sonia and Misha were discussing life on other
planets, so were extraterrestrials on a far away planet. One
extraterrestrial thought the probability of life on other planets
might be 0.8. His extraterrestrial friend wasn’t quite sure what that
meant.
With a probability of 0.8, is life on other planets likely or unlikely?

7.SP.C.5
About this standard
Understand that the
probability of a chance
event is a number
between 0 and 1 that
expresses the likelihood
of the event occurring.
Larger numbers indicate
greater likelihood.
A probability near 0
indicates an unlikely
event, a probability
around 1/2 indicates
an event that is neither
unlikely nor likely, and
a probability near 1
indicates a likely event.
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With a probability of 0.8, is life on other planets
likely or unlikely?
Likely

Unlikely

Explain your reasoning.
An event with a probability of 0.8 means would be likely
because it means 8 out of 10, or 80%.
The closer a probability is to 1 (or 100%), the more likely it is
to happen.

Extraterrestrial Existence
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Using the spinner, describe the likelihood of each event. On each line write either likely, unlikely,
neither unlikely nor likely, certain or impossible.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

unlikely
Spinner lands on 1: ____________________
likely
Spinner lands on an even number: ____________________
impossible
Spinner lands on 0: ____________________
unlikely
Spinner lands on an odd number: ____________________
certain
Spinner lands on a number ≥ 1: ____________________
neither likely nor unlikely
Spinner lands on a number ≤ 3: ____________________

2) Fill in the blanks with the vocabulary words below to make the statement true.

3) Write the probability of each event as a fraction or decimal, and then label the event likely,
unlikely, neither likely nor unlikely, certain, or impossible.

a) The probability of rolling a 6 on a normal six-sided number cube.
1
or 0.17 - unlikely
6

b) The probability of rolling a 7 on a normal six-sided number cube.
0
or 0 - impossible
6

c) The probability of rolling an even number on a normal six-sided number cube.
3
or 0.5 - neither likely nor unlikely
6

d) The probability of rolling a 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 on a normal six-sided number cube.
6
or 1 - certain
6

4) Michael was on a game show and made it to the final round. In order to win the grand prize,
he had to correctly guess which of 4 doors the prize was hidden behind. He had a 1 or 0.25
4
probability of guessing the correct door.
a) Is it likely or unlikely that Michael will win?
unlikely

b) What is the probability that Michael will NOT choose the correct door?
3
or 0.75
4
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7.SP.C.6

Statistics & Probability

Approximate the probability of a chance event by collecting data on the chance process that
produces it and observing its long-run relative frequency, and predict the approximate relative
frequency given the probability. For example, when rolling a number cube 600 times, predict that a 3
or 6 would be rolled roughly 200 times, but probably not exactly 200 times.

LESSON: SNAKE EYES

How many times can Dallas expect to roll Snake Eyes?
Being able to collect data and observe its long-run relative frequency, and then use that to make accurate predictions,
is the foundation for all probability-related tasks. In Snake Eyes, Dallas is preparing to compete in a game of dice at
Miss Ruby’s Tombstone Call Tournament, where she will roll the dice approximately 360 times. She knows it’s a game
of chance, but she also plans to use some strategy. She has been studying the probability of different rolls. Currently,
Dallas is focusing on the probability of rolling snake eyes, or a one on both dice. The data provided is Dallas’s journal,
where she has tallied how many times she’s rolled the two dice in practice, and how many times they have come up
snake eyes. There’s also a note in her journal, questioning how many times snake eyes might appear in 360 rolls during
the actual tournament.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Snake Eyes Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: How many times can Dallas expect
to roll Snake Eyes?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Snake Eyes Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: Dallas can expect to roll snake eyes 11 or 12 times.
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Snake Eyes

1

Statistics & Probability

7.SP.C.6
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #4

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Give students opportunities to collect data
by flipping a coin, spinning a spinner, selecting
playing cards at random, etc. They can then find
simple probabilities from their data sets.

1

Find the probability of a desired event.
P(4) =

2

Multiply by the total number of trials.
1,800 •

Kevin: This is a good time to introduce students to
relative frequency (experimental probability) and
theoretical probability. Flipping a coin is a simple
way to compare and contrast the two concepts, as
students intuitively know that if they flip a coin 10
times, they should get heads 1/2 the time, but they
may not actually get 5 heads!

1
6
1
6

= 300

Megan: Remind students that just as a larger
sample size and multiple samples will yield more
accurate information, a larger number of trials in an
experiment will give relative frequencies that more
closely reflect the theoretical probability of an event.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

SNAKE EYES
How many times can Dallas expect to roll
Snake Eyes?
Dallas did very well at Miss Ruby’s Tombstone Call Tournament.
She now plans to enter an even larger, three-day tournament
called the Benny Blue Dice Duel. The stakes are very high so Dallas
is seriously preparing, simulating numerous dice rolls and tracking
the results in her practice log. In this tournament, she is likely to
roll the dice 1,080 times.
How many times can Dallas expect to roll Snake Eyes in the Benny
Blue Dice Duel?

7.SP.C.6
About this standard
Approximate the
probability of a chance
event by collecting data
on the chance process
that produces it and
observing its long-run
relative frequency, and
predict the approximate
relative frequency given
the probability. For
example, when rolling a
number cube 600 times,
predict that a 3 or 6 would
be rolled roughly 200 times,
but probably not exactly
200 times.

Total Practice Rolls:
Not Snake Eyes + Snake Eyes
266 + 14 = 280
Probability of Snake Eyes in Practice:
14
= 0.05 = 5%
280

Probability of Snake Eyes in Duel:
0.05 • 1080 rolls = 54 rolls
Dallas can expect to roll Snake
Eyes about 54 times in the Benny
Blue Dice Duel.
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Below is a histogram showing the number of points Abraham scored in his basketball games.
Based on the data, what is the probability that
Abraham will score 16 -19 points in the next game?
2
= 0.08 = 8%
25

2) Jasmine rolled a fair number cube 600 times. Match the approximate relative frequency of the
events below based on the probability of each event.
An even number is rolled

Approximately 100 times

A number > 1 is rolled

Approximately 500 times

A 5 or 6 is rolled

Approximately 300 times

A 2 is rolled

Approximately 200 times

3) Mrs. Jane uses a random name selector to call on students. If there
are 30 students in her class, and she usually uses the random name
selector 60 times each day, how many times can George expect for his
name to be selected in a 5-day week?
George can expect for his name to be selected approximately 10 times.

4) Desert Dunes Golf Course is offering a free round of golf to golfers who hit their tee shot on the
green on Hole 18. The table shows the results of tee shots from Hole 18 this morning. Based on
the data, what is a reasonable estimate of the probability that the next tee shot lands on the
green?
A reasonable estimate of the probability
that the next tee shot lands on the
1
green is
or about 17%.
6
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Statistics & Probability

7.SP.C.7a

Develop a uniform probability model by assigning equal probability to all outcomes, and use the
model to determine probabilities of events. For example, if a student is selected at random from a
class, find the probability that Jane will be selected and the probability that a girl will be selected.

LESSON: PIRATE'S PRIZE

What is the probability of Mad Dog being selected?
What is the probability of a lady pirate being selected?
It is important for students to see that when outcomes are equally likely, the probability of an event is the
number of outcomes in the event divided by the number of outcomes in the sample space. In Pirate's Prize,
Patrick "Mad Dog" Snog has made a friendly wager with a fellow crew member about who will win the Pirate's Prize given out by the Captain. He is trying to figure out his chance of winning the prize, as well as the
chance that a lady pirate will win the prize. The data provided is list of the crew of the Isosceles.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM
1 Immersion

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

• Play Pirate's Prize Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: What is the probability of Mad
Dog being selected? What is the probability of a lady
pirate being selected?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Pirate's Prize Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: The probability of Mad Dog being selected is 1/15 or 6.7%. The probability of a lady pirate being
selected is 4/15 or 26.7%.
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Statistics & Probability

7.SP.C.7a
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #3

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Use tools such as bag pulls, spinners,
number cubes, coins and colored clips to help
students grasp the concepts presented in this
standard.
Kevin: You might have students start by identifying all the possible outcomes in the sample
space for various events. They might organize
these in a chart, table, tree diagram, etc.

1
2

3

Count the total number of marbles.
14 total marbles
Make a fraction showing the number of green
marbles out of the total.
4 green marbles
14 total marbles
Simplify.
4
14

=

2
7

Megan: Once students are comfortable with
creating sample spaces, they can assign outcomes within a sample space an equal probability. Remind students that the sum of their
probabilities of the sample space needs to be 1
(or 100%).

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

PIRATE’S PRIZE
What is the probability of Mad Dog being
selected?
What is the probability of a lady pirate being selected?
Captain Mary Read always plans a Pirate’s Prize to give away to
one of the crew members of the Isosceles. She writes the names
of each crew member on a slip of paper, the winner’s name to be
drawn out of a bag.
Patrick “Mad Dog” Snog had determined his chances of being chosen, as well as the chances of a lady pirate being chosen.
But an unfortunate event hit the Isosceles. Scurvy. Three pirates
(2 lads and 1 lady) became ill and were left at Oak Island for treatment, leaving them unable to participate in the Pirate’s Prize.

7.SP.C.7a
About this standard

Help Mad Dog determine the new probabilities.

Develop a uniform
probability model by
assigning equal probability
to all outcomes, and use
the model to determine
probabilities of events.
For example, if a student is
selected at random from a
class, find the probability that
Jane will be selected and the
probability that a girl will be
selected.

1
P(Mad Dog) = 12

≈ 0.083 ≈ 8.3%

3
P(lady pirate) = 12
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Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1a) Raven flips a coin 50 times. The results are shown in the table.
Based on those results, determine the probability that Raven
flips heads and the probability that she flips tails.

P(heads) =

P(tails) =

18 = 0.36 = 36%
50

32 = 0.64 = 64%
50

1b) The theoretical probability of flipping a coin indicates the coin should land on heads
time and land on tails 12 of the time.

1
of the
2

Why do you think Raven’s relative frequencies don’t match up with the theoretical
probabilities?
Raven’s relative frequencies may not match the theoretical probabilities because she only flipped the coin 50 times. Increasing
the number of flips should get the relative frequency closer to the
theoretical probability.

2a) List all the possible outcomes (or sample space) when rolling

two number cubes, one red and one blue.
Red 1, Blue 1 Red 2, Blue 1 Red 3, Blue 1 Red 4, Blue 1
Red 1, Blue 2 Red 2, Blue 2 Red 3, Blue 2 Red 4, Blue 2
Red 1, Blue 3 Red 2, Blue 3 Red 3, Blue 3 Red 4, Blue 3
Red 1, Blue 4 Red 2, Blue 4 Red 3, Blue 4 Red 4, Blue 4
Red 1, Blue 5 Red 2, Blue 5 Red 3, Blue 5 Red 4, Blue 5
Red 1, Blue 6 Red 2, Blue 6 Red 3, Blue 6 Red 4, Blue 6
2b) Use the sample space to determine the following probabilities:

6 ≈ 0.167 ≈ 16.7%
36
1 ≈ 0.028 ≈ 2.8%
P(red 2, blue 4) =
36
P(at least one 3) = 11 ≈ 0.306 ≈ 30.6%
36
P(sum of 7) =

Red 5, Blue 1
Red 5, Blue 2
Red 5, Blue 3
Red 5, Blue 4
Red 5, Blue 5
Red 5, Blue 6

Red 6, Blue 1
Red 6, Blue 2
Red 6, Blue 3
Red 6, Blue 4
Red 6, Blue 5
Red 6, Blue 6

P(even sum) = 18 = 0.5 = 50%

36
2 ≈ 0.056 ≈ 5.6%
P(a 4 and a 1) =
36
P(sum of 13) = 0 = 0 = 0%
36

2c) If the two number cubes were rolled 180 times, about how many times would you expect to
get at least one 6? The number cube should land on
at least one 6 about 55 times.
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Statistics & Probability

7.SP.C.7b

Develop a probability model (which may not be uniform) by observing frequencies in data
generated from a chance process. For example, find the approximate probability that a spinning
penny will land heads up or that a tossed paper cup will land open-end down. Do the outcomes for the
spinning penny appear to be equally likely based on the observed frequencies?

LESSON: BREAK TIME

What is the probability of each guard going on break first?
It is a common student misconception to assume that the outcomes for chance events are always equally
likely, which is not always the case. During Break Time, Roman Guard Cicero asks Fabia if she wants to flip a
spear to see who goes on break first. Cicero thinks he has a 50-50 chance of going on break first, but Fabia
attempts to explain to him that because the spear is heavier on one end, the flip won’t be fair. They decide
to experiment with 20 spear flips. Still not convinced and believing he still has a 50-50 chance of going on
break first, he flips the spear one last time. The data provided is an image with the results of the 20 experimental spear flips.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math SimulatorTM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play Break Time Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: What is the probability of each
guard going on break first?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Break Time Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: The probability that Fabia goes on break first (point down) is 90%. The probability that Cicero
goes on break first (point up) is 10%.
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1

Statistics & Probability

7.SP.C.7b
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #6

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Give students creative data samples that will have non-uniform probability
models.
Kevin: Consider allowing students to conduct an experiment by dropping an oddshaped object to see how it lands. They can
record the data and develop a probability
model for the possible outcomes.

1

Determine the total number of visits to the restaurant.
14 total visits

2

2

Make a fraction for each time interval out of the total.
11- 15 mins

16-20 mins

21-25 mins

3
14

6
14

5
14

Convert fractions to decimals.
11- 15 mins

16-20 mins

21-25 mins

0.21

0.43

0.36

Megan: Allow students freedom to use
decimals, fractions or percents when developing probability models. Share different
representations classwide so students can
see the connections.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

BREAK TIME
What is the probability of each guard
going on break first?
Cicero and his guard partner, Fabia, often play games to determine
who gets to go on break first. Cicero likes the spear-flipping game,
and he is determined to prove that the spear landing point up is
equally as likely as the spear landing point down.
He convinces Fabia to again participate in a spear flipping
experiment to help prove his theory. Cicero, who always calls
“point up,” hopes to finally be the one to go on break first.
Complete the table with the results and the probability model
that could predict who gets to go on break first, after any given
spear flip.

7.SP.C.7b
About this standard
Develop a probability
model (which may not
be uniform) by observing
frequencies in data
generated from a chance
process. For example,
find the approximate
probability that a spinning
penny will land heads up
or that a tossed paper cup
will land open-end down.
Do the outcomes for the
spinning penny appear to
be equally likely based on
the observed frequencies?
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APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1a) Observe the two spinners. Complete the table with the probabilities of landing on
each color.

SPINNER 1

SPINNER 2

1b) Use the spinners and the table from #1a to complete the table of probabilities.

2) Three cousins – Rayanna, Kip, and Marco – play the same board game every weekend.
Fill in the missing information in the table.

3) Going to the post office often means one will have to wait in a line.
Some wait time data has been collected and is displayed below.
Use the data to find the probability of the given waiting times.

P(more than 3 minutes) =
1–

1
24

=

23
24

≈ 96%

P(less than 12 minutes) =
1
24

+

1
4

+

MidSchoolMath

1
6

=

11
24

≈ 46%

P(longer than 15 minutes) =
1
12

+

1
8

1

+ 12 =

7
24

≈ 29%

P(longer than 19 minutes) =
1
8

1

+ 12 =

Break Time

5
24

≈ 21%
2 of 2
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Statistics & Probability

7.SP.C.8a-b

Understand that, just as with simple events, the probability of a compound event is the fraction of outcomes
in the sample space for which the compound event occurs.
Represent sample spaces for compound events using methods such as organized lists, tables, and tree
diagrams. For an event described in everyday language (e.g. “rolling double sixes”), identify the outcomes
in the sample space which compose the event.

LESSON: RED BUFFALO

How can Dallas determine the probability of drawing a Red Buffalo?
Students often learn about probability by playing games, but probability has other real life applications, such as
planning for the weather and choosing insurance plans. In Red Buffalo, Dallas Sparks is playing a card game against
a formidable foe, Ace McCloud. Dallas knows she needs a Red Buffalo to win. Applying the concept of probability
will help her determine the likelihood of this happening and what her next move should be. The data provided are a
graphic indicating the make up of the deck, along with a reminder of finding the chances of drawing a Red Buffalo.
Download the Detailed Lesson Plan
Available on the Teacher Dashboard

The Math SimulatorTM

1 Immersion
• Play Red Buffalo Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: How can Dallas determine the
probability of drawing a Red Buffalo?
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What do we
need to know?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact, cut into halves, and distribute to
students.
• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play Red Buffalo Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: The probability of drawing a Red Buffalo is
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1
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, or

Red Buffalo

1
6

.
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Statistics & Probability

7.SP.C.8a-b
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #4

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Show students clear examples of both
simple and compound events, so they are able
to distinguish one from the other.

1

Kevin: Model use of tree diagrams, tables
and organized lists to help students see
advantages and disadvantages of each type.
The tree diagram is particularly useful when the
experiment can be thought of as occurring in
stages.

2

Count the number of times "1, then 3" occurs in
the sample space.
1 out of 9 times

3

A shortcut for compound events is to multiply
the two probabilities.

Find the sample space for two spins.
1, then 1
1, then 2
1, then 3

P(1) • P(3) =

2, then 1
2, then 2
2, then 3

2
6

•

2
6

=

4
36

3, then 1
3, then 2
3, then 3

=

1
9

Megan: Encourage students to use the sample
space to calculate compound probabilities
instead of jumping immediately to the product
rule of probability. If students find the shortcut
themselves, let them bring the idea to the class.

Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

RED BUFFALO
How can Dallas determine the probability
of drawing a Red Buffalo?
Dallas Sparks is playing another game of cards. She has a full deck,
except all the ravens have been removed from the deck leaving
only horses and buffalo. She needs a Red Buffalo on her next draw
to win.
Help Dallas find the probability of drawing a Red Buffalo this time.
You can make a list, table, or tree to help you find the answer.

7.SP.C.8a-b
About this standard
Understand that, just as
with simple events, the
probability of a compound
event is the fraction of
outcomes in the sample
space for which the
compound event occurs.
Represent sample spaces
for compound events
using methods such as
organized lists, tables, and
tree diagrams. For an event
described in everyday
language (e.g. “rolling
double sixes”), identify the
outcomes in the sample
space which compose the
event.
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The sample space consists of red horse, red buffalo, black horse,
black buffalo. Therefore, the probability of drawing a red buffalo
is 1 out of 4.
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Name

Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Three coins are flipped. Fill in the

table to show the sample space.
Then determine the probability
of getting two tails and one head.
Explain your answer.

Three of the outcomes have two tails and one head (HTT,
THT and TTH). There is a total of eight outcomes. The
probability of two tails and one head is 3 out of 8.

2) A caterer is providing sandwiches for a luncheon. The sandwiches each have one slice of meat
(ham, turkey, or beef ), one slice of cheese (American or Swiss), and one roll (white or whole
wheat). Make a tree diagram to show the sample space. Then find the probability of getting a
sandwich with ham and Swiss on a whole wheat roll.

Only one outcome is ham, Swiss, and whole wheat.
There is a total of 12 outcomes in the sample space.
Therefore, the probability is 1 out of 12.

3) In Waco, Texas, in November, approximately 12 out of 30 days are sunny. About half of the days
have low temperatures below 50 °F. What is the probability that a November day will be sunny
with a low temperature below 50 °F? [If this is event A, you can write P(A) to show this.] Express
the answer as a fraction.
6
1
or 5
30

4) Eric is playing a game with two dice. If he rolls doubles, he can take another
turn. What is the probability that he will be able to take another turn? In
other words, if this is event B, what is P(B)? Express the answer as a fraction.
6
1
or 6
36

5) A spinner has eight equal sections, numbered 1–8. If event C is the probability of spinning a 2
and then a 5, what is P(C)? Express the answer as a fraction.
1
64

6) A bag has equal amounts of green, red, yellow and blue marbles. Half of the marbles are plain,
and half have stripes. You win a prize if you draw a yellow marble with stripes. This is event D.
What is P(D)? Express the answer as a fraction.
1
8
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7.SP.C.8c

Statistics & Probability

Design and use a simulation to generate frequencies for compound events. For example, use
random digits as a simulation tool to approximate the answer to the question: If 40% of donors have
type A blood, what is the probability that it will take at least 4 donors to find one with type A blood?

LESSON: THE WAY OF THE DRAGON
Design and run the Golden Dragon's simulation.

Being able to design and use a simulation is the performance task to show thorough understanding of probability. It’s important to emphasize
that increasing the number of trials increases the accuracy of a simulation. In The Way of the Dragon, Jill and her brother Jake are on the run
because of the widespread zombie invasion. They are in contact with The Golden Dragon, who has “eyes” across the nation and who is guiding
them to safety in Savannah, Georgia. Jill and Jake’s Prius has run out of gas in Texas, and they need a way to continue on to Savannah. The Dragon
informs them that there are three abandoned vehicles on the far side of the town. The Dragon wishes to run a simulation to help Jill and Jake
determine if it’s worth the risk trying to get to one of the cars. The data provided is a split image showing the three abandoned vehicles and The
Dragon’s theory that there is a 40% chance of any vehicle being functional.

Download the Detailed Lesson Plan

The Math Simulator

TM

Available on the Teacher Dashboard

1 Immersion
• Play The Way of the Dragon Immersion video, whole-class.
• Restate the question: Design and run the Golden
Dragon's simulation.
• Facilitate classroom discussion; ask students: "What are
your ideas?"

2 Data & Computation
• Print the Data Artifact and distribute to students.

It may be helpful to have pages of random numbers available for student use.
https://www.unc.edu/~nielsen/soci708/statistical_functions/ips6e/ips6e_table-b.pdf

• Allow students work time. Ask students: "Does your
answer make sense?"
• Consider using a sharing protocol leading to mathematical
insights and/or highlighting misconceptions.
• Allow students to revise their work.

3 Resolution
• Play The Way of the Dragon Resolution video, whole-class.
• Prepare and give brief lecture (Teacher Instruction).
• Assign Simulation Trainer as available.

Answer: Student simulation results may vary. Using 3 sets of 10 computer-generated cards (4 functional,
6 non-functional), the Dragon’s simulation shows at least one of the three cars being functional 16 out of
20 times (an 80% chance that at least one is functional).
MidSchoolMath
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Statistics & Probability

7.SP.C.8c
Instruction at a Glance
Standard Math Procedures
Ex. Clicker Quiz #4

Gladys
Graham

Kevin

Simpson

Megan
LeBleu

Gladys: Ensure students are clear on
necessary vocabulary (trial, simulation,
event, outcome, success).
Kevin: Remind students that the more trials
they run, the more accurate their results will
be.

1

Check each answer option for accurate
representation of the situation.
A: 4 chips out of 10 - represents 40% Type A donors
B: 4 papers out of 10 - represents 40% Type A donors
C: 4 digits out of 10 - represents 40% Type A donors

2

Select the appropriate setup.
D: All of these

Megan: Slips of paper drawn out of a bag
will likely be the most accessible simulation
set-up. Consider also providing sheets of
random numbers for students to use and
modeling how they are used. Encourage
your technological-minded students to
explore spreadsheet random number
generators.
Launch the Clicker Quiz, whole-class.

MidSchoolMath

Clicker Quiz
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Practice Printable
Name

Date

Period

THE WAY OF THE DRAGON
Design and run the Golden Dragon’s
simulation.
Jill and her brother Jake are on the run from zombies, headed to
safety at the Golden Dragon’s compound in Savannah, Georgia.
The Golden Dragon is a tech expert, helping them along the way.
Jill’s Prius has run out of gas, but the Dragon has spotted three
vehicles at the far edge of a town in Texas. Jill and Jake tell the
Dragon they would rather not face the dangers in the town if there
were not a good chance that one of the cars will work. The Dragon
hypothesizes there is a 30% chance that an abandoned vehicle is
functional and wants to run a simulation to try to determine the
probability that at least one of the three is a functioning vehicle.
Help the Dragon design and run a simulation to determine the
probability that at least one of the cars is functional.

7.SP.C.8c
About this standard
Design and use a
simulation to generate
frequencies for
compound events. For
example, use random
digits as a simulation tool
to approximate the answer
to the question: If 40% of
donors have type A blood,
what is the probability that
it will take at least 4 donors
to find one with type A
blood?

ANSWERS MAY VARY.
Students may design and run a simulation similar to the one in
the video, using slips of paper.

POSSIBLE ALTERNATE SIMULATION USING RANDOM DIGITS:
Assign digits 1-3 to represent a functional car and digits 0 and 4-9 to represent a non-functional car.
Use a list of random digits, and look at three digits at a time. Keep track of how many times a 1, 2 or 3
is present in those three digits. Run numerous trials. The number of times a 1, 2 or 3 is present out of
the total number of trials is the probability that at least one car is functional.
MidSchoolMath
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Date

Period

APPLYING THE STANDARD

How might this standard appear on a test?
1) Three coins are used to simulate the chances that a family with children has all boys. Heads (H)
represents a girl and tails (T) represents a boy. Multiple trials are carried out.

a) What would constitute one trial of this experiment?
One trial would be flipping three coins.

b) One trial results in HHT. What do these

c) One trial results in TTT. What do these

results mean?

results mean?

HHT means the family has two girls and one boy.

TTT means the family has all boys.

d) In a simulation of 50 trials, TTT appeared 6 times. According to this simulation, what is the
probability that a family with three children has all boys?
The simulation shows that a family with three children
6
= 12 = 12%
50

100

has a 12% chance of having all boys.

2) Rafael didn’t study for his math test. There will be 10 multiple-choice questions, each with four
answer options and only one correct answer.

a) Design a simulation that could be used to see how many questions Rafael may get correct if
he guesses on all the questions. Describe the simulation.

ANSWERS MAY VARY. Make 4 slips of paper–1 saying “correct answer” and 3 saying “incorrect answer.” Put all slips in a hat, and draw one slip
of paper. Record the result. Repeat this a total of 10 times (to represent all questions on the test); this is one trial. Conduct numerous trials.

b) Run your simulation 20 times and record the results of each trial below.
ANSWERS MAY VARY.

c) Use the simulation data to determine

d) Use the simulation data to determine

the probability that Rafael will get
exactly 5 questions correct if he
guesses on all of them.

the probability that Rafael will get at
least 7 questions correct if he guesses
on all of them.

ANSWERS MAY VARY. P(exactly 5 correct) = # of times
“correct answer” was picked exactly 5 times/20 trials

ANSWERS MAY VARY. P(at least 7 correct) = # of times
“correct answer” was picked 7 or more times/20 trials

3) A candy bar company is wrapping puzzle pieces inside their candy bars. It takes five pieces to

complete the puzzle, and each piece is equally as likely as any other piece to be wrapped in a
bar. Anyone who collects and sends in a completed puzzle will receive a case of candy bars. How
many candy bars, on average, will it take to collect all five puzzle pieces?
A list of random numbers can be used to simulate this situation. Design a simulation using a list
of random numbers, and conduct 20 trials. Use the results to determine the number of candy
bars needed to collect all five pieces.
ANSWERS MAY VARY.
PLEASE PROVIDE STUDENTS ACCESS TO A LIST OF RANDOM DIGITS.
One such list can be found here: https://www.unc.edu/~nielsen/soci708/statistical_functions/
ips6e/ips6e_table-b.pdf
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Kate Martin
Alex Usatine
Kate Martin and Michelle Moore
Chelsea Reidy, Michelle Moore, and Janice Sandeen
Aaron Garlick and William Hall
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Kate Martin
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Michelle Moore
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Lead Designer
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Director of Curriculum
Director of Productions
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Production Assistants
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Costumes, Props, Set Dressing, and Locations
Writing Team
Editing
Lead Animator - Motion Graphics and Visual Effects
Additional Motion Graphics and Visual Effects
Sound Design
Post-Production Sound Engineer

Video Credits
7.EE.A.1 - Mathmalian Logic
Kate Martin as Dalek
Katy Palmier as Lumi

7.G.A.2 - Love Triangle
Ana Chavez as Alexa del Arte
Kate Martin as The Designer

7.EE.A.2 - A Taxing Problem
Chris Morel as Dude 1
Justin Janowick as Dude 2
Kate Martin as The Boss

7.G.A.3 - Doctor Dilim's Dimensions
Charlene Fox as Doctor Dilim

7.EE.B.3 - Hay Talk
Kate Martin as Carlie
Marvin Gouch as Ron
7.EE.B.4a - Pen Perimeter
Kate Martin as Farmer Jean
Sven Mikkleson as Gerald (VO)
Michelle Moore as Mumsie (VO)
Michelle Moore as Annabelle (VO)

7.G.B.4 - Crop Circle
Kate Martin as Farmer Ellie
7.G.B.5 - Guarding the Great Gate
Rich Greywolf as Cicero
Kate Martin as Fabia
7.G.B.6 - Miracle Mural
Freedom Hopkins as Marlon Hardaway
Kate Martin as Samira Faizan

7.NS.A.1a - Ghost Tamers!
7.EE.B.4b - The Fur Trader
Emily Murphy-Darling as Liz Wakefield
Justin Janowick as Tiberius J. Picklebottom
Kate Martin as Tina Blanchard
Kate Martin as Caterina Fenn
Jeff Spicer as Simon Leech
Rich Greywolf as Joss Whedon
Martha Grossman as Edna Crink
"Ghost Tamers Theme" Music/
7.G.A.1 - Build a Bigger Box
Composer: Kris Messic
Karla Eoff as Betty
Lyrics & Vocals: Kris Messic & Michelle
Kate Martin as Veronica
Moore
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Video Credits
7.NS.A.1b - Space Selfie
Violet Smith as Lucy Armstrong
Kate Martin as Commander K-8
Voice Generation as Computer (VO)
7.NS.A.1c - Avalanche Pits
Kate Martin as Ski Patroller Kate
Vittoria Totaro as Ski Patroller Vitt
Michelle Moore as Announcer (VO)
7.NS.A.1d - Bad Accounting
Steve Moser as Conrad Skinner
Kate Martin as Cora Malone
7.NS.A.2a - Reverse Meditation
Katy Palmier as Sonia Pavlova
Kate Martin as Misha Pavlova
7.NS.A.2b - Debt Division
Kate Martin as Monroe
Rich Greywolf as Skeeter
Dylan Cox as James
7.NS.A.2c - The Mastermind
Kate Martin as Glam City
Eli Collignon as DJ Mastermind
Nora Fraser as Tammy Sneed
Michelle Moore as Jen from Finance (VO)
7.NS.A.2d - Grandpa's Journey
Kate Martin as Herself
Ling Ling as Herself
“Delicate” Music/Composer: Joey
Fehrenback
Courtesy of Delicate Recordings
7.NS.A.3 - Chocolate Certified
Kate Martin as Gwen Hillary
Bear Schacht as Nash Thompson
7.RP.A.1 - Candlelight Dinner
Kate Martin as Grace Matherstone
Jake Waid as James Matherstone
Zeus as Roger
7.RP.A.2a - Hot Sauce!
Kate Martin as Jeanette Hatch
Rich Greywolf as Wilbur Davis
William Hall as Marty Freeman
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7.RP.A.2b - Coffee Caravan
Katy Palmier as Sonia Pavlova
Kate Martin as Misha Pavlova
"Better Than Love" Music/Composer: Griffin
House
Courtesy of Evening Records
7.RP.A.2c - Food Factor
Kate Martin as Ariel Tucker
7.RP.A.2d - Doggy Diet
Kate Martin as Lena Gatie
William Hall as Dr. Polansky
Himself as Simba
7.RP.A.3 - Sport Stats
Sven Mikkleson as Announcer (VO)
Freedom Hopkins as “Dazzlin” Dave Darling
Kate Martin as Shannon Moon
Jeremiah Glauser as Camera Op
7.SP.A.1 - Poll Position
Sven Mikkleson as Announcer (VO)
Freedom Hopkins as Edgar Bell
Kate Martin as Margie Hggins
7.SP.A.2 - Slope Steepness
Kate Martin as Gwen Hillary
Bear Schacht as Nash Thompson
7.SP.B.3-4 - Perio Charts
Kate Martin as Dr. Jordan Shlansky
Bear Schacht as Antony Faber
Rich Greywolf as Jim Novak
7.SP.C.5 - Extraterrestrial Existence
Katy Palmier as Sonia Pavlova
Kate Martin as Misha Pavlova
7.SP.C.6 - Snake Eyes
Kate Martin as Dallas Sparks
Katy Palmier as Ruby LeMans
Scott Tennant as Ace McCloud
7.SP.C.7a - Pirate's Prize
Rich Greywolf as Patrick Snog
Kate Martin as Mary Read
7.SP.C.7b - Break Time
Rich Greywolf as Cicero
Kate Martin as Fabia

7.SP.C.8a-b - Red Buffalo
Kate Martin as Dallas Sparks
Scott Tennant as Ace McCloud
Katy Palmier as Ruby LeMans
7.SP.C.8c - The Way of the Dragon
Kate Martin as Jill Sykes
Steven Morgan as Jake Sykes
Paula Bryson as The Golden Dragon
Voice Generation as S.H.E.I.L.A
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Fixing middle school's greatest problem

T

he US decline from 4th grade
to 10th grade is the largest in
the world on International tests
in math. Nearly every district across
the country experiences a drop in
proficiency in math during the middle
grades.

The Mid School Math Cliff

MidSchoolMath Comprehensive Curriculum is developed to fix this problem
through a fundamentally different approach. As the centerpiece to the curriculum,
The Math SimulatorTM creates a rich context for students to develop variables,
comprehend the functional purpose of math, and prepares them for the transition
from middle school to high school math.
The premium digital and print curriculum is ideally used as core curriculum in traditional districts and schools that can
provide access to internet and devices (i.e. Chromebooks, laptops, iPads) at least twice a week.

Comprehensive Print & Digital Curriculum

www.midschoolmath.com
Sales and Information: info@midschoolmath.com
Technical Support: techsupport@midschoolmath.com

575.224.1480
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